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Summary

1 Introduction
In October 1991 the Conseil Interparlementaire Consultatif du Benelux/Raadgevende
Interparlementaire Beneluxraad published a report on the river Scheldt (water policy,
functions and water quality). In 1992 the memoer countries of the Economie Commission
for Europe (ECE) signed the United Nations Helsinki convention on international water
management of border crossing river systems. The Scheldt and Meuse riparian states
started negotiations on a water treaty in 1993. The water management administrations
have initiated the International Scheldt Group (ISG), This interim progress report is the
account of the ISG activities in 1993.

The ISG objectives in 1993 were:

* A joint inventory of available data on water management organization, communal
and industrial water pollution, water quality, waste water treatment efforts and
investments in the Scheldt basin.

The setup of an information database and presentation system for the Scheldt basin

* The data collection and analysis to make recommendations on the establishment of
ah integrated management approach in the Scheldt basin,

• Tp build on the present working relationships between the water management
administrations in the Scheldt basin.

The participating water management administrations are:
- Agence de 1'Eau Artois-Picardie (North-France)
- Direction Générale des Ressources Naturelles et de 1'Environnement (Wallonia)
- Administration des Ressources Naturelles et de PEnvironnement (Brussels)
- Vlaamse Milieumaatschappij (Flanders)
- Instituut voor Natuurbehoud (Flanders)
- Rijkswaterstaat, Directie Zeeland (The Netherlands)
- Rijkswaterstaat, Rijksinstituut voor Kust en Zee (The Netherlands)
- Centrum voor Estuariene en Mariene Ecologie (CEMO)

2 Description of the study area
The river Scheldt takes its rise in North-France, nearby Gouy-le-Catelet, just north of
Saint-Quentin. The river, which is about 350 km long, flows through France, Wallonia,
Flanders and the Netherlands and debouches in the North Sea between Vlissingen and
Breskens. Downstream of Gent the estuarine part is situated (length: 160
Km); this part consists of a fresh water, a brackish and a salt water zone.



The Scheldt basin, as studied in this project, has the following borders:
- the North Sea and the river Yser basin in the west;
- the coastal river basins in the southwest;
- the basins of the rivers Meuse and Rhine in the southwest, the east and the north,

The Scheldt and the tributaries are lowland river systems. Characteristics of these river
systems are low current velocities and meandering. Water management administrations
canalized large parts of the watercourses for shipping purposes and the surface water
distribution. More than 250 locks and sluices form artificial junctions between water-
courses. The river Scheldt basin includes several canals that flow in or out the basin.
The total surface of the Scheldt basin is 23,000 km2 divided among France (33%,
Wallonia (19%), Brussels (1%), Flanders (63%) and the Netherlands (4%). Eleven
millions people live in the basin.
In the Scheldt basin the authorities and water management organizations use several
hydrographic and administrative divisions. Within the division in hydrographic subbasins,
as used by the Vlaamse Milieumaatschappij, the emphasis lies on the river Scheldt and
her main tributaries:

- Haut-Escaut/Boven-Schelde
- Lys/Leie
- Dendre/Dender
- Senne/Zenne
- Dyle/Dijle
- Demer
- Nete
- Boven-Zeeschelde
- Beneden-Zeeschelde
- Kanaal Gent-Terneuzen
- Westerschelde

The authorities and water management organizations also use divisions in administrative
area. These areas are:

- the zones El , E2 and E3 (North-France);
- the Brussels Region (Brussels);
- the intercommunales IPALLE, IDEA and IBW (Wallonia);
- the AWP-II basins (Flanders);
- the waterschappen WS20 till WS25 (The Netherlandsi.

There is hardly any information available on the water distribution in the Scheldt basin.
There is no or little communication between the administrations that collect hydrographic
data of the river Scheldt and its tributaries. There are big differences between summer
and winter periods. In dry, summer periods surface water of the rivers Lys and Scheldt is
diverted to the coastal area since 1971. Consequently, the mean annual flow rates of the



Haut-Escaut and the Lys are lower since then. Approximately 65% of the surface water in
the Scheldt basin upstream from Gent is diverted to the North Sea via canals. Fresh water
is essential for the "survival" of the Scheldt estuary with the fresh- , brackish and salt
intertidal areas. If more fresh water will be diverted, the Scheldt estuary will salt.
The high number of habitants, the high degree of industrialization and the agricultural use
of a big part of the area mean a considerable burden to the aquatic ecosystems in the
Scheldt basin. The water quality management problems are comparable in the different
parts of the Scheldt basin:

* Iow;grpün4water and ;surface water levels

* poÜüöpR p t ground* and surface w&ter

* iris^fficjënt waste jyater tre

* thé management of transboundary water&urséS

sediinent contaminatipn

Generally, from source to mouth the emphasis of the problems shifts from the surface
water tot the bottom sediment. In the Scheldt estuary the main specific problems are:

thep^$^?h j

* the erPsiön óf tidal flats and shores

•!* the r?düct{ön of the freshwater strearotö the estuary

3 Water quality management organization

3.1 France
In France nine ministries carry out different aspects of environmental protection and
management. The Ministry of Environmental Affairs coordinates the activities of the
different ministries. This ministry has not a large decentralized apparatus. Therefore, it is
partly dependant on the civil servants of the other ministries.
The regions, the departments and the municipalities play also roles in the water manage
ment organization. Because the responsibilities on water management are divided over
many administrations, the coordination of the activities is a complex matter.
The basin approach with the Basin Committees on the one hand (water policy) and the
Basin Water Agencies (executive tasks) on the other hand is a good step in the direction
of an integrated water management approach. Because all kinds of groups of interests
participate in the river basin contracts, these contracts could also be a good basis for an
integrated management approach.



The civil servants that are responsible for the environmental permitting, are also respon-
sible for the control tasks. There are too less inspectors to control the discharge permit
prescriptions. The administrations involyed are responsible for both environmental
permitting and the stimulation of the industrial and agricultural development.
The industrial water pollution tax rates are based on discharged amounts which are
calculated (production processes).
Compared with the Fifth Action Programme, the Agence de TEau Artois-Picardie doubled
its budget. Approximately 230 millions ECU's will be invested in the Scheldt basin
between 1992 and 1996.

3.2 Brussels
The Administration des Ressources naturelles et de rEnvironnement is responsible for the
technicaJ and administrative aspects of water management, including environmental
permitting and monitoring of surface and groundwater quality. The Brussels Instituut voor
Milieubeheer develops the water policiy for the Brussels Region.
Since the lth of November a new integrated environmental permit system is in force,
based on the Flemish VLAREM-regulation.
A tax system for industrial discharges is in force since the end of 1993. Due to the big
number of smaïl industries it is impossible for the Brussels water management administra-
tion to control these all regularly. The bigger companies have to monitor their own waste
water streams: a system of self-control,
Between 1992 and two thousand, 500 millions ECU's will be invested in water quality
management. The Brussels Region planned two waste water treatment plants, with a total
design-capacity of 1,500,000 habitant-equivalents. This capacity will be sufficient for the
communal waste water treatment of the one million habitants in the Brussels Region. The
overcapacity will be used for the treatment of industrial waste water (500,000 pollution-
equivalents).

3.3 WaUonia
In Wallonia one large ministry integrates different aspects of environmental management,
including water quality policy and management. Until 1996 the Direction of Natural
Sources and the Environment makes an annual report about the condition of the environ-
ment. The 1995 report will describe the water quality, the water management organization
and the industrial sectors.
The "Decree concerning the protection of surface water against pollution" gives the
regimentation on environmental permitting. This regimentation is based on the European
Union guidelines and includes general and sectoral waste water discharge standards. The
individual industrial discharge permits do not include technical prescriptions for pollution
prevention and waste water treatment. There is no systematic organization of permit
control activities. The start of a new industry requires a discharge permit, including the
strongest standards. Due to the bad social-economic circumstances, it is more difficult to
change the discharge conditions for existing companies.
The present tax system for the discharges of communal and industrial waste water is
based on BOD and COD.



In the period 1992-1996 the Wallonian Region will invest 239 millions ECU's in the
building of waste water treatment plants and collector networks in the Scheldt basin.

3.4 Flanders
The Departement voor Leefmilieu en Infrastructuur (Department of Ënvironmental Affairs
and Infrastructure) of the Flemish Region, has the administrative and technical responsibi-
Uty for the water quality management in Flanders. The Vlaamse Milieumaatschappij
(VMM) is responsible for the waste water treatment policy in Flanders. AQUAFIN
exploits and itnproves existing waste water treatment plants and collector networks.
AQUAFIN also builds and exploits new waste water treatment infrastructure. The
principle of the basin committees is a good example of the integrated water management
approach.
The ënvironmental permitting in Flanders is mainly based on the "Law on the protection
of surface waters against pollution" and the Flemish Ënvironmental Permitting Regimenta-
tion (VLAREM). There is an insufficient organization on the ënvironmental permitting
and control activities, Since 1991 there is publicity of ënvironmental permits.
In Flanders all waste water discharge categories have to pay a tax. A distinguishment is
made between ciüzens and industries that use small consumption water amounts (less than
500 m3 a year), and citizens and industries that use large consumption water
amounts (more than 500 m* a year). The tax rate for the "small users" is based on the
measured water consumption. The tax rate for the "large users" is based on the dischar-
ged pollution amounts. Therefore, the Vlaamse Milieumaatschappij analyses the industrial
waste water streams. In 1991 the VMM analysed the waste water streams of one thousand
industries in Flanders. If analysis data are not available, the VMM estimates the number
of pollution-equivalents, based on the production processes.
The Flemish Executive invests 1096 millions ECU's in new waste water treatment infra-
structure in the period 1991-1999. In the period 1991-1994 the hydrographic subbasins of
the Boven-Schelde, Dender, Leie, Nete and Demer have the highest priority.

3.5 The Netherlands
The water management (qualitatively and quantitatively) of the national watercourses like
the Westerschelde is the task of the Rijkswaterstaat. The Third National Policies Docu-
ment on Water Management (NW3; 1989) describes the guidelines of the Dutch water
management. The Evaluation Document on Water Management (1993) shows the first
results of the NW3, and includes additional measures and financial investments until
1998.
In the Netherlands the water management is based on an integrated approach to establish
sustainable functioning water systems in a way that the interests of all the users of the
water systems can be respected: today and tomorrow. Therefore, Rijkswaterstaat takes
measures on:



the pollution prqyention and reduction

• the sanitation of contaminated sediments

* the management and deyelopmgnt of intertidajargas[afld

•* the; genera! ^ f e r : systéms ifistoration and thé watet:di«tdtJüöott

One instrument is the target group policy. This means that govemmental administrations
and industries can draw up convenants and intention declarations to tackle environmental
problems by a joint, coordinated approach. Water quality and emission aspects are part of
these agreements.
An example of the integrated water system approach is the Policy Document for the
Westerschelde (1991). This document includes an integrated water management program-
me especially for the Westerschelde.
The Law on the Pollution of Surface Waters (WVO; 1970) contains the legislation
framework on the environmental pernütting. So-called General Govemmental Measures
(Algemene Maatregelen van Bestuur; AMvB's) and ministerial regulations work out the
guidelines of this law. The Law Environmental Management (Wet Milieubeheer; 1992) is
the new Dutch law that will integrale all environmental laws in future.
The civil servants of Rijkswaterstaat and the Inspectors of Environmental Hygiëne and the
Environmental Police control the WVO permit prescriptions. There is a WVO contact
team that carries out routine control activities and an annual control action. The contact
team inventories the number of offenders of the WVO. Between 10 and 20% of the
industries offend the WVO.
Each person, organization or industry that discharge waste water to surface water or a
sewage system has to pay a tax. The tax rate is based on the amounts of discharged
oxygen substances and heavy metals in a management area and the costs that the
managers have to make. The tax system includes two principles: "the polluter pays" and
the "interest-payment-influence."
In the period 1993-1996 Rijkswaterstaat Division Zeeland will invest 19.8 millions ECU's
in the Westerschelde. Until 1998 Rijkswaterstaat will evaluate and improve the financial
water management organization in the Netherlands. Therefore in 1990 and 1991 the
Research Committee Water Management Finance System (= Committee Zevenbergen)
analysed the major bottle-necks and did proposals for the improvement of the financial
organization.

4 Scheldt-GIS
In 1993 the National Institute for Coastal and Marine Management of the Dutch Rijkswa-
terstaat has setup the Scheldt-GIS. ISG uses the Scheldt-GIS as a medium for the data
storage, linkage, analysis and presentation. The participants collect the data and decide
which questions shouid be answered by means of the Scheldt-GIS.
The participants also will decide the future objectives and products of the Scheldt-GIS. If
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the participants choose one option, the financial consequences have to be discussed. Each
administration should think about the advantages of a Scheldt-GIS in relation with its
activities and in relation with an integrated water management approach in the river
Scheldt basin.

The possible 1994 options are:

1 One administration makes oniy a database and takes care of the updating of the
database, The ISG participants get the database and wilt make Üieir own
products and applications. .

The Scheldt-GIS is used as a database. The ISG participants define the products
lijke reports, maps and tables, One administration manages the system and
delivers the prbdücts,

The Scheldt-GIS is used as a database. The ISG participants define the prodücts
lifee reports» maps, tables and
(pc*)application$, One administration manages the system and delivers the
prodücts and applications.

The Scheldt-GIS is introduced at the participating administrations. Each
admïnisiration deflnes and makes its own products ^nd applications, besides the
joint products and applications. One administration takes care of the updating
of the databases aad the deUverance of joint products and applications.

5 Emissions in the Scheldt basin

5.1 Waste water treatment plants
If the Scheldt riparian states carry out their investments programmes, in 2000 the average
available design-capacity in the whole Scheldt basin could be sufficient to treat the waste
waters of the eleven millions habitants (biodegradable substances). This conclusion can
only be drawn if no industries will be connected to the communal waste water treatment
plants and if the total treatment infrastructure (including sewage systems and collector
networks) will be sufficient. If some industries stay connected to the communal waste
water treatment plants, the required design-capacity is much higher.
Until 1991 in all riparian states the emphasis lied on the treatment of biodegradable
substances. Between 1992 and 2000 investments will also be made on denitriphication and
dephosphatation.

5.1.1 North-France
In the French part of the Scheldt basin (area El , E2 and E3) there are 136 waste water
treatment plants available with a total design-capacity of 3,358,400 habitant-equivalents
(situation 1991). This capacity could be sufficient to treat 88% of the communal waste



water. Especially in area E3 (la Lys et la Deule) there is a lack of waste water treatment
plants. Due to insufficient investments in the collector networks the equipment can not be
used completely. As a result in 1990 only 46% of the communal pollution was elimina-
ted.
In the period 1992-1996 the total design-capacity in the French part of the Scheldt basin
will increase with approximately 900,000 habitant-equivalents. Until 1991 the emphasis
has lied on the treatment of organic and suspended matter. Therefore the majority of the
available waste water treatment plants has not the equipment for the elimination of
nitrogen and phosphorus. One of the main problems is that some industries are also
connected to the communal waste water treatment plants. Accidental discharges and
strong fluctuations in the influent can cause damage and disfunctioning of treatment
plants.
In the period 1985-1993 the mean treatment percentages for the parameters MO, MA an
MeS (treatment plants with a design-capacity > 10,000 habitant-equivalents) were
respectively 75%, 40% and 87%.
In the periods 1972-1981 and 1987-1991 the French government made large investments
on waste water treatment infrastructure. In the period 1992-1996 the empasis lies on the
development and exploitation of sewage systems, the connection of house-holdings to
sewage systems, the expansion of the available design-capacity and denitriphication and
dephosphatation.

5.1.2 Brussels
At this moment there are no communal waste water treatment plants in the Brussels
Region. Therefore the waste waste water of the householdings is not treated, although
more than 95% of the habitants have been connected to a sewage system. In 2000 two
treatment plants will be operational with a total design-capacity of 1,500,000 habitant-
equivalents. This capacity will be sufficient to treat both communal (1,000,000 habitant-
equivalents) and industrial (± 500,000 pollution-equivalents) waste water.

5.1.3 WaUonia
In the Wallonian part of the Scheldt basin there are 57 waste water treatment plants
available with a total design-capacity of 992,475 habitant-equivalents (situation 1991).
This capacity could be sufficient for the treatment of 91.7% of the communal waste
water.
In the period 1992-1996 the design-capacity will increase with 661,400 habitant-equiva-
lents. The available design-capcity in 1996 in the area IBW and IDEA could be sufficient
for the communal waste water treatment. In the IPALLE area more equipment will be
required.
Until 1991 the emphasis has lied on the treatment of biodegradable substances. At none of
the operational treatment plants the technical equipment is available for denitriphication
and/or dephosphatation. One of the main problems is the connection of industries to
communal waste water treatment plants.
In the periods 1972-1976 and 1982-1986 the Wallonian government made large invest-
ments in waste water treatment infrastructure. In the period 1992-1996 investments will
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be made in the building and adaptation of treatment plants and collector networks. A
number of small plants will be replaced by bigger ones. At four plants the technical
equipment will be instalied for the denitriphication and/or dephosphatation.

5.1.4 Flanders
In the Flemish part of the Scheldt basin 87 communal waste water treatment plants are
operational with a total design-capacity of 3,222,960 habitant-equivalents (situation 1991).
This capacity could be sufficient for 62.6% of the required capacity. At 46 plants
industrial waste water is also treated. The mean sewage percentage is 76%. Due to a lack
of collector networks only 21% of the communal waste water is treated.
In the period 1991-1994 the design-capacity will increase with 976,635 habitant-equiva-
lents. The availble capacity in 1995 could be sufficient for 81.3% of the required design-
capacity. At 12 of the planned treatment plants denitriphication and/or dephosphatation
equipment will be instalied.
In the period 1989-1991 the mean treatment efficiencies of BOD, COD, NH4+, P-total,
Cr, Cu, Pb, Ni, Ag, Zn, Hg and Cd respectively were 85%, 74%, 45%, 48%, 36%,
33%, 46%, 11%, 18%, 45%, 5% and 12%.

5.1.5 The Netherlands
In the Dutch part of the Scheldt basin there are 24 communal waste water treatment plants
available with a total design-capacity of 966,600 habitant-equivalents (situation 1991).
This capacity is sufficient to treat the waste water of the 598,935 habitant-equivalents.
The mean sewage percentage is 93%. The over-capacity is sufficient to treat both
communal and industrial waste water. There are no planned treatment plants in the Dutch
part of the Scheldt basin.
The mean treatment percentages of the parameters BOD, N-total and P-total (period 1990-
1992) of the treatment plants around the Westerschelde were respectively 95-98%, 26-
79% and 44-86%.
In the periods 1967-1971 and 1982-1991 large investments were made on the waste water
treatment infrastructure. Untü 1998 the emphasis lies on the optimalization of the
available plants and the denitriphication and dephosphatation activities.

5.2 Industrial enrission sources
Within the inventory the emphasis lies on the industries that are responsible for 90% of
the emissions in a management area. One of the objectives is to make a distinguishment
between industrial and communal discharged amounts. The available Information gives
only a first, global impression. No information is available on the relations between
emissions and water quality.

5.2.1 North-France
In North-France the discharged amounts are calculated, based on production process
tables for the different industrial sectors.
The Agence de 1'Eau provided data (1990) on the parameters MO (= (COD + 2BOD)/3)



and MA (= organic nitrogen + ammonia nitrogen). Respectively 166 and 108 industries
cause 90% of the average discharged amounts of MA and MC) (108,349 kg/day and
12,245 kg/day). Bighty percent of the amounts is discharged in area E3 (la Lys et la
Deule). In this area cities Uke Tourcoing, Roubaix and Lille are siluated.
No information is available on the discharged amounts by treatment plants.

5.2.2 Brussels
No information is available on the of the industrial emissions in the Brussels Region,

5.2.3 Wallonia
The Direction Générale des Ressources Naturelles et de rEnvironnement makes an
inventory of the main emission sources. This inventory includeni the parameters of the
black and grey European Union lists. Relations between discharges and water quality will
also be studied. The DGRNE asked the industries to make a survey of the historical and
present discharge situation. Prognoses until 1996 will be made. No information is
available on the discharged amounts by communal waste water treatment plants.

5.2.4 Flanders
In 1991 the Vlaamse Milieumaatschappij started with the emission monitoring program-
me. At 1,225 of the 4,000 industries the VMM took waste water samples. The monitored
parameters are: flow rate, COD, BOD, SM, N-total, P-total, Ag, As, Cd, Cr, Cu, Hg,
Ni, Pb and Zn.
The 1991 inventory gives only a first global impression of the discharged amounts.
The VMM will improve the monitoring programme.

5.2.5 The Netherlands
The survey includes industries around the Westerschelde and the Kanaal Gent-Temeuzen
that have to report discharge data to Rijkswaterstaat Division Zeeland. The data of these
industries are stored in the WIER database. Rijkswaterstaat compares the provided data
with the results of its own monitoring activities and makes an annual emission report. The
data are used as input for the SAWES model (= System Analysis WESterschelde).
The Volkerak/Zoommeer and its catchment area are also part of the study area. The
influence of the Volkerak/Zoommeer catchment area is monitored at the ouüet of the
Batshe Spuikanaal to the Westerschelde.

6. Water quality monttoring in the Scheldt basin
The basis water quality objecttves of Flanders and the Netherlands and the category I ob-
jectives of France are the most severe water quality standards in the Scheldt basin.
Therefore these will be used to describe the water quality. it should be emphasized that
these objectives refer to a mtnimnm ecological water quality level (!).
From the parameters which are part of the North Sea Action Programme, only phospho-
rus and nitrogen are monitored in all Scheldt riparian states (1). The parameters which are
monitored in all Scheldt riparian states are: PO4-P, P-tot, SM, dissolved oxygen, BOD5,
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NH4-N, Kj-N, NO2-N, NO3-N and conductivity. No infonnation is available about the
monitoring programme in the Brussels Region.

In the French part of the Scheldt basin (area El, E2 and £3) 87 water quality monitoring
localities have been selected. Thirteen parameters were monitored regularly (6 or 12
times a year) in 1990 and 1991: pH, conductivity, SM, BOD, COD, dissolved oxygen,
oxygen saturation percentage, NH4-N, N02-N, N03-N, Kj-N, PO4P and P-tot. Although
toxic substances are part of the tax system, heavy metals and organic micropollutants
have not been included in the water quality monitoring programme.

In the Wallonian part of the Scheldt basin 26 localities have been selected. The number of
monitored parameters per locality depends on the water quality objectives of the monito-
red watercourse.
Generally the parameters are monitored five times a year. There are three stations at the
Wallonian-French border: Haut-Escaut at Bléharies, rEspierres at Leers-Nord and la Lys
at Warneton. At these stations the parameters are monitored twelve times a year.
In la Haine an automatic monitoring station will be operational in 1994 (frequency: once
per two months).

ISO selected 82 monitoring localities of the the physical-chenücal monitoring programme
of the Vlaamse Milieumaatschappij. At the majority of the localities the VMM monitors a
set of basic (general) parameters with a frequency of 8-10 times a year: temperature,
dissolved oxygen concentration, COD, NH3N, N02N, NO3N, PO4P, chloride, conducti-
vity, P-total and pH. For a selected number of localities the parameters BOD, Kj-N,
sulphates and SM are added. The VMM monitors heavy metals only at localities in the
vicinity of industrial discharges and in the vicinity of the country borders. The monitoring
programme of the VMM is a relatively new one and still in development.

ISG selected 19 monitoring localities in the Dutch part of the Scheldt basin. The Dutch
routine monitoring programme includes the PARCOM parameters. The monitoring
frequency is twelve times a year at almost all localities. At the Dutch-Belgian border the
monitoring frequency is 24 times a year. In general there is a shift from chemical to
biological monitoring. Since January 1993 the activities of the physical-chemical and the
biological monitoring programmes are fully integrated.

It would be a good thing to monitor continuously at the Dutch-Belgian border (Schaar van
Ouden Doel). At this locality the improvement of the water quality as a result of the
investments in waste water treatment infrastructure could possibly be monitored in the
forthcoming years.

The average oxygen concentrations in the Lys, the Scheldt (from the French-WaUonian
border to the Flemish-Dutch border), the Zenne and the Kanaal Gent-Terneuzen were
very low (< 5 mg/l) both in 1990 and 1991. The situation in the Demer was better in
1991: at four localities (from Lessines to just downstream of Aalst) the oxygen concen
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tration changed from < 5 to > 5 mg/l. River Scheldt tributaries like the Scarpe, the
Spiere, the Zwalm, the Dorpsloop, the Rupel, the Barbierbeek and the Grote Schijn have
an average oxygen concentration below 5 mg/l.

In general the BOD contents in the Scheldt basin are very high. In the rivers Scheldt
(from source to the Flemish-Dutch border), the Lys, the major parts of the Scarpe, the
Dender, the Zenne, the Spiere, the Demer, the Dijle and the Nete ïocalities are found
where the BOD contents are between the 6 and 500 mg/l.

Except in the Scheldt estuary, almost no efforts are made on the inventory and sanitation
of contaminated water bottoms. Prof, dr. Wollast provided information on the use of
sediments as monitoring tooi for studies of sediments.

7. ISG objectives and activities in 1994
During the last meeting of ISG in 1993 the participants agreed on the 1994 objectives and
actions.

The ISG objectives in 1994 are:

I on mcom
management, emissïons, water quality» sediment quaBty» water dlstribu-

. . . . . . , ! • •

updating and expansion of the SeheWKHS: an information databank and
presentation system for the Scheldt basin.

t h e collection of information that is needed for the both 14FB projects on the

m Ünicm. Advice: recommendations on <he
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In 1994 ISG will give the hïghest priority to the following activities:

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

The inventory of communal and industrial emission soorcesi is continued. The
inyentory is extetided with diffuse emission sourees and extreme events,
The emphasis will lie on the relations between emission sources and water
quaïityr
Recommendations will be made on the inventory methods and the analysis of
the data.

A proposal is made on the setup of a stnall intercalibration programme and a
joint water quality momWing programme, Sïmilarittes and diffefrences in the
sampüng and analysis methods are summarized. Monitoring localities are
$elece<J and Xhp mohitored parameters and freqency aïe discus^d.

The effects of IhVestments and measüres in thé Scheldi ba#n wijj b0 Studie4
mare in detail, A comparison of instruments and tax systems wil be made, The
enytrönmental tefficicehcy of üiVestments, measüres and instrumeats wili be
studied.

A workgroup of information specïalists will inventory the possibiUtiés fór the
implementation of a Scheldt-GIS at the water management administrations in
the Scheldt riparian states. Thé advantages and disadvantages of the possible
future objectives and activities Oike the distribution of information) will be
dtscussed.

Thé description of the water quality will be extended wtth tnaps of th^ parame-
ters óf the NorthSea Aqüons Programme (1990, 1091 and 1992);

A invéntory will pe made ofthe quality, policy, management and sanitation
èfforts of contaminated sedïments. A list is made of inyolved administrations
a^d research insUtutes;

A special workgiroup wiU make a Déscriptiön of the Ecology öf the Scheldt
baiih (DES),
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l.Introduction

1.1 Background
In October 1991 the Conseil Interparlementaire Consultatif du Benelux/Raadgevende
Interparlementaire Beneluxraad has published a report on the river Scheldt. This report
contains an evaluation of the water policy, the functions and the water quality.

The three main conclusions of the report are:

1 There is a comprehensive political apparatus of environmental affairs and laws
and plans on water management in each of the river Scheldt riparian states.
^ e ; differenpes ins 'thé; x^xĵ iiëètlión' 9xttf' :ïiinjïiibi«EWB "óf! frater mn^emkt are

i d b b ^ espëcjaUyi among the Belgian liegiphs (y/aflonia, Brussels and

2 Ttie water <i$Mty of th^ rivet Scheldt and the raaïntrilwtarles is very bad.
yWthough titè qoncehtisations of se^eral parameters decreèsed in thé early

Speaking on ecxJlogical terms the river Scheldt 'it irijured he&vity, Only sötne
upstream parts of the river and the western part of the estuary contain high
ecölogical values,

One recommendation of the report is the setup of a public information network concer-
ning water management and the effects of human interventions in the Scheldt basin. The
first step should be the extension of contacts between Flanders and the Netherlands to
France, Wallonia and Brussels. The second step should be the establishment of a connec-
tion among the water management organizations in the Scheldt basin, both on administra-
tive and financial terms. Water management organizations should study the possibilities
for the setup of an international Scheldt commission.

Since the last twenty years France, Belgium and the Netherlands are discussing the
possibilities for international cooperation in cleaning up the rivers and canals in the
Scheldt basin. In 1992 member countries of the Economie Commission for Europe (ECE)
have signed the Helsinki convention of the United Nations. This treaty is a starting-point
for closer contacts between the water management administrations in the Scheldt basin. It
could be the basis for the setup of an international Scheldt commission. In 1993 the
riparian states have started negotiations over water treaties for the rivers Scheldt and
Meuse. Water management administrations have initiated the International Scheldt Group
(ISG). This interim progress report is the account of the ISG activities in 1993.
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1.2 ISG objectives 1993

The main ISG objectives of 1993 are:

1

2

3

4

A joint inventory of available data on water management organization, cpmmu-
nal and industrial water pollutton, water quality and waste water treatmertt
effprts and investments in the Scheldt basin,

The setup of an information database and presentation systetn for the Scheldt
basin (Scheldt-GIS).

The data collection and analysis in order to matte recommendations on the
establishment of an integrated water management approach in the Scheldt basin,

To buiïd o» the present working relationships betwéeti theewater ntettiSgemeftf
administrations in the Scheldt basin/ J L

1.3 Participating administrations
The chairman of the project is Prof. Dr. C.H.R. Heip, directer of the Centrum voor
Mariene en Estuariene Ecologie (CEMO; Centre for Estuarine and Marine Ecology). The
CEMO is part of the Nederlands Instituut voor Oecologisch Onderzoek (NIOO; Nether-
lands Ecological Research Institute). Rijkswaterstaat directie Zeeland (the Division
Zeeland of the Netherlands Directorate-General for Transport, Public Works and Water
Management) runs the project management. In the first months of the project the Dienst
Water (Water Division) of the Belgian federai Instituut voor Hygiëne en Epidemiologie
(IHE; Institute of Hygiëne and Epidemiology) in Brussels, participated. In 1993 the
servants of this division have been divided between the Vlaamse Milieumaatschappij
(VMM; Flemish Environmental Agency) and the Ministère de la Région Wallonne/Direc-
tion Générale des Ressources naturelles et de 1'Environnement (Ministry of the Wallonian
Region/Direction of Natural Sources and the Environment). Therelbre, the IHE no longer
participates. The present participating administrations of the three Scheldt riparian states
are:

* Agence de l'Eau Artois-Picardie (France)
Based on the Water Act of 1964 France is divided into six hydrographic basins. In each
basin there is a Comité de Bassin (Basin Committee) and a Agence de l'Eau de Bassin
(Basin Water Agency). The Basin Commitee is responsible for the water policy strategy
in the basin and the information of the ministers involved in water management. The
Basin Water Agency is responsible for the execution of the water management in the
basin. The French part of the Scheldt basin is totally situated in the basin Artois-Picardie.
Therfore the Agence de l'Eau Artois-Picardie participates in ISG.
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The Water Sources Department is responsible for the drinking-water distribution strategy
in the basin Artois-Picardie and the protection of water sources. The Pollution Reduction
Department is responsible for the technical assistence and fïnancement of investments in
"the battle against pollution".

* Ministère de kt Région Wallonne (Wallonia)
The Executif Régional Wallon (Cabinet of the Wallonian Region) has two large admini-
strations: the Ministère de la Région Wallonne (Ministry of the Wallonian Region) and
the Ministère Wallon de 1'Equipment et du Transport (Ministry of Equipment and
Transport). The Ministère de la Région Wallonne is divided into six general directions.
The Direction Générale des Ressources Naturelles et de rEnvironnement (the Direction of
Natura! Sources and the Environment; DGRNE) participates in ISG. The DGRNE has
five divisions:

laDivision de la Nature et des Forêts (Nature and Forests Division)

la Division de la Prévention des Pollutions et de la Gestion du Som-Sol (Pollution
and Bottom Management)

* la PMsioi* des Décbets (Discharges PMsion)

la Division de 1'Eau (Water Division)

la Division des Pollutions Industrielies (Industrial Pollution Division)

The tasks of the Water Division are:

' \ ' H H ' !" ^

- Mariagementof non-shippablewatercourses and theirbanks.

- The establishment and coUection of tax rates (industrial and communal waste water

- Pjptecöon aiid control of phreatic nappes aiid captures.
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Within the Water Division the Surface Water Direction is one of the major departments.
This department is responsible for the management of the water quality model PEGASE,
the authorisation of waste water discharges, the adjudgement of water quality objectives
and the appointment of sensible and vulnerable area (application of EC directive).

The tasks of the Industrial Pollution Division are:

- Monitoring and control of discharges and quality of surface waters^

- The data management Of control aejivities,

- The management óf the service SÖS Pollution.

* Ministère de la Région de Bruxetles-capitale (Brussels)
The Administration des Ressources naturelles et de 1'Environnement (Administration of
Natural Sources and the Environment) is responsible for the technical and administrative
aspects of water management, including discharge permits and the monitoring of surface
and groundwater quality. This administration participates in ISG.

* Vlaamse Milieumaatschappij (VMM, Flanders)
The Vlaamse Milieumaatschappij (VMM) participates in ISG. This administration has the
following tasks:

* t h e setup and exploitation of monitoring programmes for induütrial and communal
discharges, surface water quality and the quality of the air.

* The setup of the General Waste Water Treatment Programmes ( » Algemeert
Watemüyerings Programma's; AWÏ*+s), •,

* The setup of the mvestments programmes on the building and exploitation of waste
water treatment worfcs,

* The estimattga of the «ax ratses anti the coUecttpn of thé water igtoüutipn taxei

* The arfvisement of AMINAL with regards tö the appliqation. of (he Flemish
Environmetttat Permïttmg RegolatJoii (VLAREM).

The annual pubücation of the results of the monitoring programmes.

* The setup of annual load balances per hydrographic subbasin.

* Instituut voor Natuurbehoud (IN, Flanders)
The Instituut voor Natuurbehoud (Institute of Nature Conservation) is a scientific institute
which carries out research on nature conservation and natural resources management and
development, especially in the field of aquatic ecology. It also advises policy-making
bodies in Flanders. This institute has two divisions: Landscape Ecology (Landschapseco-
logie) and Nature Development (Natuurontwikkeling).
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The major research actlvities at the moment are:
ll'lj iïÜ'JL*' 'JllJP''_!

The IN participates in several Scheldt estuary management projects (OOSTWEST; ISG;
Technical Scheldt Commission and so on) and gives advisement and education, The IN
will setup the Description of the Ecology of the Scheldt basin (DES), a second ISG-
project.

* Rijkswaterstaat, Division Zeeland (RWS-ZLD; the Nethertands)
The Ministerie van Verkeer en Waterstaat (Ministry of Transport, Public Works and .
Water Management), just like any other Dutch ministry, has a minister and a secretary-
general. The secretary-general is the chief4irector. of several directorates, services, direc-
torate-generals and institutes. One directorate-general is the Rijkswaterstaat, The president
of the Rijkswaterstaat is the directeur-generaal (director-general). The Rijkswaterstaat has
eleven regional divisions, one for each province and one for the North-Sea, The Rijkswa-
terstaat also has six speciaUzed services.
The Divison Zeeland manages the Westerschelde, Therefore the Afdeling Integraal
Waterbeheer en Planvorming (AXW; Integrated Water Management and Planning
Department) of this division participates in ISG.

* Rijkswaterstaat, Rijksinstituut voor Kust en Zee (RWS-RIKZ; the Netheriands)
Two of the specialized services of Rijkswaterstaat are the RIZA and the RIKZ. The
Rijksinstituut voor Integraal Zoetwaterbeheer en Afvalwaterbehandeling (Institute for
Inland Water Management and Waste Water Treatment; RIZA) is involved with the
freshwater ecosystems and the waste water treatment technology.
The Rijksinstituut voor Kust en Zee (National Institute for Coastal and Marine Manage-
ment; RIKZ) is responsible for the supplying of scientific knowledge and advisement in
relation to a sustainable use of estuaries, coastal and marine ecosystems (1) and the
protection against overflows by the North Sea (2). This institute develops and manages
the transfer of know-how from scientific institutes to water management administrations.
It organizes information systems and the water management data infrastructure. The
knowledge is also available for other Dutch ministries. RIKZ is responsible for the setup
of the Scheldt-GIS in the ISG project.
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The appendix 1.1 is a list of addresses of the ISG participants and persons involved with
the interim progress report 1993.

1.4 Reader
The chapter 2 gives a description of the study area includtag the river Scheldt, the main
tributaries and canals. The paragraph 2.1 shows an overall description of the Scheldt
basin (topography, hydrographic subbasins, administrative areas, population densities).
The paragraph 2.2 contains an detailed overview of the hydrograplüc subbasins and the
administrative area. The overview includes lists of tributaries and canals that debouch into
these rivers. The paragraph 2.3 gives a list of the in- and outcomiiig canals in the Scheldt
basin. The paragraph 2.4 describes the available information on water distribution.
The main water management problems in the Scheldt basin are described in the paragraph
2.5.
In the chapter three the water quality management organization, the environmental
permitting the environmental tax systems and the investments in the period 1992-2000 of
North-France, Wallonia, Brussels, Flanders and the Netherlands are compared and
discussed.
The chapter 4 explains the Scheldt-GIS, a Geographical Information System (GIS), which
is setup covering the whole Scheldt basin. The chapter gives the objectives and future
possibilities.
The chapter 5 shows a first global inventory of communal and industrial emission
sources. The emphasis lies on the waste water treatment infrastructure in the river Scheldt
riparian states.
The chapter 6 compares the setup and the results of the water quality monitoring
programmes. A start is made with the description of the water quality (02 and BOD in
1990 and 1991).
In the chapter 7 the conclusions of the first project year are given and discussed. This
chapter shows the 1994 objectives and activities.
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2. Description of the study area

2.1 The Scheldt basin
In fact there are five small sources of the river Scheldt. These sources flow together at
the Mont Saint-Martin nearby Gouy-le-Catelet, just north of Saint-Quentin. The Mont
Saint-Martin is part of the so-called "ridge of Artesia" ( ± 1 2 0 meters above sea-level).
The ridge of Artesia is a geological formation which mainly consist of lime-stone rock.
Infiltrating rain-water forms groundwater sources from which several brook sources
spring.
At the source of the river Scheldt visiters can read the following poem:

Revivat Scaldis
Schelde,
Kristalheldere bron.
Gezegend in uw ^stemming.
Opborrelend üit een heilige grpnd.
Bevlo*it «^ verrijkt gy edele België.
Ei* Icap̂ eiftd̂  yele én Woenide sleden.
Treedtgijmetgrootse tred.

Revivat Scaldis
Eacaut, source Umpide et critallioe.
Bénié Utuis ton destin.
JiuUisent d'une terre «unte.
Tu irrigues et enricfcis la noble Belgique,
Et embraSsant norobüe Villes reuommées.
Tu ©utres h grandes eiyambées,
Dans 1* doiKSpie: a«# nyinphe*.

The river, which is about 350 km long, flows through France, Wallonia, Flanders and the
Netherlands and debouches in the North Sea between Vlissingen and Breskens. The fall
between the source and the mouth is only 100 meters.
The Scheldt and her tributaries are lowland river systems. Characteristics of these river
systems are low current velocities and meandering. Large parts of the watercourses have
been canalized for shipping purposes and the distribution of surface water. More than 250
locks and sluices form artificial junctions between watercourses. Upstream from Gent 138
km of the river Scheldt has been canalized: 60 km of the French part, 78 km of the
Belgian part.
The estuarine part, where either the river as the tidal influence is present, lies downstre-
am of Gent. Over a length of 160 km this part of the Scheldt consists of a fresh water
zone, a brackish water zone and a salt water zone. The Westerschelde is the part of the
estuary between the Belgian-Dutch border and the mouth between Vlissingen and
Breskens.
The figure 2.1 is a topographic map map of the Scheldt basin. It shows the river Scheldt,
the tributaries and the main in- and outcoming canals.

The Scheldt basin, as studied in this project, is bordered as follows:
- in the west by the North-Sea and the catchment area of the river Yser;
- in the southwest by coastal river catchment area;
- in the southeast, the east and the north by the catchment area of the rivers Meuse and
Rhine.
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2.2 Hydrographic subbasins in the Scheldt basin
The authorities and water management administrations use several divisions of the Scheldt
basin. Within the division in hydrographic subbasins, as made by the Vlaamse Milieu-
maatschappij, the emphasis lies on the river Scheldt and her main tributaries. The
hydrographic subbasins are:

- Haut-Escaut/Boven-Schelde;
- Lys/Leie;
- Dendre/Dender;
- Senne/Zenne;
- Dyle/Dijle;
- Demer;
- Nete;
- Boven-Zeeschelde;
- Beneden-Zeeschelde;
- Kanaal Gent-Terneuzen;
- Westerschelde.

The figure 2.2 is a map of the hydrographic subbasins in the Scheldt basin.
Authorities and water management administrations also use divisions in administrative
areas. These areas are:

- North-France: the zones (les secteurs) El , E2 and E3;
- The Brussels Region;
- Wallonia: the management area of the intercommunales IPALLE, IBW and IDEA;
- Flanders: the AWP-II basins;
- The Netherlands: the management area of the waterschappen.

The figure 2.3 is a map of the administrative area in the Scheldt basin.

The appendix 2.1 shows the surfaces of the hydrographic subbasins and the numbers of
habitants in the Scheldt basin. The total surface of the Scheldt basin is 23,000 km2. The
Scheldt basin lies in France (33%), Belgium (63%) and the Netherlands (4%). In Belgium
43% out of the 63% lies in Flanders, 19% in Wallonia and 1% in Brussels. Eleven
million people live in the catchment area. The appendix 2.2 gives the population densities
in the administrative area of the Scheldt basin. The figure 2.4 is a map which shows the
population densities in the administrative area.
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2.2.1 Haut-Escaut/Boven-Schelde
The surface of the Upper-Scheldt subbasin is 6,088 km2, divided among France (65%),
Watlonia (25%) and Flanders (10%). This subbasin includes six administrative area:
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In the subbasin 1,906,193 habitants live. The table A of appendix 2.3 gives the
tributaries/canals that debouche in the Upper-Scheldt. Although the tributaries Ie Rhieu de
t'Haie and la Rhosnes debouche in the Upper-Scheldt in Flanders, the major parts of these
watercourses lie in Wallonia. The main transboundary tributaries in this subbasin are la
Haine and 1'Espierre.
Big cities in this subbasin are Cambrai, Denain, Valenciennes, Arras and Douai (France),
Mons and La Louvrière, Tournai and Mouscron (Wallonia), Oudenaarde (Flanders).
Due to canalization activities the connections of many meanders to the Upper Scheldt
have been broken. Most of these old meanders are used as fish pounds.

TRANSBOUNDARY TRIBUTARIES: LA HAINE AND L'ESPIERRE

La Haine
The source of the river Haine Hes in the management area of the intercommunale IDEA (Wallonia), The
Nouvelle Haine» a canal, lies next to the river Haine and transport» waste water from industrial area like
Tertre and Ghliu-Badour. The Haine and the Nouvelle Haine debouche in the Haut-Bscaut via Ie Canal du
Mons.
The Haine subbasin includes cities like La Louvrière, Mons and St. Ghislain. Two hundred tnousends
inhabitants live in the Haine subbasin. The Canal Mons-Condé connects the Haine, via the Canal Péronnes
and the Canal du Centre, to respectively the Dender subbasin and the Senne subbasin. The tributaries of the
river Haine are, from source to mouth: Ie Rieu de la Princesse, ie Rieu des Estinnes, la Trouille and
l'Anneau.

L'EspUm
The source of the Spiere lies in North-France. Roubaix, Tourcoing and Lille fonn one industrial
agglomeration; the waste water of this area is discbarged to the Spiere. The Spiere is a smal! river (mean
flow rate of 1-2 mVs). The waste water of Mouscron is also discharged to the Spiere. South of the Spiere
the Canal de Roubaix is situated; the flow rate of this canal is very low. The Flemish part of the Canal de
Roubaix is named as Spierekanaal,
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2.2.2 Lys/Leie
The surface of this subbasin contains 4,305 km2, divided among North-France (70%),
Wallonia (1%) and Flanders (29%).

This subbasin includes five administrative area:
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In the subbasin 3,211,183 habitants live. The river head of the Lys is situated in Lisbourg
(North-France) at a height of 100 m. The river follows her natural course until Aire-sur-
la-Lys. Downstream this city the Lys is fully canalized. From Armentières to Wervik the
Lys is the border between France and Belgium (over a length of 15 km). From Wervik to
Gent the Lys flows through Flanders. A considerable part of the water of the Lys is
diverted to the North Sea (Ie Canal Valenciennes-Dunkirk, Afleidingskanaal van de Leie
naar Zeebrugge, Kanaal Gent-Oostende) and the Kanaal Gent-Temeuzen. In Gent the
Ringvaart connects the canals and the Lys with eachother and the river Scheldt. The
length of the Lys is 192 km; 84 km is situated in North-France, 108 km in Flanders. In
the table B of appendix 2.3 the tributaries/canals that debouche in the river Lys are
summarized.
Big cities in this basin are Lens, Béthune, Lille, Roubaix, Tourcoing, Hazebrouck,
Kortrijk and Roeselare,

2.2.3 Dendre/Dender
The surface of this subbasin is 1,386 km2, divided between Wallonia (49%) and Flanders
(51%). This subbasin includes three administrative basins:
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The Dender is situated in the provinces of Henegouwen, East-Flanders and Brabant. In
the Dender subbasin 443,996 habitants live.
The sources of la Dendre oriëntale and la Dendre occidentale lie in the Wallonian part of
this subbasin. In Ath both rivers come together and flow further as the river Dender.
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Besides the mouth of the Dender there is the Nieuwe Dender that debouches also in the
Scheldt. In the table C of appendix 2.3 the tributaries/canals that debouche in the river
Dender are summarized.
The source and the mouth of la Marcq (Mark) lie in Wallonia; the major parts of this
watercourse lie in the Flemish Region.
Big cities in this subbasin are Ath, Lessines, Geraardsbergen, Ninove, Aalst and
Dendermonde.

2.2.4 Senne/Zenne
The surface of this subbasin is 1,171 km2, divided among Wallonia (49%), Brussels
(14%) and Flanders (37%). This subbasin includes three adrmnistrative areas:

apar^bf iSW ": ".•' ' •"' " . - '_ :

the Brussels Region

AWP-II basin 30

l a S e n n é •; ••. • / ' ."• ':"

la Senhe

la Senne

In the Zenne subbasin 1,512,402 habitants live. The Zenne starts in Wallonia, flows
through the Brussels Region and debouches into the Dijle in the Flemish Region. The
table D of appendix 2.3 shows the tributaries that debouche in the Zenne. La Hain, la
Thines and la Samme debouche into la Senette before this river flows into the Zenne.
Big cities in this basin are Soignies, Halle, the agglomeration Brussel and Mechelen.

2.2.5 Dyle/Düle
The surface of this subbasin contains 1,265 km2, divided between Wallonia (47%) and
Flanders (53%). This subbasin includes three administrative area:

a p a f t % ! B W ^ \ • ' '• , , / . ; • . . ; • •.

AWP-nfcin3i

AWP-II basin 32

l a p y i e ; ';•''" .,'',

Bóven-pijle

Beneden-Dijlè

In the Dijle subbasin 502,435 habitants live. The source of the Dijle is situated in
Houtain-Le-Val (in the Wallonian part of the province Brabant) at a height of 145 m
above sea-level. The Dijle debouches into the Rupel in Flanders after collecting the water
of the Demer and the Zenne. The length of the river is 90 km. The table E of appendix
2.3 gives the tributaries/canals that debouche in the Dijle.
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2.2.6 Denier
The surface of this subbasin is 2,188 km2, divided between Wallonia (17%) and Flanders
(83%). The subbasin includes in five administrative basins:

apart of IBW

AWP-H basiti 26

AWP-n basin 27

AWP-ÏÏ basin 28

AWP-n basin 29

LaGptte

Boven-Demer

Gete

Velp

BeitÊden-Demer

In the subbasin 712,655 habitants live, The Demer starts in Flanders (Tongeren) and
debouches into the Dijle at Rotselaar. The total length of the Demer is 80 km. The fall
between source and mouth is 30 m. The Demer and her tributaries He in two provinces,
the central and southern part of the Limburg and the eastern part of Brabant.
La Petite Gette and la Grande Gette start in Wallonia and come together in Flanders in
the municipality of Zoutleeuw. The Gete collects water from the Velpe before debouching
into the Demer. The Demer is a "rainriver" more than U is a "sourceriver". Due to the
irregular flow rates the Demer is not very suitable for shipping. Big cities in this subbasin
are Hasselt, Aarschot and Tongeren.
The table F of appendix 2.3 shows the tributaries/canals that debouche in the Demer.

2,2.7 Nete
The surface of this basin is 1,560 km2, totally situated in Flanders. The subbasin includes
two administrative area:

AWP-H basin 24

AWP4I basin 25

Kléinèjjete ;

Grote Netfe

In the Nete subbasin live 534,000 habitants. The source of the Kleine Nete lies in the
municipality Mol, at the south-west side of the Kempense hills at a height of 25 meter.
The hills form the natural border between basins of the Kleine Nete and the Grote Nete.
The length of the Kleine Nete is 50.25 km.
The source of the Grote Nete is situated on the south-west side of the Kempense hills.
Downstream of Berlaar the tidal influence is present. In Lier the Grote Nete and the
Kleine Nete come together in the Beneden Nete. The Beneden Nete is the connection
between the Grote Nete and the Kleine Nete and the Rupel. The Beneden Nete has a
length of 13 km. The table G of appendix 2.3 gives the tributaries/canals that debouche in
the Grote Nete and the Kleine Nete.
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2.2.8 Boven-Zeeschelde
The surface of this subbasin is 1,007 km2, totally situated in Flanders (between Gent and
Rupelmonde). This subbasin includes seven administrative basins:

AWBtoi*ui2Q

AWMïbasin2* "- : .

AWMJ basin 33

AW>H basïn 34

AWMÏbasi»35

AWJMIbasin36

AWP-n basia 41

Bqv^Ze^cheide/liïJfceroeyéf

Boven-Zeesohelde/rechteroever

Vliet

^eeschelde/niictdendeeJ/rechteixjevei'.

Kupel

Zeeschelde/middendéel/littkerbever

Purrae

In the subbasin 475,000 habitants live. The table H of appendix 2.3 gives the
tributaiies/canals that debouche into the Upper Sea-Scheldt.

2.2.9 Beneden-Zeeschelde
This subbasin includes six administrative basins:

AWMtbasin9

AWF-ttbasin37

AWttfcasifi 38

AW?-nbasin39

AWP-H ba$b 40

AWP-H basin 45

Polder ten noorden van de Moervaart

Beneden-Zee^heUte/lbkeroeyet

Schijn

Baibiërbeek

Polder ten noorden van de Barbierbeek

Mark en Kleine Aa

In this subbasin 878,300 habitants live. The table I of appendix 2.3 gives the
tributaries/canals that debouche in the Beneden Zeeschelde.
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2.2.10 Kanaal Geut-Terneuzen
This subbasin includes three administrative area:

Kanaal Gcnt-Tenicui^n/exclusiefkUviZÊn

The table J of appendix 2.3 gives the tributaries that debouche in the Kanaal Gent-
Terneuzen.

2.2.11 Westerschelde subbasin
The surface of this subbasin is 2,871 km2. The subbasin includes five administrative area,
all in the Netherlands:

WS20

••WS2Ï '

mn
WS24
W$25

Waterschap Noord- tm Zuid-Beveland

. W a t è t s c h a j ï ' W a l c t i e i i K r t ; • ' •; • ] • '•'

Waterschap Het Vrije vaft:$iute :.
Waterschap 't Hulstt*. Ambacht
Hoogheemraadschap West-Brabant

The Hoogheemraadschap West-Brabant includes several waterschappen. In this subbasin
428,235 habitants live. The table K of appendix 2.3 gives the canals that debouce in the
Westerschelde.

2.3 Canals in the Scheldt basin
The appendix 2.4 gives an overview of the canals in the Scheldt basin. The canals that
flow in the Scheldt basin are:

- Canal du Centre;
- Albertkanaal;
- Schelde-Rijn verbinding;
- Bathse Spuikanaal;
- Kanaal door Zuid-Beveland.
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The canals that flow out the Scheldt basin are:

- Canal de St. Quentin;
- Canal du nord;
- Canal de Neuffossé;
- Kanaal Gent-Oostende;
- Afleidingskanaal van de Leie;

The Canal a Grand Gabarit connects the basins of the Haut-Escaut, the Lys, the Deule,
the Scarpe and the Aa. The canals that are part of these canal network are:

- Canal de la Sensée;
- Canal de la Deule;
- Canal d'Aire;
- Canal de Neuffossé .

2.4 Water distribution in the Scheldt basin
The administrations which collect hydrographic data of the river Scheldt and her
tributaries are:

- Central Hydrological Service {Service Hydrologique Centralisateur;
SHC). This service monitors flow rates under the responsibility of the Regional
Navigation Division (Direction Régionale de la Navigation),

- The Departemental Institute of Hygiëne {Provinciaal Instituut voor Hygiëne; PIH).

- The Marine Navigation Service of Antwerp (Antwerpse Zeediensten; AZ).

There is no or little communication between these administrations about the monitoring
activities and the used methods concerning flow rates. The appendix 2.5 gives an
overview of the flow rates monitoring localities in the Scheldt basin in the period 1950-
1992.
The fow rates of the watercourses in the French part of the Scheldt basin are not
wellknown. In 1990 the SHC has started a study on the hydrographic situation of the
French watercourses. The SHC also studies the effects of the Canal a Grand Gabarit,
In dry, summer periods surface water of the rivers Lys and Scheldt is diverted to the
coastal area since 1971. Consequently the mean annual flow rates of the Upper-Scheldt
and the Lys are lower since 1971. Compared to the period 1961-1970, the mean annual
flow rate of the Upper-Scheldt at Condé in the period 1971-1980 decreased with 30%, In
1989 (extreme dry year) the mean annual flow rate of the Upper-Scheldt at Condé was
extremely low (5.7 nWs).
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As a result of the surface water divertation in summer periods, the mean annual flow rate
in the Sea-Scheldt at Merelbeke fluctuated heavily between 1972 and 1986. River Scheldt
water is also used to feed canals like the Kanaal Kortrijk-Bossuit and the Canal Péronnes.
Downstream of Schelle water of the rivers Rhine and Meuse reacties the Sea-Scheldt via
the Albertkanaal.
In the period 1949-1960 the Dender received rain water (91.5%) and sourcewater (8.5%).
The flow rate of the Dender strongly depends on the atmospheric deposition and the
groundwaterlevel. Water of the river Maas reacties the Demer via the Albertkanaal.
The water of the Zenne derives from natural sources (rainwater, groundwater, sources),
waste water sources (industrial and communal) and canalwater.
In Charleroi the river Sambre feeds the Canal Charleroi-Bruxelles-Willebroek. Upstream
of the Brussels agglomeration water from the Zenne is diverted to the Canal Charleroi-
Bruxelles. Downstream of the Brussels agglomeration water from the Willebroekkanaal is
diverted to the Zenne.
Real sources are lacking in the Kleine Nete subbasin and the Grote Nete subbasin. The
watercourses receive most of their water from groundwater layers. The fluctuations in the
groundwaterlevel (low in dry periods, high in moisty periods) cause large fluctuations of
the flow rate of the Grote Nete. Especially the upper part of the river and the smaller
brooks dry up in extremely dry summer seasons.
The figure 2.5 shows the flow rates in the river Scheldt in the period 1961-1990. As the
figure shows the mean flow rate of the Rupel is bigger than the mean flow rate of the
river Scheldt upstream from Rupelmonde, although the surface of the Scheldt catchment
area upstream of Rupelmonde is twice as large as the surface of the» Rupel catchment
area. This is the consequence of the divertation of Scheldt and Lys water by canals to the
North Sea: ± 65% of the Scheldt catchment area water upstream of Ghent (!). It should
be emphasized that fresh water is essential for the "survival" of the Scheldt-estuary with
her fresh water intertidal area. If more fresh water will be diverted, the Scheldt-estuary
willsalt.

2.5 Water management problems in the Scheldt basin
The high number of habitants, the high degree of industrialisation and the agricultural use
of a big part of the area mean a considerable burden to the river ecosystem.

In the French part of the Scheldt basin the main problems are:
- low surface water levels (especially in Lys and Haut-Escaut) in diry, summer periods;
- low groundwater levels;
- pollution of ground- and surfacewater;
- insufficient waste water treatment infrastructure;
- management of transboundary watercourses (Haine, Spierre).
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Figure 2.5 Flow rates in the Scheldt basin in the period 1961-1990.
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In the Brussels Region the main problems are:
- pollution of surface water (especially the Senne);
- insufficient waste water treatment infrastructure;
- management of transboundary watercourses (Senne).

The main problems in Wallonia are:
- pollution of surface water;
- insufficient waste water treatment infrastructure;
- management of transboundary watercourses (Haine, Senne, Dyle, Demer).

The main problems in Flanders are:
- pollution of surface water;
- insufficient waste water treatment infrastructure;
- lack of knowledge (flow rates, relations between discharges and water quatity, small

watercourses);
- pollution of the harbour of Antwerpen;
- management of transboundary watercourses (Zenne, Zwarte Spierebeek, Kanaal Gemv

Terneuzen, Dender en Dijle).

The main problems in the Netherlands are:
- transboundary water pollution (Schelde, Kanaal Gent-Terneuzen)
- sediment contamination;
- physical-morphologic disturbance (dredging activities);
- diminishment of fresh water stream to the estuary;
- erosion of tidal flats and shores.

Generally, from source to mouth the emphasis of the problems shifts from the surface
water to the bottom sediment.
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3. Water quality management organization

3.1 North-France

3.1.1 Organization
The Water Act of 1964 (Loi no. 64-1245 du 16 décembre 1964, rélative au régime et la
répartition des eaux et a la lutte contre leur pollution) is the main basis of the water
quality management organization in France. This act describes the organization and the
competencies of the water management administrations (water quality and water quantity),
The main objective is the pollution reduction of the French surface waters. The water
quality objectives of the European Union have to be met.

According to this act the government has the following competencies:

The pröliibïtión of wastfe water discharges (includirig poltiting SübstanceS) by means of
envirpnj^erital p i ^ i

The:édjittiigemfeptof fraterquaility:ftbje&ivqs:•• fa surfaeé-waters,:,,

The setup of a tax system for extracüons aod; pollution of gtlQütldr- atjd sutfac©
water. . ' . ' ' ' " . ' • ' ' ' ' ' .'•'!' '

Thexegulatjon of the selling and distribiition of pr0ducts tbat cahcause water
and/or groundwater rjollution.

The act also gives regulations on:
- the building and exploitation of locks and sluices;
- the division of watercourses in navigable and non-navigable, public and private;
- the appointment of investigation servants;
- the surface and groundwater extractions.

The other laws on which the water quality management is based are:

- Loi d'örientatïon foncière (1967);
- Décret sür les rëjets et déversements (1973);
- Loi ielative a la récupératiön et a Télimination des déchets (1975);
- Loi sur la protection de la nature (1976);
- Lo» sur les installations classées (1976);
- Loi rélative a la décentralisation (1982);
- Loi sur la pêche (1984);
- Circulaires sur les contrats de rivière (1981; 1985).
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The governmental organization includes six levels: the National Government (1'Etat), the
Regions (les Régiones), the Departments (les Départements), the Districts (les Arrondisse-
ments), the Cantons (les Cantons) and the Municipals (les Communes). The districts and
and the cantons have no water quality management eompetences.
Each ministry has a large network of civil servants at its disposal, spread over the whole
country and divided among directions and services. The Ministry of Environmental
Affairs (Ie Ministère de 1'Environnement) collects data on the condition of the
environment and carries out the legislation on the protection of the environment. This
ministry has only a small number of civil servants. Civil servants of nine other ministries,
that are aïso involved in water quality management work partially for this ministry. There
is an Interministrial Water Mission (Mission Interministértelle de 1'Eau) for the
coordination of the measures taken by the different ministries and the development of the
water policies. The Ministry of Environmental Affairs takes care of the secretariat of this
mission.

Within the Ministry of Environmental Affairs, the Water and Pollution Prevention
Direction (Ie Direction de 1'Eau et de la Prévention des Pollutions) is responsible for the
water quality management. This direction includes the Water Service (Service de 1'Eau)
and the Industrial Service (Service de TEnvironnement Industriel). The Water Service
manages the water quality knowledge. It advises the Intèrministrial Water Mission and
coordinates the activities of the Basin Water Agencies (which will be discussed further
on). The Industrial Service coordinates the activities related to the Environmental
Permitting Act (see paragraph 3.1.2),
Finally there is a National Water Committee (Comité National de 1'Eau) in which
proportional delegations of users, departments, municipaUties and the national government
participate. This committee takes the most important decisions on water policy and
advises national and regional governments.

Besides the deconcentrated national government the regions, the departments and the
municipalities play roles in the water quality management organization. The Regional
Parliament (Conseil Regional) develops the regional policies, including water
management. The Regional Parliament supports river basin contract projects and can
adjust regional nature areas like the "Pare Naturel Regional de la Plaine de la Scarpe et
de TEscaut".
The Departemental Parliament (Conseil Général) gives advise and/or money for water
quality management projects. One of the priorities is the building of sewage systems in
rural areas. This parliament also determines water quality objectives. The municipalities
are responsible for the building and exploitation of the sewage systems and the
management of non-navigable watercourses,
The regional prefect (Préfet de Région) and the departemental prefect (Préfet de
Département) represent the national government respectively in the regions and
departments. The regional préfet is chairman of the Technical Water Commission (Comité
technique de 1'Eau). The departemental prefect is responsible for the police-tasks related
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to water management and several outdoor services of the national government. Both the
regions and the departments participate in the river basin contracts.

The main important outdoor services of the region (responsible for operational aspects of
water management) are:
- Regional water management service (Service Régional de 1'Aménagement des Eaux;

SRAE);
- Regional delegation on architecture and the environment (Délégation Régionale a

1'Architecture et a 1'Environnement; DRAE);
- Regional equipment direction (Direction Régionale de 1'Equipment; DRE);
- Regional direction of hygiëne and social affairs (Direction Régionale des Affaires

Sanitaires et Sociates; DRASS);
- Regional direction of industry and research (Direction Régionale de 1'Industrie et de la

Recherge; DRIR).

Based on the Water Act of 1964 Prance is divided into six hydrographic basins. In each
basin there is a Basin Committee (Comité de Bassin) and a Basin Water Agency (Agence
de 1'Eau de Bassin). The Basin Committees are responsible for the water policy strategy
in the basin and the information to the ministers involved in water management. The
Basin Water Agencies are responsible for the water quality management execution in the
basin. It is a financial autonomous administration. The Agencies invest their receipts
totally in water quality management. The committee boards of the Agencies include
representatives of the central government, local authorities and users of water supplies.
The Ministry of Environmental Affairs controlls functioning of the Agencies. In each
basin there is a representative of this ministry (Déléque de Bassin).
The French part of the Scheldt basin lies totally in the basin Artois-Picardie. Therefore
the Basin Water Agency Artois-Picardie participates in ISG. The Sixth Action Programme
1992-1996 (Ie Sixième Programme d'Interventions 1992-1996) gives the objectives and
activities of this agency.

3.1.2 Environmental permitting
The Water Act and the Environmental Permitting Act of 1976 (Loi no. 76-663 du 19
juillet 1976, Rélative aux installations classées pour la protection de l'environnement)
contain the waste water discharges permits regulation. The table 3.1 shows a comparison
of this two acts.
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Table 3.1 Water Act and Environmental Permitting Act.

1964

Communal waste water discharges require a permit.

Division in small and big communal waste water
discharges (for small discharges there is no permit
required).

Criteria for perjnit issuing and control.

Discharge permit prescriptions are based on the
water quality objectivess of the receiving
watercourses.

Envrionmental permitting by the departemental
prefect. Preparation by the "'Direction Départe-
mentale de l'Agriculture (DDA)* of the Ministry of
Agriculture and the 'Direction Départementale de
l'Eqtdpment et du Logement (DDE)' of the Ministry
of Transport.

Environmental permit control by DDA and DDE.

Publicity of permits, permit prescriptions and
analysis figures.

1976

Industrial waste water discharges require an
integratetl environmental permit.

Division info "installationis classées" (Ucense
required) and "installations a déclaration" (menti-
oning duty).

-

Discharge permit prescriptions are based on the
water quality objectivett of the receiving
watercourses.

Environmental permitting by the departemental
prefect, Preparation by the "Inspection des
Installations Classées (IIC)", part of the regional
"Direction de la Recherge, de t'Industrie et de
t'Environnement (DRIRE)' of the Ministry of
Industry.

Environmental permit control by UC:
300 inspectors. System of selfcontrol: industries
monitor their own waste water. Incidentally the
inspectors monitor the industrial waste water to
check the provided figures.

Publicity of permits, permit prescriptions and
analysis figures,

The outdoor control of watercourses (water police) is the task of several outdoor services
that are under the jurisdiction of different ministries:
- Marine Service (Service Maritime; SM): river mouths (national watercourses);
- Service of navigable watercourses (Service des Voies Navigables): navigable,

national watercourses;
- Direction Départementale de TEquipment (DDE): non-navigable, national waters and

regional waters in urban areas;
- Direction Départementale de rAgriculture et de la Forêt (DDAF): regional

watercourses in rural areas.
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3.1.3 Environmental tax system

In the basin Artois-Picardie there are taxes on:

The extraction of groundwater.

• The netto consumption of surface water.

* The extraction of surface water.

The pollution of ground- and/or surface water.

In general the tax rates are the highest in geographical area where the extraction,
consumption and pollution of water are the largest ( - the area with the highest
coefficients). In these area the water supplies are very vulnerable. That is why a
substantial amount of the receipts of the taxes is invested in activities in these zones. The
most vulnerable area are called the "champs captant irremplacable". The basin Artois-
Picardie contains about 30 of these area.
The table 3.2 gives the geographical area and the coefficients for the different tax
categories. There are no coefficients for the tax on surface water extractions because this
is a relatively new tax and 96% of the water sources are groundwater supplies (!). The
higher the coëfficiënt the higher the rate of the tax will be.

Table 3.2 Geographical area and coefficients for the different tax categories.

/.Tfljiit^ï^He.;'

Groundwater
extraction

Netto consumption
of surface water

Water pollution

^e#ï$ctü- : ' ':
ons/consump- ';
tion/pollution

I (0.0)
no or very little
netto consumption

Basis coeffic- :
\mt ••

C(1.0)
small extractions

H (1,0)
tow degree of netto
consumption

E (1.0)
low degree of
pollution

;,Rcïé#' : 7;:"'')

B(1.5)
area with vulnera-
ble groundwater
supplies

• ( # / ' • • ' • ' • . ' • " . . ' ' . ' •

A(2.5)
area with the
"champs captant
irremplacable"

Gü.7)
high degree of
netto consumption

D (1,3)
high degree of
pollution

The tax rate on the (netto) consumption of surface water is based on the volumes of
extractions between 1/6 and 31/10 ("drought period").
The surface water extraction tax is a relatively new one. The rate is based on the total
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extracted amounts in the basin Artois-Picardie during one year. No distinghuisment in
area is made.
The tax on the water poUution by householdings is based on the number of inhabitants in
a municipality and the amounts of drinking-water consumption. The tax rate in Douai is
about 4 French francs per m3.
The tax on the water poUution by industries is based on the mean daily production in the
month of maximum activity. The calculations are based on the production processes. In
this tax-system the parameters suspended matter, oxidizable substartces (MO), inhibitors
(MI), reduced nitrogen-combinations (NR; organic and ammonia nitrogen), phosphorus
(total: organic and mineral P), soluble salts, adsorbable organohalogenes (AOX), heavy
metals and oxydized nitrogen-combinations (NO; nitrites and nitrates) are included.
MO is defined as (COD + 2BOD3)/3. The soluble salts are calculated as (conductivity x
flow rate). The included heavy metals are: As, Cd, Cr, Cu, Hg, Ni, Pb and Zn. The
amounts are calculated as the weights of the metals x multiply coefficients: As (10), Cd
(50), Cr (1), Cu (5), Hg (50), Ni (5), Pb (10), Zn (1).
The table 3.3 shows the basis rates of the different tax categories over the period 1992-
1996.

Table 3.3 Basis rates of taxes in the French part of the Scheldt

Extractions (FF/m3)

Oroundwater

Surface water

Netto coosumption

PoUution

MeS (FF/kg)

MO (FF/kg)

NR(FF/kg)

NO (FF/kg)

MI (FF/kg equitox)

P(FF/kg)

AOX (FF/kg)

METOX (FF/kg)

ME00TOX

Soluble salts (FF; MHO/cm
Xm')

,x?.:,.::,/:"-.-*:.-i'!v-^-«' Sluit:
basin.

mm*!

0,107

0,010

0,217

0,112

0,010

0,228

0,118

0,010

0,239

0,124

0,010

0,251

0,130

0,010

0,264

126

252

143

.

4.6S8

675
_

-

-

2.000

134

267

151

4.969

716

-

•

-

2.000

142

283

160

-

5.267

758

-

-

-

2.000

150

300

170

5.583

804

-

-

-

2.000

159

318

180

-

5.918

852

-

-

-

2.000
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3.1.4 Investments 1992-1996
The Sixth Actions Programme of the Basin Water Agency is very ambitious: 2770 and
265 mülions of French francs wül be invested respectively in the reduction of groundwa-
ter and surface water pollution (Ia lutte contre la pollution) and the protection and
exploitation of water sources (amélioration des ressources en eau). Compared with the
Fifth Action Programme this means an increasment of the total budget with 112%. The
budget is available for the whole basin Artois-Picardie, including the Scheldt basin.
At about 50% (= 1518 mülions of French francs) wül be invested in the Scheldt basin.
The activities wül be financed with the receipts of the taxes, the repayment of loans and
advances and various sources. The figure 3.1 gives an overview of the estimated receipts
of the sixth programme. The appendix 3.1 shows the measures of the Sixth Actions
Programme of the Basin Water Agency Artois-Picardie 1992-1996.

Estimated receipts 1992-1996
Total: 459 millions ECU

VnrtouB soureaft (3.0%)

Water «xtrttetlon tox«« (19.0%)

R»p«yment loara/advsncn (7.0%)

Water potlutton taxM (71.0%)

Figure 3J The estimated receipts of the Agence de i'Eau Artois-Picardie in the period
1992-1996. Total: 459 millions ECU. Plusminus 50% (230 mülions ECU) of the
receipts will be invested in the Scheldt basin.
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The figure 3.2 shows the evolution of the total investments in waste water treatment
equipment in the Basin Artois-Picardie, including these of the Basin Water Agency. The
share of the Basin Water Agency is 40% of the total investments. The data have been
corrected for the devaluation of the French franc. At the end of the 70's and the
beginning of the 80's the investments declined due to changing economie conditions.
Since 1982 the investments increase considerably.

Investments evolution Artois-Picardie
Waste water treatment infrastructure
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Time period
1967-1001 199! 199Ö-1996

Figure 3.2 Evolution of the investments in the basin Artois-Picardie (period: 1967-1996).
Investments: waste water treatment plants, collector networks and sewage
systems. The share of the Agence de 1'Eau Artois-Picardie is 40%.
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3.2 Brussels

3.2.1 Organization
The Administration des Ressources naturelles et de 1'Environnement (Administration of
Natural Sources and the Environment) is responsible for the technical and administrative
aspects of water management, including discharge permits and monitoring of surface and
groundwater quality. The Brussels Instituut voor Milieubeheer develops the water policy
for the Brussels Region.

3.2.2 Environmental permitting
Since the lth of november 1993 a new integrated environmental permit system is in force.
This system is based on the Flemish VLAREM-regulation.

3.2.3 Environmental tax system
A tax system on industrial discharges is in force since the end of 1993. The included
parameters are:
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Due to the big number of small industries it is impossible for the Brussels water
management administration to control these all regularly. The bigger companies have to
monitor their own waste water streams: a system of self-control.

3.2.4 Investments 1992-2000
The cabinet of Didier Gosuin, Minister of Environmental Affairs, has made an
investments programme till 1996. The main lines of this programme are: the expansion of
waste water treatment equipment (waste water treatment plants and collectors), storm
lagoons, and the consolidation of the banks of the river Zenne.

Two waste water treatment plants are ptanned in the Brussels Region:
- Brussels-South: in the border area between Anderlecht and Vorst (where the Zenne

enters the Brussels Region). Forty percent of the waste water from the Brussels Region
will be treated at this plant The dimensions of this plant (five times the flow rate at dry
weather) will make it possible to treat a part of the rainwater too.
Design-capacity: 4,000,000 habitant-equivalents. No tertiair equipment.
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- Brussels-North: in the border area between Neder-Over-Heembeek and Haren (where
the Zenne leaves the Brussels Region). Sixty percent of the waste water frotn the
Brussels Region will be treated at this plant. Design-capacity: 1,100,000 habitant-
equivalents. The possibilities for tertiar equipment are still studied.

It has to be emphasized that only the waste water of the Brussels Region will be treated at
this two installations, not the water of the river Zenne that enten the Brussels Region.
The total design-capacity of the two plants is 1,500,000 habitant-equivalents. 1,000,000
habitant-equivalents will be used for the treatment of the communal waste water produced
by the 1,000,000 habitants. The remaining capacity will be used for the treatment of
industrial waste water (5,000,000 pollution-equivalents).

Storm lagoons will collect the rainwater that can not be removed via the sewage systems
in extremely wet periods. As a result the chance that floods appear locally during heavy
weather will be diminished. Because of the bad conditions of the banks of the river
Zenne, parts of this river (the so-called risk-zones) will be arched over. Some other
instable parts will be protected by the construction of dam boards.

Between 1992 and 1996 160 mülions ECU will be invested in the Brussels Region. In the
period 1996-2000 340 mülions ECU will be invested in water quality management.

3.3 WaUonia

3.3.1 Organization
The Ministry of the Wallonian Region has the aministrative and te<;hnical water
management responsibilities. The Direction of Natural Sources and the Environment of
this ministry is in charge with the water quality aspects of all surface waters and the
quantitative aspects of non-navigable watercourses of the first category.
The Ministry of Equipment and Transport is responsible for the quantitative aspects of the
navigable watercourses. The provinces have the responsibility for the quantitative
management of the non-navigable watercourses of the second category, unless these
watercourses are under the jurisdiction of the polderboards (les wateringues). The polder-
boards are responsible for the quantitative management of non-navigable watercourses of
the second, third and fourth category.
The municipalities manage the sewage systems and are in charge with quantitative aspects
of non-navigable watercourses of the third and fourth category.
The Ministry of the Wallonian Region has ordered the so-called intercommunales to build
and exploit the waste water treatment infrastructure and to give advisement on
environmental permitting for industies that discharge waste water to sewage systems. The
intercommunales are financially fully dependent on the Ministry of the Wallonian Region.
In Wallonia there are 8 intercommunales. Three of them are situated in the Scheldt basin
(IDEA, IPALLE and IBW).
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Since October 1985 there is a water management advise committee (Commission
wallonne pour la protection des eaux de surface contre la pollution). In this committee
representants of several organisations (front industries to fishermen) take place. The
committee gives advise to the Wallonian Executive.

The water management in Wallonia is mainly based on the following national laws and
royal decisions and the regional decrees and decisions:
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In the period 1993-1996 the Direction of Natural Sources and the Environment will have
to make an annual report about the condition of the environment (PEtat de
rEnvironnement Wallon). In the 1995 report the water quality, the water quality
management organization and the industriai sector will be described.
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3.3.2 Environment»! permitting
The "Decree concerning the protection of surface waters against pollution" gives the
reglementation on environmental permitting. This reglementation is based on the EU
guide-lines and includes general and sectorial waste water discharge standards.
A waste water discharge permit has to contain the following aspects:

maximum admissable concentrations (individual parameters)
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The individual permits do not include technical prescriptions for pollution prevention and
waste water treatment. The licensees have to meet the prescription objectives, but they
are free to choose the technical equipment by themselves.
It is not obliged to include all the polluting substances of a waste water stream
in the discharge permit. Pollution indicators and parameters that are part of the general
and sectorial discharge regulations have to be included in the permits. The presence of
parameters in a waste water stream, which have not been mentioned in a permit, is
allowed as long as the discharged amounts are no problem in relation to the quality
objectives of the receiving watercourse. The presence of toxic and other dangerous
substances which are mentioned in the European regulations (lists I and II of the
European guideline CE/76/464) is prohibited, unless explicit permission is issued.
The sectorial approach means that all industries of the same sector have to meet the same
discharge prescriptions independent of the production scale, used technologies and the age
of the used technologies in the individual industries.
In order to meet the quality objectives of the watercourses in a hydrographic subbasin, the
discharge permits have to be compared. The presence of other industries in the
neighbourhood, the self-purification capacity of the receiving watercourses, the presence
of protected zones and so on have to be considered of in the decision making and the
permit prescriptions.
A request for a discharge permit have to be sent by means of a registered letter to the
Ministry of the Wallonian Region. The Ministry has a maximum of eight months to
prepare the permit. The proposed permit has to be signed by the Minister responsible for
water management affairs.
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Three divisions of the Direction of Natural Sources and the Environment carry out the
control of industrial discharges:

- the Industrial Pollution Division;
- the Water Division;
- the Discharges Division (taxes regulation).

There is no systematic organization of the control activities of these divisions. The
cooperation between these divisions will be improved. The information coUected from the
system of industrial self-control will be verified more intensively.

If a new industry wants to start, a discharge permit is required including the strongest
standards. Due to the bad social-economic circumstances it is more difficult to change the
discharge conditions for existing companies.

3.3.3 Environmental tax system
The present tax system for the discharge of communal and industrial waste water is based
on BOD and COD. The tax rate for industrial discharges is 8.26 ECU per pollution-
equivalent. The tax rate for communal discharges is based on the water consumption
amounts (0.18 ECU per m3).

3,3.4 Invesrments 1992-1996
In order to meet the objectives of international agreements the Wallonian Region will
invest 239 millions ECU in the building of waste water treatment plants and collector
networks in the Scheldt basin between 1992 and 1996. As a result the design-capacity will
increase with 661,400 inhabitant-equivalents.
The figure 3.3 gives an overview of the investments (waste water treatment plants and
collector networks) per hydrographic subbasin. The appendix 3.2 gives a detailed
overview of the investments per hydrographic subbasin.
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Communal waste water treatment
Investments Wallonian Region
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3.3 Investments per hydrographic subbasin in the Wallonian Region (period: 1992-
1996). Investments: waste water treatment plants and collector networks.
Total: 239 miUions ECU.
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3.4 Flanders

3.44 Organization
The water management administrations in Flanders use a division in navigable and non-
navigable watercourses. Navigable watercourses are economical important transport routes
that also have an drainage function. The non-navigable watercourses are the smaller ones.
These are divided in three categories, from the source (category 3), via the middle parts
(category 2) to the mouth (category 1).

The Department of Environmental Affairs and Infrastructure, one of the six departments
of the Flemish Region, has the administrative and technical responsibility for the water
management in Flanders.
The Administration Environment, Nature and Social Climate (AMINAL), under the
jurisdiction of this department, is in charge with the water management strategy, the
qualitative aspects of the operational water management of the navigable watercourses and
the qualitative and quantitative aspects of the operational water management of the non-
navigable watercourses of the first category.
The Administration Waterinfrastructure and Marine Affairs, under the jurisdiction of the
same department, is responsible for the quantitative aspects of the operational water
management of the navigable watercourses.
The provinces are in charge with the management and maintenance of the non-navigable
water-courses of the second category,
The polderboards/wateringues carry out the quantitative management of the watercourses
of the second and third category. The polderboards are responsible for the maintenance of
the dikes and the regulation of the inland water levels. Wateringues are in charge with the
regulation and protection of suitable conditions for agriculture and hygiëne.
The municipalities build and exploit the sewage systems and carry out the operational
management for non-navigable watercourses of the third category.

Besides these administrations several so-called "paragovernmental institutes" exist with
their own tasks and objectives. One of these is the Flemish Environment Agency (VMM),
operational since January 1991. The VMM is in force with the following general tasks:
- the setup and exploitation of monitoring programmes for industrial and communal

discharges, water quality and the quality of the air;
- the setup of the General Waste Water Treatment Programmes (= Algemeen

Waterzuiverings Programma's; AWP's);
- the setup of the investment programmes on the building and exploitation of new

purification works;
- the estimation of the tax rates and the collecting of the taxes on water pollution;
- the advisement of AMINAL with regards to the application of the Flemish

Environmental Permitting Regulation (VLAREM);
- the annual publication of the results of the monitoring programmes;
- the setup of annual load balances per hydrographic basin.
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The head-direction in Aalst coordinates the activities and is responsible for the waste
water treatment policy in Flanders. Since the lth of January 1994, AQUAFIN exploits
and improves existing waste water treatment plants, pumping-plants, collectors and
pressure-pipelines. AQUAFIN also build and exploit new waste water treatment plants.

Besides the national laws and royal decisions (as described in paragraph 3.3.2) the water
management in Flanders is based on the following decrees and royal decisions:

• Decreé cdncérning the management of waste substahces (1981);
- Decision of the Flemish Executive on the destmation of water quality objectives for

alt surface waters of the hydrographic networks and the adjud#ement of the water
quality objectives drinking-water, swimming-water, fishing*wawr and shellfish-
water (21/10/1987);

- Decision of the Flemish Bxecutive for the reconsmictïon of the; Miüistry of the
Flemish Region (31/07/1990);

" Decree eoncerm'ng tbe Administrative Policy (12/12/1990)* in whïch the new
organization of the Flemish water management administrations is described;

- Decree conceming the revision of the tax system on waste water discharges
(21/12/1990);

- Decree aracerning the set «p of the MINA-fund (23/01/1991);
of the Flemish Bxecutive conceming the set up of the MINA-counSil

Decision of the Flemish Executive conceming environmeotal ppenhttting
(06/02/1991).

3.4.2 Environmental permitting
The environmental permitting policy is mainly based on the Law on the protection of
surface waters against pollution (1971). In princtple if an industrie wants to discharge
waste water it will have to obtain a discharge permit. The general and sectonal standards
are the basis of the permit prescriptions. Discharge standards have been made for 51
industrial sectors. Since the lth of September 1991 the Flemish Environmental Permitting
Rgelementation (VLAREM) is in force. In VLAREM a big number of improvements has
been made:

- Except the building-permit permits conceming air, water and land pollution are
part of one new integrated environmental permit.

- The discharge prescriptions depend on the water quality objectives of the receiving
watercourses,

- The juridical foundations has been improved. All data are accesible to the citizens.
Dictation is possible for social groups and individual citizens. The issued environmental
permits are claimable at the municipalities by the citizens, with retrospective legislati-
on. Important papers conceming environmental permitting can be obtained.
Environmental Protection organizations have requisition rights since the end of 1992.



- If a industrie has been connected to a collector that is not yet connected to a
waste water treatment plant, than the industrie has to meet the discharge standards for
industries that are connected to a treatment plant.

The environmental permitting and the permit prescriptions control are tasks of the
AMINAL, respectively of the Direction Environmental Licences and the Direction
Environmental Inspection. The VMM gives advise on environmental permitting and
permit prescriptions control. Therefore the VMM participates in specialized committees.

3,4.3 Environmental tax systera
A tax has to be paid for all categories of waste water discharges. This means that not
only individual citizens or householdings and industries which are connected to a sewage
system, but also industries which discharge their waste water directly to a watercourse,
have to pay a tax.
In the tax system a distinguishment is made between persons/industries that use small
amounts of water (less than 500 m3 a year) and persons/industries that use large amounts
of water (more than 500 m3 a year).
The water consumption of the two million persons/industries that use small amounts is
measured; for every 40 m3 one poltution equivalent is calculated. Per pollution equivalent
14 ECU have to be paid. The minimum annual tax rate is 14 ECU (individuals). The tax
rate for householdings depends on the number of children. Two measures have been taken
to lighten the financial burdens:
- the fïrst 30 m3 (about the annual water consumption of an individual) is tax free;
- from the third child a discount of 5.7 ECU per child is calculated.
For the users of large water amounts the tax rate depends on the discharged pollution
amounts. The definition of a pollution equivalent is based on the flow and the discharged
oxygen demanding substances, heavy metals, nitrogen and phosphorus.

In order to calculate the number of pollution equivalents the data of the drinking-water
production companies and the analysis data of the waste water streams are used. Analysis
data are not available for the major part of the industries. In order to estimate the number
of pollution equivalents of these industries calculation coefficients are used. These
coefficients are based on the production process or the water consumption.
Industries that discharge directly to a surface water have to meet both the basis water
quality objectives and the sectorial discharge prescriptions (which are less severe).
Therefore a transition period is in force until the end of 1995 during which a reduction of
the tax rate can be obtained.
The receipts of the taxes on waste water discharges were 0.11 and 0.14 miliiard Belgian
francs in respectively 1991 and 1992. The share of the users of small water amounts and
large water amounts was respectively 45 and 55%.
In order to fulfü the principle "the polluter pays" the tax rate should be equal to the
discharged pollution amount, A direct connection is made for the users of small water
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amounts. For the industries the measurements of the waste water streams are the basis for
the calculation of the tax rate. The waste water is only analyzed at 1000 industries; at
about 3000 industries no analysis takes place at this moment, although this is a part of the
permits.

3.4.4 ïnvestments 1991-1999
The figure 2.4 gives the investments of the Flemish Executive in the period 1991-1999.
In the period 1991-1994 513 millions ECU will be invested in new waste water treatment
infrastructure {treatment plants, collector networks, pump-stations and sewage systems).
In the period 1995-1999 583 millions ECU will be invested.

The AWP-II basins that have the highest priority are:
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Communal waste water treatment
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Figure 3.4 Investments per hydrographic subbasin in the Flemish Region (period: 1991-
1999). Total: 1096 millions ECU.
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3.5 The Netherlands

3.5.1 Organization
The Dutch government divides the surface waters in national and regional watercourses.
The national watercourses pass the regional borders and form the major navigation routes
between the main ports and industrial areas. They include ecological valuable areas and
migration routes for animals Uke fishes, although several locks and sluices form barriers.
The national waters are rivers (like Rijn and Maas), canals, the North Sea and the
Wadden Sea and the sea-arms (like the Westerschelde). The water management
(qualitatively and quantitatively) of the national watercourses is the task of the Rijkswater-
staat. The regional Directorate Zeeland has the responsibilty for the water management of
the Westerschelde.
The water quality management of the regional watercourses is the task of the provinces.
Each province has a provincial water management department. Together with the
waterschappen and the municipalities this department carries out the water management
(quantitative and qualitative aspects). The waterschappen build and exploit the waste
water treatment plants, maintain the dikes and regulate the water quantity in the
provinces. The municipalities manage the harbours, channels and the sewage systems.

The water management (national watercourses) is divided in three categories:

- quantitative water management, which is mainly regulated in ttia Law on
the Organization of the Waterstaat (Waterstaatswét; i900) «MJ <he Law on Water
Management (Wet op de waterhuishouding; 1989);

- qualitative water management as regulated In the Law on the Poltotion of Surfecc
waters (Wet Verontreiniging Oppervlaktewateren; 1970);

- groundwater management, as regulated in the Groundwater Law (Grondwaterwet;
quantitative aspectó) and the Uw on the bottom protection (Wei Bodembescherming;

87; qualitative maners). ^ ^

The water management (regional watercourses) is based on the provincial water
management programmes and the water management programmes of the waterschappen.

Policy documents
The Third National Policies Document on Water Management (Derde Nota
Waterhuishouding; NW3, 1989) describes the guide-lines of the Dutch water
management. This document, which is titled as "Water for today and tomorrow", the
water management gives the objectives for the period 1990-1994. At the end of 1993
Rijkswaterstaat published an evaluation document: Evaluation Document on Water
Management (Evaluatie Nota Water 1993). In this document the first results of the NW3
are described. The progresses and the bottle-necks are summarized, The document
includes additional measures and financial investments for 1994-1998. In 1998 the Fourth
National Policies Document on Water Management (NW4) will be published.
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The objectives of the NW3 are translated in the Management Programme for the National
Waters (Beheersplan voor de Rijkswateren; 1993). This programme describes the
measures and financial investments for the period 1992-1996. Each regional division of
Rijkswaterstaat has to make a regional translation of this national programme. The
Management Programme for the National Waters in Zeeland, the action programme 1993-
1996 of the Directorate Zeeland (Regionota Zeeuwse Rijkswateren 1993-1996) has been
published in December 1993.

In the Netherlands the water management is based on an integrated approach. This means
that a watersystem (like the Westerschelde) is considered as an unity of surface water,
bottom sediment and the banks. A watersystem can be described by means of fysical,
chemical and biological characteristics. The integrated management approach is chosen to
establish sustainable functioning water systems in a way that the interests of all the users
of the water systems can be respected: today and tomorrow. Therefore measures will
have to be taken on the water pollution prevention and reduction, the sanitation of
polluted bottom sediments, the management and development of intertidal areas and
banks, the general recovery of watersystems (for example by means of active biological
management) and the water distribution.

The final objectives of the water management organization (NW3) are:

- the bordersof the management areas of the waterschappen will be the same as the
borders of the natutal, hydrographic units;

• quantitative, quaïitative and navigatbn aspects of surface waters will be managed by
one administration; the national watercoürses by Rijkswaterstaat and the regional
watercourses by the waterschappen;

- the instruments in order to establish an integrated water management wül be
optimaHzed; therefore the Law on Water Management will be replaced by a new law
on integrated water management;

- the financial organization is fully based on an integratecl water systcm approach .

One of the instruments is the target group poïicy. This means that governmental
administrations and industries can draw up convenants and intention declarations to tackle
environmental problems by a joint, coordinated approach. Water quality and emission
aspects are part of these agreements.
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An good example of the integrated water system approach is the Policy Document for the
Westerschelde (Beleidsplan voor de Westerschelde; 1991), This document is subscribed
by:

- the Ministry of Transport, Public Works and Water Management (Rijkswaterstaat
Division Zeeland);

- the Ministry of Environmental Affairs (VROM);
- the Ministry of Agriculture, Nature Conservation and Fishery (LNV);
- the Ministry of Economical Affairs (EZ);
- the Province Zeeland;
- the waterschappen and the municipaltties around the Westerschelde.

The document includes an integrated water management programme especially for the
Westerschelde.

3.5.2 Environmental pennitting
The Law on the Pollution of Surface Waters (WVO; 1970) contains only the legislation
framework on the water pollution prevention and reduction, The national government
works out the guide-lines of this law by means of the so-called General Governmental
Measures (Algemene Maatregelen van Bestuur; AMvB's) or ministrial regulations. The
provinces can do the same by means of provincial regulations. Waterschappen may also
make regulations, but only under the jurisdiction of Rijkswaterstaat and the provincial
waterstaat. The provincial regulations have to be approved of by the Minister of
Transport, Public Works and Water Management.

In the WVO surface water is defined as:

Every water body unlty, which has a border surface with the bottóm and an open
border surface with the atmosphere, and which is present continuously or during a big
part of the year. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ „ ^ ^ ^ _

This law is not concerning groundwater, water in sewage systems, discharges of radio-
active substances (as regulated in the Nuclear Power Act) and discharges at the North-Sea
(as regulated in the Law on the Pollution of the Sea Water).
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The main guide-Iines of these legislation are:

1. All direct waste water discharges to a surface water require a permit. The permits
are issued by the water manager. In case of the national waters by Rijkswaterstaat,
in case of the regional waters by the provincial department of water management or
the waterschappen, The Institute for Mand Water Management and Waste Water
Treatment (RIZA) advises the water managers,
Indirect discharges, via sewage systems or waste water treatment plants require no
permit. The managers of the final discharge points of the sewage networks or waste
water treatment plants need a discharge permit, They can settle down prescriptions
for this kind of discharges. In general, these prescriptions are noted down in
municipal sewage system or discharge regulations, Indirect discharges of substances
which are part of an AMvB and substances deriving from discharge sources which
are part of an AMvB also require a permit.

2. A discharge permit includes prescriptions for the composiüon of the waste water
stream, The permit standards are partly based on the EÜ-guideline 76/464, Because
of the fact only a few substances are included in this ETJ-guideline the permit
standards are also based on the Rhine Action Programme and the Noith Sea Action
Progranime.

3. The civil servants of Rijkswaterstaat and the Inspectors of Environraental Hygiëne
and the Environmental police control the permit prescriptions. Thefe is a WVO
contact team that carries out routine contTol activities and an annual control action.
The contact team inventories the number of offenders. Between the 10 and 20% of
the industries offend the WVO.

4. A tax can be introduced on the discharge of certain substances. The receipts have
to be spient on the water pollution reduction. The tax rate is partly based on the
required fmancial means in a management area. A part of the receipts flows back to
the industries and the waterschappen for the financement of waste water treatment
efforts.

, The Law on Environmental Management (Wet Milieubeheer; 1992) includes the
procedures on participation and the appealment against convictions with respect to
requests for environmental permits and changements in the permit precriptions. This
law also regulates the Environmental Impact Report procedure and the publicity of
figures, The Law Environmental Management is the new Dutch law in which
almost all environmental laws have been or will be integrated in future. The old
Law of General Rules on Environmental Hygiëne (Wet Algemene Bepalingen
Milieuhygiëne; WABM) has been replaced by this new law.
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Since Maren 1993 it is possible to set general rules for discharges to surface waters or,
for certain caregories, to sewage systems by means of a AMvB. These general rules can
replace or exist beside the permits. This instrument is used to regulate homogenous
discharge groups in order to reduce the governmental investments. Two advantages of
this instrument are that the procedure is easier and that the treatment of more or less
equal dischargers is the same. The main disadvantage is that individual treatment is not
possible anymore. On the other hand water managers can get the authority to settle down
more severe objectives for certain parts of a permit. The instrument will be used for
discharges by or from:

- cfentist practices;
- glasshorticultural cotnpanies;
- diffuse spreaded buildings;
- botton» sanitation projects;
- direct discharges from watersports centres;
- "gritstralen* anti jpreservation works.

At this moment there is a delay in the environmental permitting. The ministries of
Transport and Public Works (VW) and the Housing of people, Town and Country
Planning and Environmental Affairs (VROM) will coordinate their activities more
intensively. At the end of 1994 the problems will be solved.

3.5.3 Environmental tax system
The tax system on waste water discharges is based on two principles:

1. The polluter pays as noted down in the Law on the Pollution of the Surface Waters.
This law regulates the tax on the surface water pollution. All polluting substances
could be part of the WVO-tax.
However, only oxygen demanding substances and heavy metals are part of the tax.
Each person, organisation or industrie that discharge waste water to a surface water or
a sewage system has to pay a WVO-tax. The tax rate is based on the amounts of
discharged oxygen substances and heavy metals. In 1991 respectively 60% and 40% of
the WVO-receipts of Rijkswaterstaat derived from the regional water managers and the
industries.

2. Interest-payment-influence as noted down in the Law on the Organization of the
Waterschappen. Persons, organizations or industries that have interest in clean water
have to pay for the waste water treatment efforts. On the other hand they also have to
get influence on the decisions. Therefore, starting in 1994, the habitants of a
management area can vote representatives for the government of the waterschappen by
elections every four year.
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The tax rate in a management area is based on the produced amount of pollution in a
certain area (expressed as the number of habitant-equivalents) and the costs that the
managers have to make. A householding has to pay for 3 or 3.5 habitant-equivalents a
year; a single person for 1 habitant-equivalent a year. The term habitant-equivalent gives
an impression of the amount of biodgradable substances that is produced by a human
being in a c«rtain time-period: 1 inhabitant-equivalent - 1.11 x (BOD + 4.57 x KjN).
The factor 1.11 is based on a daily flow rate of 150 liter.

ïmprovement of the financial water mangement organization.
In 1990 and 1991 the Research Conunittee Water Management Financement System
(= Conunittee Zevenbergen) analysed the advantages and disadvantages of the present
financial water management organization in the Netherlands, This committee summarized
the major bottl-necks and did proposals for the improvement of the financial organization.

Four important bottle-necks are:

1 The present waste water discharge tax sysem only includes a small part of the
póUuting substances.

2 The fcausers of water pollution can not be forced to pay fox tostorical and
bordercrossing jjollutipn, . . ,• . :

•3 = Mèasurès on the establishment of the integrated water management apptoitcti can
not Tbjè financ^J from the taxes on surface water pollution.

4 •*t!feèt'|>pUution;! jdeiiving.fr<>pi diffuse sources (navigation, agriijüituüre; nóti-
conne^téd houséhpïding^ sewage water overflows) is not apart ofthe^ present
(ax-systera.

Navigation activities
The navigation activities cross the borders of the different water quality management
areas; these activities are partly international. The professional and recreative shipping
cause an annual pollution of ± 150,000 habitant-equivalents. At the short term, a WVO»
tax will not be introduced for the shipping activities because of the practical complications
(high acceptance costs, the set up of a registration duty and the lack of a control
organization).

Agricultural sources
AgricuKural sources are responsible for the pollution of surface waters with nutrients and
chemical substances. The committee has proposed the introduction of a WVO-tax of 0.5
habitant-equivalents per hectare, based on a minimum amount of pollution. Due to other
environmental investments that landfarmers will have to make this tax will not be
introduced on the short term.
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Sewage water overflows
The sewage water overflows are another problem, due to a lack of sufficient sewage
systems. The Dutch government has made a policy document on sewage systems. Spread
over a period of 10-15 years 4587 millions ECU will be invested in the construction, the
maintenance and improvement of sewage systems. A WVO-tax could possibly be
introduced for municipalities that carry out too less measures on the water pollution
reduction.

Water consumption tax
The possibilities for the establishment of a tax system based on the water consumption
amounts have been studied. The idea is that if people would have to pay for the amounts
of consumption water that they use, they would use less water. The growth of the
drinking-water consumption will have to be stopped for several reasons:
- groundwater levels descend and as a consequence natural areas dry up;
- the use of chemical substances in the drinking-water production;
- the amounts of waste sludge increase;
- more natural areas have to be used to fulfïl the water consumption needs of the Dutch

population.
However the committee has advised the Duth government not to introducé such tax-
system on the short term, because of practical problems (especially high investment
costs). On the other hand the Dutch government has made an action programme on the
water consumption reduction. The discussion on the introduction of a water consumption
tax is still going on.

Water quality tax
Principally the WVO tax system is meant to finance measures on the water pollution
reduction. An integrated water management approach means that also more genera!
measures have to be taken which are not directiy related to water pollution, like active
biological management, development and protection of river banks and so on. Therefore
the committee has proposed to establish a water quality tax based on the Law on the
Organization of the Waterschappen. This tax should be used to finance 5-10% of the
investments of the regional watermanagers.

As a result of the proposals of the Committee Zevenbergen the following measures will
be carried out in the period 1994-1998:

1 Organohalogene substances will be part of the WVO-tax per the lth of January
1995. These substances cause extra costs for water management (sediment
pollution) and cause eco-toxicological effects;

Effluent discharges deriving from waste water treatment plants, which are mainly
managed by the waterschappen, will be partly exempt from the WVO-tax with
15% in 1994, 30% in 1995 and 50% from 1996.
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Possibüities will be studied for the includement of diffuse soürces in the WV0
tóX. • ' ' ' •• ' • .'•••:

Concerning diffuse pollution (agricultural sources) possibilities for the
^pUcatioa of mïneraï book*keepïng in reMon to water management WÏ8 toe
discussed. Farmers ia the Netherlands have to niake a mincral book-keepuig
ë v e r y y é a r ; ' •'•• : . . . . •. ' •'•: ." "• . .•••' • : ; • • : • • • _ • _ • • . . . . : • • " . . . . : .

Per the ittt of January 1994 legat charges wÜÏ have to be jwïd on tóte ïssuing of
envtamental p0finits wMch are based on the WVO. . . . ; :

Waterschappen have the possibility to introducé * wa^rquaïity .ét in order tó
•^nance measures which are not ditectly related .to. .water poïMoft,.

The Law on Bottom Protection will be extended with a tegulation conecming the
financement of water bottomsanitationprojects.

A sémilaJlon i«gulatiött for indistrie* yiïï be^introduced. If $n.Mw&.
btrócïucfiiS tfeatm^it rtiièa$ures a tax rato redüctio» (heavy i^tats «ïid o # a i c
haïögenes) ca» be obtained fór 1993, 1994 and 1991

3.5 Investments 1993-1996
The table 3.4 gives the planned financial investments of Rijkswaterstaat Zeeland over the
period 1993-1996.

Table 3,4 Financial investments integrated water management 1993-1996 (in millions of
Dutch guilders).

050601

051500

052101

052201

ToteH

Prevention and
combatment of calaraities

Prevention and icduction
of pollution (WVO)

Banks and intertidal
areas/recoverage of water
systems

Sanitation of polluted
water bottoms

0.14

3.49

3.76

0.78

8.17

0.09

6.65

5.60

1.01

14.16

0.05

6.42

4.95

1.97

13.39

ïÉlït
0.0

1.51

3.07

2.48

7.06

0.28

18.07

19.7

6.24

44.29

In the period 1993-1996 44 millions ECU will be invested in integrated water
management by Rijkswaterstaat Zeeland. At about 45% (19.8 millions ECU) will be
invested in the Westerschelde.

To give an impression of the exploitation costs and the investments of a waterschap in the
Westerschelde area the figures of the Waterschap De Drie Ambachten (WS23) for the
period 1990-1995 are given in the table 3.5.
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Table 3.5 Financial figures of the Waterschap De Drie Ambachten (1990-1995),

• • H ' . . ' . ' . \ ; ; ; H • • • . • • • • • : ; : : - " : • : • : !

De Drie AmbKbba

Huilt

Bntkcm

Oortbiui

Groede

Retnoctenoit

Nitwvlirt-Bad

ifeill

1.911)

0.51 1)

0.21 1)

0.402)

0.46 2)

0.07 2)

0.18 2)

O.Q2 2)

3.76

BulMaif 1990/
jnvcAncnti

•tveitmeoU

iovutmcnu

tnvettmcnU

ioveMnenli

kvcitmcnti

iovertmtnü

«nw«li«il993

w§SS

.' ,J' . ' . '"'
H . H : . , • • • . ' , • : • , - • - •

• ' • : i : , -

10.32

0.04

-

-

2.092

-

-

1 2 . 4 5 4

0,10

-

0.31
9

•

0.4
2

0,18

0,00
g

•

0.46

-

0.2
05

: • ; • , : ' • > • • • • > >

ï S* .V'?,v*+P=

0.16

0,03

0.006

0,006

0,006

0.121

X

0.331

WÊÈ
-

0.16

0.03

-

-

•

1J74

-

0.157

WËÊ
-
0.32

0.28

0,09

0.0»

.

1.376

•

2.162

i

I Figuren exploitation costs 1992 exclunive pumping-stafons and pressure pipelineB,
2) Figures exploitation costs 1991 exclusive pumping-Btatiotu and pressure pipelines.

3.6 Short analysis water management Scheldt basta
In this paragraph some strong and weak aspects of the water management organization in
the Scheldt riparian States are summarized, based on the collected information, reports
about the river Scheldt and the workshop in Namur (2 and 3 June 1993). The appendix
2.1 gives an overview of the ministries and administrations that are involved in the
strategical and operational water management (quantitative and qualitative aspects). In
France and the Netherlands the watercourses are divided in national and regional waters.
In the Netherlands the national waters are navigable watercourses; the regional
watercourses include both navigable and non-navigable watercourses. In France the
national waters include both navigable and non-navigable watercourses; the regional
waters are non-navigable watercourses.
In Flanders and Wallonia the watercourses are divided between navigable and non-
navigable watercourses.
Compared to Brussels, Wallonia, Flanders and the Netherlands the; number of ministries
and administrations involved in water management in North-France is much bigger.
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3.6.1 North-France

Strong aspects

Since 1991 jtbere is a "mature" Ministry of Environmental Affairs; it is no longer a
kind ojf Padiamentary tmdersecretariat, On the other hand ibisministry is parüy
depeodant on the civil servants of the other mimstries; this ministry lias not a ïarge
decentralized apparatus. The idéa óf oné big mïnistry in which different aspècts of
environmental management, inciuding water quality policy and management, are
integrated is a good one.

The basin approach with the Basin Committees on one hand (water policy) and the Ba-
sin Water Agences (executive tasks) on the other hand is a good step in the direction
of an integrated water management approach. In 1992 the organization of maldng
planis and programmes has been chahged. Thé Basin Committees wilt get mote ihflu-
ence; Together with the Regionai Parliament and the Depairteméntal ^arliament the
Basin Committees will have to writea "directive water management sqhédule (Schema
directeur d' Aménagèment). This plan will give the guidelines of water management
in a river basin, the water quality objectives and the activities tó meet these pbjectives
in a river basin,

The fmancial autonomous status of the Basin Water Agencies, The receipts of the
taxes are mairily invested in waste water treatment measures and do not disappear in
"invisible" investments of other (governmental) administratións.

Corapared with the Fifth Action Programme, the budget of the Basin Water Agency
Artois-Ï'icarclie is dóijbled. Plusminus 230 miljions ECU will be invested in the
Scheldt basin bétween 1992 ahd 1996.

Thé polïcy of the river basin cóntracts (ïa politique de contrat de rivière) cöuld bé a
good basis for an integrated management approach.

Weak aspects:

The responsibilities on water management are divided over a big number of
governmental administrations, The coordination of the activities is a complex matter.

The civil servants that are responsible for the environmental permitting are also res-
ponsible for the control tasks. There are too less inspectors to control the discharge
permits prescriptions.
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The Direction de la Recherge, de l'Industrie et de TEnvironnemeot (DRIRE), part of
the Ministry of Industry is responsible for the issuing of environmental permits as well
as for the stimulation of industrial development. On the other hand, since two years
DRIRE has been divided between the Ministry of Industry and the Ministry of
Environmental Affairs.

The Direction Départementale de l'Agriculture (DDA), part of the Ministry of
Agriculture, is responsible for the issuing of environmental permits as weU as for the
stimulation of agricultural production.

The tax rates for industrial water pollution are based on amounts of discharged
substances which are calculated (production processes). It would bfe better to base the
tax rates on the monitored discharged amounts in waste water streams.

3.6.2 Brussels

Strong aspects:

The presence of a water quality improvement investments programme for the peripd
1992^2000. In 2000 two waste water treatment plants will be operational with a total
design-^japacity of 1,500,000 habitant-equivalents. This capacity will be sufficient to
treat both communal (1,000,000 habitant-equivalents) and industrial ( £ 500,000
pollutionfequiYalents) waste water.

The iritroductiön óf a tax system on the surface water pollution. Industries wil! have to
pay for discharged amounts of BOD, CODj suspehded matter, nitrogen , pjio$phorus,
heavy metals and chlorine-solyents»

Weak aspects:

The lack of information on the prganization of the water management in Brussels. For
example the role of the Brussels Instituut voor Milieubeheer (BIM) i$ still unclear,
The lack of infprmation on the organizatioh 6f environmental permitting.

3.6.3 WaUonia

Strong aspects:

The strenghtening of the water management organization and the increasment in
irjvestments on water management. Between 1992 and 1996 239 millions ECU will be
iavested in waste water treatment infrastructure.

The concentration of water management affairs within one ministry. The idea of one
big ministry in which different aspects of environmental management, including water
quality policy and management, are integrated is a good one.
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Weaka$pects:

The iridividual industrjél. discharge permits do not ïnclude ^hnical prescripöons for
pöüütiöft prev^ttüon ao4 waste water treatment, The lidenséeit tiave to meet
prescription qbjectiveis, büt they ajre free'.tb chóóses the tóchntc^l equipment,

The control of industrial discharge permits is carried put by three divisions óf the
Direction of Natural Sources and the Environment. There is nö isysteniatic
organi2atioö of the controlactivities of these divisions.

3.6.4 Flanders

Strong aspects:

the ïnvestménts ih water management are ènlargedi Foi ëxample 22,313 mïllions of
Belgjan francs will be invested in new purificatiott work$ (purificatibn plarî Sv
collectors, and sewage systems) between 1991 and 199

The Flèmïsh Environmental Permits Regulatipn (YLAREM); one integratéd
eftVitonmental perniJtconoerning air-: water and land:poUutjon;,

Thö pübUcity of enviröritnental permits si

the pruiciple of the basin cömmittees: ihese (lö) cotnmitt^i in which aö groups of
ïntètest participate, give advisement on ttje data colléction and management;and on
water management èlfairs. Within a few years the cömmittees will act as formal
advise groiips.

Weak aspects:

The tax rates on water pollution are too low (14 ECU per pollution-equivalent; a
family with two children pays 46-69 ECU a year).

There is too little information avaiïable about the relations between discharges and
water quality.

The present manpower on water management is insufficient to establish an integrated
water management approach.

An insufficient organization on the issuing and control of environmental permits.
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3.6.5 The Netherlands

Stroog aspects:

The integrated water management approach (more or less: comparablc? With the
approach of the basincommittees and the principlë of the riyer basirt contract For
each water system there is an governmental committee in which Rijkswaterstaat,
provinces, waterschappen and municipalities participate. For the Westef schelde there
is the Westerschelde Deliberation Group. This group.made the Western-Scheldt Policy
Plan (Beleidsplan Westerschelde), This plan gives objectives and an actidn
programme.

The standard* and objectives of the Third National Document on Water Policies are
stronger öiah^the EU-directives,

There is a cöntinüou$ dialogue between involved water manageTs, W p p
are working tpgether in the Union qi Waterschappen;(Unie van Water^lbappen^ The
provinces wörk togéther in the ïnterprpyincial Pelibeiation: Qtpnp (Interproyinpiaal
Overleg)* The municipalities have organlzeti fihéms^ves in: the XJriipiri «jf èutctn: ,
municipalities; (Vereniging:van Nederlandse Gemeenten) i Thfemwicipallües arontnd
the WesterscKetóe are cpordinatlrig the water :raana|ement activities in the
Wë^st^scheld^ ^«nicip^iUty öroup.; Qniy the niunicipality • Teroeu^en; is
participating; ïjaIbis grbup, • '•''.• • , ,•.'•,•'' '-.. • ' : ' , . .

Much Jcnowledge isavailable abput the stru<;ture and fünctioning of water: systems.

The regulations on the environmetal permits are integrated in orte lawt the\Law on
EnvironraeHtal Affairs (Wet Milieubeheer).

The Netherlands has astrong: water management organizaüon. In the period 1993-
1996 19.7 niiïlions ECU vyül be invested in the Westerschelde -by jjijltswatexstaat,
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Weak aspects;

There are several iaws on environmental affairs. Three ministries are involved in
environmental management: the Ministry of Transport, Public Works and Water
Management, the Ministry of
Agriculture, Nature Conservation and Fisheries and the Ministry of Housing, Land
Devélópment and Environmental Affairs. Different aspects of water management
(graunxjwater; surface water, quantïfativè and qualitative management) are handled by
different admioistrations, The integration of the énVirohmental management, including
water management» is difficült. A first step in the right directibn hasbeen made by the
first version of the I-aw on Environmental Management, In this law all environmental
Iaws wül be integrated, except the Law on the Pollution of Surface Waters and the
Law on Water Management.

Not all users pay equally for the usage of surface water and water systems. Especially
agriculture and shipping contribute tess.

Procedures like the Environmental Impact Rapportage take too much time.

manpower is strong but asks much time for a good eoqrdination.

Sustainabje development is a difficult principle to give concrete form to.

Issuingand contrtol of WVO permits are divided among different administrations.
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4. Scheldt-GIS

4.1 Introduction
One of the ISG objectives is the setup and management of a Geographical Information
System (GIS) especially for the Scheldt basin: a Scheldt-GIS. The Rijksinstituut voor kust
en Zee of the Dutch Rijkswaterstaat has built the first parts of this GIS during the first
project year. The GIS is used as a medium for the storage, linkage, analysis and
presentation of data which are collected by the participants. At the plenary meetings the
participants decide which kind of data should be put in the Scheldt-GIS and which
questions should be answered by means of the GIS.

4.2 GIS-definition and objectives
A Geographical Information System is a database filled with all kinds of data which have
a geographic component. The database is managed and used by means of a computer
system. By means of the geographic components the data can be related to eachother and
to other external databases. The information can be presented on maps,
The GIS products can help the water managers and the policy makers in making decisions
and chosing strategies. Environmental impacts of measures can be made visible, relations
between emissions and water quality, differences between area, hydrographic subbasins
and rivers can made clear and so on.
In this report some examples are presented like a map of the Scheldt basin, which shows
the operational and planned waste water treatment plants and their design-capacities (see
chapter 5).

The main Scheldt-GIS objectives are:

; 4 •:;:•;

s :-

^ h è Stórfcge» management and updating of water quaüty \Waü£getn$# fn&riïtëitëh ï
tó:a Scheldt basin database. : ' l ' : ' ' " ' • [

: Thé fnfortnatipn distrlbution among theïSG pattici^atits.

^ $ & ^ $ i s ^

ïjhé presentation pf dataarjud analyses tesults by méaitó of-mp$ ind progress
^ r ^ p r t s y . 1 ; ' : • • ' '•'' " ;• '•. •'• : ..' :•'; \ "• •., . • , . ' . . . . • . . •'•":' ; . : , V •.', ; ' . . , ' , ' .

Thc: setup of GIS applications that can be uséd by the; ISG participantSi ,
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4.3 Frcunework of Scheldt-GIS
The components of the Scheldt-GIS are:

* thematic database
* users-interface
* output data and/or anlysing results

4.3.1 Hardware/software
The ISG data are stored in the HP-9000 computer of the Rijksinstituut voor Kust en Zee.
This computer includes the software programme ARC/INFO. The data are stored and
managed by means of this ARC/INFO geographical information system. Besides the setup
and management of the database RIKZ will make an application which shows the water
manager the available data and the analysis and presentation possibilities. This and other
applications are designed by means of ARC/INFO macro's.

4.3.2 Geographic and thematic databases
The geographic database contalns all relevant topographic figures of the study area. The
ISG participants use different methods to project the earth surface on a map. The
Netherlands use a stereographic projection. Flanders uses the Lambert (I) projection
method which is a conic projection. North-France uses the Lambert (II) projection
method. In order to obtain an uniform database all coordinates are translated in UTM
cartographic projection coordinates. UTM (Universal Transverse Mercator) is a global
projection system between 84° north and 84° south of the equator. The UTM zone 31
encloses the area between 0.00° and 6.00° eastern latitude and 48.00° and 56.00°
northern latitude. The UTM projection is an international used standardization method.
The whole Scheldt basin is situated in the UTM zone 31.
The thematic data are stored in table format. These data are related to topographic data.
The thematical data consist of descriptions and values of parameters. The appendix 4.1
gives an idea of the ISG data model.
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Within the databases the data items have an ISG code, according to the following codation
system:

: > ^ r p S r a f t c e ; ' : V '': •"•••"••' .."••' ; ."-:::.; '•'.f:

Handers :
The Nétnerlands 3 0 O 1 - 4 Ö 0 0 ; ; . • : . ) , : • ' . ' \ : : . l . , . ' r ^ ' - \ : - : : ; ' . . [ • }

It is possible to store more environmental data when the Scheldt-GIS is extended to an
overall information system. If the contents of the database is increasing one of the options
is the usage of an extemal database for thematic or non-geographic data.

4.3.3 Output/results
The users have to define the products of the Scheldt-GIS. This report contains some
examples. Dependent on the wishes of the participants and the investments that will be
made, there are scveral options like:

i . •'.•!!

2' .

>

One administration makes only a database and takes care of the updating of the ;j

[ p j ^ ^ ^ ^ w M i ^ Q i i - ' ' :•-•; •; ••••':; 5 - < : " j £ •;'^:^!^' • • S / : ^ v ü ' . ] ""••'' '•:) "•,•••:.' l

TJië -Scheldt^OÏS is used as a databank. The ÏSÖ participants défine the :

: jtfóducts like teports, maps and tables.' Öti*s..̂ diiiî $iî rp:iiiQin'.:t?nianaigtes.'-tlie. system
• an4 delivers the products.

Th;è$cheldt-GIS is used as a databank, The ISG participants defme the
products like reports, maps an tables and (pc-) applications, One administration

i.'t̂ ain̂ ygsĉ t itihjc»- jftĝ tüëaqi. and delivers the products and applications*

MS J^qiiieJdt-OIS ̂ ï$ intrcxJuced at the participating administrations, Each
adrninistfation caii defines and makes its own products and applications, besides
:éi^jpint products atid applications. One administration takes care of the
updating of the databases and the deliverance of joint products and applications.

4.4 Scheldt-GIS 1994
The participants will have to decide about the objectives and products of the Scheldt-GIS
in 1994 and further. If one of the four options will be chosen the financial consequences
will have to be discussed. Each administration should think about the advantages of a
Scheldt-GIS in relation with its activities and in relation with the establishment of an
integrated water management approach in the river Scheldt basin.
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5. Emissions in the Scheldt basin

5.1 Introduction
A detailed inventory of the different emission sources categories is necessary to describe
the relations between emissions and water quality. In the Netherlands, Rijkswaterstaat
Division Zeeland (RWS-ZLD) and the National Institute for Coastal and Marine
Management (RIKZ) run a project in which emission sources and surface water quality
are linked. The main objective of this project is to study the consequences of emission
reduction measures for parameter concentrations, discharges and physical, chemical and
biological processes in the Scheldt-estuary. The most important instrument within this
project is the water quality model for the Scheldt estuary, named as the SAWES model.
A distinguishment is made in five categories:

* commungü emission sources:

* industrial emission sources

* atmósptléric depQsiüön

* ouüet of canals

In 1993 a start has been made with the collection of figures on communal and industrial
emission sources. This chapter gives an overview of the available data.

5.2 Waste water treatment plants
The first step in river system restoration is the treatment of communal and industrial
waste waters. This paragraph gives an overview of the available and planned communal
waste water treatment infrastructure in the Scheldt riparian states. The figure 5.1 is a map
of the Scheldt basin which shows the available and planned waste water treatment plants.
Although the total design-capacity in the French part of the Scheldt basin will increase
with ± 900,000 habitant-equivalents (period 1992-1996), no detailed figures are available
on the planned locations.

The figure 5.2 shows the communal waste water treatment balance of the Scheldt basin in
1991. If France, Wallonia and Brussels carry out their investments programmes, in 2000
the design-capacity could be sufficient to treat the waste water of all the habitants. In
Flanders at the end of 1994 the available capacity could be sufficient for 83,1% of the
required design-capacity. In the Netherlands the present available design-capacity is
sufficient.
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Communal waste water treatment
Scheldt basin (1991)
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Fïgure 5.2 The communal waste water treatment balance of the Scheldt basin (situation
1991). If the still required capacity part is negative, it means that there is an
over-capacity.

In 2000 in the whole Scheldt basin the average available design-capacity could be
sufficient to treat the waste waters of housholdings (biodegradable substances). This
conlusion can only be drawn if there are no industries connected to the communal waste
water treatment plants and if the total treatment infrastructure (including sewage systems
and collector networks) is sufficient. If some industries stay connected to the communal
waste water treatment plants the required design-capacity is much m'gher.
Until 1991 in all riparian states the emphasis lied on the treatment of biodegradable
substances. Between 1992 and 2000 investments will also be made on denitriphication and
dephosphatation.
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5.2.1 North-France
In the French port of the Scheldt basin (les secteurs El, E2 and E3) there are 136 waste
water treatment plants available with a total design-capacity of 3,358,400 habitant-
equivalents. The appendix 5.1 is an overview of these treatment plants.
The figure 5.3 shows the available treatment plants and the required design-capacity in
the area El + E2 (Haut-Escaut + Scarpe) and E3 (Lys). The figures of this inventory
show that the available design-capacity (1991) could be sufficient for the treatment of
88% of the waste water from the 3,833,199 habitants. Especially in E3 there is a lack of
waste water treatment plants. Due to insufficient investments in the collector networks the
equipment can not be used completely. As a result in 1990 only 46% of the communal
poUutkm was eliminated.

Communal waste water treatment
North-France (1991)
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Figure 5.3 Communal waste water treatment balance of the French part of the Scheldt
basin (situation 1991).
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Based on the presentation method of the Agence de l'Eau Artois-Picardie, there are five
size categories:
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The figure 5.4 shows the treatment plant size distribution (situation 1991). The majority
of the treatment plants are small (categories I, II and III), especially located in zone El
(Uppcr-Schddt).
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Figure 5,4 Waste water treatment plant size distribution in the French part of the Scheldt
basin (situation 1991).
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The figure 5.5 shows the evolution in the available and planned design-capacity in the
French part of the Scheldt basin. The total design-capacity is given for the periods 1967-
1971, 1972-1976, 1977-1981, 1982-1986, 1987-1991 and 1992-1996. These periods are
related to the investment programs of the Agence de l'Eau Artois-Picardie. The available
design-capacity is the design-capacity that is available at the beginning of the period. The
planned design-capacity is the capacity which has been built during the period.
In the periods 1972-1976, 1977-1981 and 1987-1991 the French govemment made large
investments. In the period 1992-1996 the emphasis lies on the development and
exploitation of sewage systems, the connection of house-holdings to sewage systems, the

Communal waste water treatment
North-France 1967-1996

4.S

tt

1967-1971 1972-1976 1977-1961 1862-1866 1987-1981 1992-1906 fequlrvd

Period

Available • • Ptanned

Figure S.S Evolution of the available and planned design-capacity in the French part of
the Scheldt basin (period: 1967-1996).
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Until 1991 the emphasis has lied on the treatment of organic and suspended matter.
Therefore the majority of the available waste water treatment plants has not the equipment
for the elimination of nitrogen and phosphorus. One of the main problems is that some
industries are also connected to the communal waste water treatment plants. Accidental
discharges and strong fluctuations in the influent can cause damage and disfunctioning of
treatment plants.

The figure 5.6 shows the mean treatment efficiencies of suspended matter (MeS), organic
matter (MO) and reduced nitrogen (MA = organic + ammonia nitrogen) over the period
1985-1992. MO is defined as (COD + 2BODs)/3. The appendix 5.2 gives the mean
treatment efficiencies and the Standard deviations per season. The figures are related to
treatment plants with a design-capacity of more than 10,000 habitant-equivalents.
The mean treatment efficiencies for respectively MO, MA and MeS are 75%, 40% and
87%. The ranges for respectively MO, MA and MeS are 28-95%, 15-94% and 63-98%.
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Figure 5,6 Mean treatment efficiencies of waste water treatment plants in North-France
(period 1985-1992). Parameters: MO, MA and MeS. Only treatment plants with
a design-capacity > 10,000 habitant-equivalents are included.
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5.2.2 Wallonia
In the Wallonian part of the Scheldt basin there are 57 waste water treatment plants
avaUable with a total design-capacity of 992,475 habitant-equivalents. This capacity could
be sufficient for the treatment of 91.7% of the communal waste water, The appendix 5.3
is an overview of all waste water treatment plants in the administrative area IBW (Senne,
Dijle and Demer), IDEA (Haine and Senne) and IPALLE (Haut-Escaut, Lys and Dendre).

The figure 5.7 shows the available design-capacity (1991), the planned design-capacity
(1992-1996) and the required design-capacity in each administrative area. The avaUable
design-capacity in 1996 in the area IBW and IDEA could be sufficient for the treatment
of the communal waste water. In the IPALLE area more equipment wiU be required. One
of the main problems is the connection of industries to communal waste water treatment
plants. At none of the operational treatment plants the technical equipment is avaUable for
dcnitrificttion tnd/or deptosphatation.

3 -

IBW IDEA IPAUE

Intercommunale
Total

Available (1991) Planned (1992-1996) Still required

Flgun 5.7 Waste water treatment balance in the Wallonian part of the Scheldt basin
(situation 1991). A negative still required part means that there is an over-
capacity.
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The figure 5.8 shows the treatment plant size distribution (situation 1991). The majority
of the plants (81 %) are small (plants with a design-capacity between 0 and 5,000 habïtant-
equivalents), especially located in the zones IBW and IPALLE.
The figure 5.9 shows the evolution of the available and planned deingn-capacity in the
Wallonian part of the Scheldt basin. In the periods 1972-1976 and 1982-1986 the
Wallonian government made large investments.
In the period 1992-1996, 239 millions ECU will be invested in the building and
adaptation of treatment plants and collectors. As a result the design-capacity will increase
with 661,400 habitant-equivatents. A number of small plants will be replaced by bigger
ones. At four treatment plants the technical equipment will be instatled to denitriphicate
and/or dephosphatate. The appendix 5.4 gives an overview of the planned waste water
treatment equipment and adaptattons.
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O-3O00 5000-10000 10000-90000 90000-100000

Intercommunale
>100000

Available (1991) Planned (1992-1996)

Figure 5.8 Waste water treatment plant size distribution in the Wallonian part of the
Scheldt basin (situation 1991).
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Communal waste water treatment
Wallonia 1967-1996
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Figure 5.9 Evolution of the available and planned waste water treatment plants in the
Wallonian part of the Scheldt basin (period 1967-1996).

5.2.3 Brussels
At this moment there are no communal waste water treatment plants in the Brussels
Region. Therefore the waste water of the householdings in the Brussels region is not
treated, although more than 95% of the habitants have been connected to a sewage
system. In 2000 two treatment plants will be operational with a total design-capacity of
1,500,000 habitant-equivalents. This capacity will be sufficient to treat both communal
(1,000,000 habitant-equivalents) and industrial (± 500,000 pollution-equivalents) waste
water.
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5.2.4 Flanders
In the Flemish part of the Scheldt basin (the selected AWP-II basinjs) 87 communai waste
water treatment plants are operational with a total design-capacity of 3,218,960 habitant-
equivalents. This capacity could be sufficient for 62.4% of the required capacity. At 46
treatment plants industrial waste water is also treated. Therefore the design-capacity is not
only available for the treatment of communai waste water. The apjiendix S.S is an
overview of all waste water treatment plants in the Flemish part of the Scheldt basin.
The appendix 5.6 gives an overview of the treatment characteristics in the hydrographic
subbasins in Flanders.

The fïgure 5.10 shows the available design-capacity (1991), the planned design-capacity
(1992-1994) and the required dcógit-capacity per hydrogrtphic subtttiin.

a-r"1

-f f 1* e f f f
Bo-Schelde Late Dender Zonna Dille Darmr Nato Bo-Z«tS BB-Z«ÖS KQT

Hydrographic tubbotin

Av«li«bt« (1001) Ptanntd (1091-1904) 8 t t u

Fïgure 5.10 Communai waste water treatment balance in the Flemish part of the Scheldt
basin. A negative still required capacity part means that there is an over-
capacity.
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The figure 5.11 shows the mean sewage percentage and the mean waste water treatment
percentage (expressed as the percentage of the habitants that are connected to a sewage
system) per hydrographic subbasin.
The figure 5.12 shows the required design-capacity (ïf 1 habitant = 1 habitant-equivalent)
and the number of habitant-equivalents that is treated (situation 1991).

Communal waste water treatment
Flanders (1991)

Bo Schold» Ls» Dendor Zenn* Dljle Dwtwr tfoto B O 2 M S B. ZtoS KQT

Hydrographic subbasin

SQwagG% (1991) Troatment%(1991)

Figure 5.11 Communal waste water treatment characteristics per hydrographic subbasin
in the Flemish part of the Scheldt basin (situation 1991). The waste water
treatment percentage is defined as the percentage of the habitants that are
connected to a sewage system.
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Communal waste water treatment
Flanders (1991)
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figure 5.12 Required design-capacity and the number of habitant-equivatents that are
treated per hydrographic subbasin in the Flemish part of the Scheldt basin.

The mean sewage percentage in this area is 76%. Due to a lack of collector networks
only 21% of the waste water produced by the 5,160,500 habitants is treated (situation
1991). In the Nete and the Beneden-Zeeschelde subbasins there is an overcapacity. At the
end of the investments programme 1991-1994 the available capacity could be sufficient
for 81.3% of the required capacity.
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The figure 5.13 shows the waste water treatment plant size distribution (1991).
The majority of the plants (81%) are small (categories I, II and Ut),
The figure 5.14 shows the evolution in the available and planned design-capacity in the
Flemish part of the Scheldt basin.

Treatment plant size distribution
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Figure 5.13 Waste water treatment plant size distribution in the Flemish part of the
Scheldt basin.
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Communal waste water treatment
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fïgure 5.14 Evolution in the availabie and planned design-capacity in the Flemish part of
the Scheldt basin.

The appendix 5.7 gives an overview of the planned waste water treatment plants in the
period 1991-1994. A total number of 49 plants is planned; at 12 of these the treatment
equipment will be installed for denitriphication and/or dephosphatation. The design-
capacity will increase with 976,635 habkant-equivalents.
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The Flemish Executive makes an annual investments programme based on the General
Waste Water Treatment Programmes. AQUAFIN has to setup and execute technical plans
concerning new treatment infrasfcructure. For each AWP-II basin or a part of such basin a
technical plan has to be made. The VMM, AMINAL and the basin committees discuss
these technical plans. If the Minister of Environmental Affairs agrees with the plans
Aquafin can execute these.
In the period 1991-1994 six AWP-basins have the highest priority:

AWP-E18

A ^ H Z 2 '. ; . . ' . . - . , ] ..
A W & 0 : 2 4 . ; •"••• ' ••

AWP-ÏÏ25

AWP-Ü26

A W M 2 7

Dendet

Boyen-Scheide

JCIeiriéïtfete
Grote Nète

Bovenr-pemer

BenèdénTDeijier

In a short time period a big number of treatment plants will have to be designed and
built. The choise of the treatment teehnoiogy depends on the design-capacity and the
water quality objectives for the effluents receiving watercourses.
The Standard values of BOD, COD and SM are independant of the design-capacity of a
treatment plant. The Standard values of N and P are more severe for bigger treatment
plants.
If a big part of the waste water in the influent derives from industrial sources more
advanced technologies have to be used, For example: the major part of the influent of the
treatment plant Waregem (60%) will be waste water from the textile industries. In order
to destruct the complex biological components advanced teehnoiogy will have to be used.
As a consequence the investments costs and the exploitation costs will be very high.
The appendix 5.8 summarizes the available information on treatment efficiencies.

The efficiencies are calculated for the parameters COD, BOD, SM, Kjeldahl-nitrogen,
COD/BOD, NH4+ and total-P (1989, 1990, 1991) and NO3-, NO2-, As, Cr, Cu, Pb,
Ni, Ag, Zn, Hg and Cd (1990, 1991). The figures 5.15 and 5.16 show the mean
treatment efficiencies for the period 1989-1991.
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Figure 5.15 Treatment efficiencies of waste water treatment plants in Flanders (period
1989-1991). Parameters: BOD, COD, SM, Kj-N, NH4 and P-total.
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Figure 5.16 Treatment efficiencies of waste water treatment plants in Flanders (period
1990-1991). Parameters: Cr, Cu, Pb, Ni, Ag and Zn.



5.2.5 The Netherlands
In the Dutch part of the Scheldt basin there are 24 communal waste water treatment plants
available with a total design-capacity of 966,600 habitant-equivalents (1991). This
capacity is sufficient to treat the waste water of the 543,944 habitants. The mean sewage
percentage is 93%. The appendix 5.9 is an overview of all waste water treatment plants
in the Dutch part of the Scheldt basin.
The figure 5.17 shows the available and the required design-capacity (1991) in the
management area of the Waterschappen,
The figure 5.18 shows the treatment plant size distribution.
The figure 5.19 shows the evolution in the available and planned design-capacity in the
Dutch put of the Scheldt basin.

Communal waste water treatment
The Netherlands (1991)
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Figurt 5.17 Communal waste water treatment balancc of the Dutch part of the Scheldt
basin (Westerschelde subbasin; situaüon 1991). A negative still required
capacity part means that there is an over-capacity.
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Flgure 5.19 Evolution of the available and planned design-capacity in the Dutch part of
the Scheldt basin (period: 1967-1996).
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The majority of the plants are small ones (0-50,000 h.e.), Some industries are also
connected to a treatment plant. Especially at the treatment plants Walcheren and Hulst
there is an overcapacity in order to treat the extra waste water amounts deriving from
tourists in summer periods.

There are no planned treatment plants in the Dutch part of the Scheldt basin. Until 1998
the emphasis lies on the optimalization of the available plants and on dentrification and
dephosphatation activities.

The choise of the treatment technology depends on the size of the treatment plant. The
effluent standards are related to the size of a treatment plant. They are mainly based on
EC guideüne 91/271 conceming the treatment of urban waste water and are the same for
all purification plants in the Netherlands. The table 5.1 gives an overview of these
standards. In general the standards are in force for available and planned treatment plants.
In case of nitrogen and phosphorus the standards are in force for the planned plants. For
the existing plants the nitrogen standards (N-tot) have to be met before 1998; the
phosphorus standards (P-tot) before 1995.

Table 5,1 Effluent standards Dutch waste water purification plants.

BOD,20

COD

P-tot (in P; 1)

P-tot (in P; 2)

N-tot (in N; 3)

N-tot (in N; 4)

NH4-N (in N)

SM

cOQCeatratlon (mg/l)

20

100

1

2

10

15

10

30

90

75

SO

80

75

75

75

-

1) Purification plaats with a design-capacity & 100,000 i.e.
2) Purification plaats with a design-capacity < 100,000 i.e.
3) Purification plaats with a design-capacity < 20,000 i.e.
4) Purification plaats with a design-capaciyty ^ 20,000 i.e.
*) A water manager has to reach an average efficiency percentage for the whole management area. This means
that not at every treatment plant the standard has to be met.
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The appendix 5.10 gives an overview of the treatment effïciencies of the individual
treatment plants. As the figures show there are no problems with BOD and COD.

The Dutch objectives concerning nitrogen and phosphorus are:

•- a enüssioü redüction (hoüseholdings, industries and agriculture) to the
sürface waters wlth 75 and 70% of respectively phosphór and nitrogen (ünal objèc-
tive);

- a teduction percentage betwe^in 1985 and 1995 of-50% for both phö^phor a

In the tabïe 5,2 the mean effluent concentrations and the treatment effïciencies of P-iot
and N-tot are given for the period 1990-1992. Column 2 gives the overstep percentages of
the 1998 objective (N-tot); column 4 shows how far away the 75% management area
reduction objective (1998) is, calculated as 100 - ((mean treatment efficiency/75) x 100))
%. Column 6 gives the overstep percentages of the 1995 ojective (P-tot). Column 8
shows how far away the 80% management area reduction objective (1995) is, calculated
as 100 - ((mean treatment efficiency/80) x 100)) %.
For example the treatment efficiency (P-tot) at the purification plant Willem Annapolder
has to increase with 40% in order to meet the 1995 objective. It has to be emphasized
that if a water manager exploits more than one plant he can take measures at only one
pïant in order to meet the 75 and 80% management area reduction objectives.
As this table shows the 1995 and 1998 objectives are already met at the treatment plant
Kloosterzande (the negative values). The Waterschap Noord- en Zuid-Beveland has the
technical possibilities to meet the reduction objectives for N and P by adaptations of the
treatment plant Willem Annapolder. The Waterschap Het Huister Ambacht will adaptate
the treatment plant Hulst in order to meet the 75 % reduction objective for the whole
management area before the end of 1995. No adaptations are necessary at the purification
plant Kloosterzande (the 1995 and 1998 objectives are already met).
The Waterschap Walcheren will start with dephosphatation at 1995. It also prepares
denitriphication plans. The Hoogheemraadschap West-Brabant will start with
dephosphatation in 1995. It has not been a decision yet on denitrification activities. The
Waterschap De Drie Ambachten will start with dephosphatation in 1995.
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Table S.2 Mean

Treatownt plant

Waarde

Willem
Annapolder

Walcheren

Oroede

Oostburg

Breslcens

Retranchetnent

Nieuwvliet Bad

De Drie
Ambachten

Kloosterzande

Hulst

Bath

treatment efficiencies (N-tot, P-tot) in the perioc

Kw
etftuént
<fcg/0

13.5

26.7

42.4

21.8

22.8

29

28.9

60.4

234

10.6

25.5

25

%

35

167

324

45

52

93

189

302.
7

131

-30

155

150

Treatment.
«ifieciency
m
61.9

55.4

26.4

68.7

44.3

42

35.7

47

34

79.3

50.7

46.3

4 .

21

69

65

7.4

41

44

54.4

37.3

54.7

-5

32.4

38.3

SP.in •• '
effiuétó

3.6

7.1

3

4.1

3.1

3.3

4.4

4.6

4.9

1.4

3.5

3.5

1 1990-1992.

6

80

255

200

105

55

65

120

130

145

-30

75

250

IVeatawnt

<*>

49.8

48

62

57.7

55.3

60.3

48.7

48.7

43.7

86

64.3

57.7

• • « • • • • .

38

40

21.5

28

30.9

19.6

39.2

39.2

45.4

-8

19.6

27.9

: overstep percentage of the 1998 objecbve (N-tot)
4: 100 - ((mean treatment effieciency/75) x 100» %
6: overstep percentage of the 1995 objective (P-tot)
8: 100- ((mean treatment efficiency/80) x 100)) %
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5.3 Industrial emission sources
This paragraph gives an overview of the available information on industrial emission
sources. The emphasis lies on industries which are responsible for 90% of the emissions
in a management area.

5.3.1 North-France
This subparagraph shows an overview of the industrial emissons (MO and MA) in the
area El, E2 and E3. The figures represent the situation in 1990. MO is defined as (COD
+ 2BODs)/3. MA is defined as organic nitrogen + ammonia nitrogen.
The discharged amounts in North-France are calculated, not measured. The calculations
are based on production process tables for the different industrial sectors.

The table 5.3 gives an first, global impression of 90% of the avarage daily discharged
amounts of MA and MO in the zones El, E2 and E3 (1990). It shculd be emphasized
that several industries are connected to a waste water treatment plant: therefore the
discharged amounts to surface waters could propably be less.

Table 5.3 Industrial discharge amounts (MA and MO) in the zones El, E2 and E3 (1990)

, L . , :t ^i

El

E2

E3

Total (El + E2 +
E3)

n = nutnber of industr

ft

37

40

89

166

DfeNgtaegMt
DttMXintJVtA

10,070

11,530

86,749

108,349

* o f t o M
dtafcargMT

9

11

80

100

* \

31

27

58

116

862

1,571

9,812

12,245

% «f total

JHQDDI9K BMLf * ••

7

13

80

100

es

The figure 5.20 shows the discharged amounts MO in the area El, E2 and E3. The figure
5.21 shows the discharged amounts MA in the area El, E2 and E3,

In total 607 industries, that discharge MO and/or MA, Ue in the administrative area El,
E2 and E3. The total average discharged amounts of MA and Mo are respectively 120.3
tons/day and 13.6 tons/day. Respectively 166 and 108 industries cause 90% of the
average discharged amounts of MA and MO (108,349 kg/day and 12,245 kg/day). Eighty
percent of the amounts is discharged in area E3 (la Lys et la Deüle). In this area cities
like Tourcoing, Roubaix and Lille are situated.
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Figure 5.20 Industrial discharges of MO in the French part of the Scheldt basin (situation
1990).
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Figure 5.21 Industrial discharges of MA in the French part of the Scheldt basin (situation
1990).
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The Information only gives a global impression of the situation in North-France.
More detailed information is required about industries that are connected to waste water
treatment plants, the charge figures of the treatment plants, the treatment technology at
the industries themselves, the discharge permit prescriptions, the standards for the
different industrial sectors and so on.

5.3.2 Wallonia
During a ISG workshop at Namur the Direction Générale des Ressources Naturelles et de
rEnvironnment (DGRNE; Ministère de la Région Wallone) provid(ïd detailed information
on the emission reduction policy. This direction gave an overview of the future actions
for emission reduction in the industrial area of Tertre and Ghlin-Badour. These area are
sitiuated in the management area of the intercommunale IDEA,
In Wallonia the international agreements form the main basis of the emission reduction
policies. The control of industrial point sources and the contamination of the sediments
are considered as the main future problems.
The DGRNE makes an inventory of the main emission sources, This inventory includes
the parameters of the black and grey EU lists. Relations between discharges and water
quality will also be studied. The DGRNE asked the industries to make a survey of the
historical and present discharge situation. Prognoses for the future (till 1996) will be
made. The inventory will be finished in 1994. The number of cokeplants has decreased
over the last few years.

5.3.3 Brussels
There is no detailed information available on industrial discharges in the Brussels Region.

5.3.4 Flanders
In 1991 the VMM started with the emission monitoring programme. This programme
concerns discharges to sewage systems (indirectly to surface waters) and surface waters.
At 1,225 localities in Flanders samples are taken. Dependtng on the available
infrastructure (measuring-flumes) flow rate proportional samples or "schepmonsters" are
taken. At each locality samples are taken during an average of three days.
The monitored parameters are:

* flow rate
*COD
*BOD
• S M
• N-total
* P-total
*Ag
•As

•Cd
•Cr
*Cu
*Hg
*Ni
*Pb
* Z n



Historfcalr present and future situation of the ind-Wtrial zones of Tertre and

The urban waste water treatment plant of Wasrauël (design-capacity: 400,000 habitant*equivalents) is
operational since 1969, In principle, this plant treats the oxygen demandtng substances (BOD and COD) in
the waste water from the housdioldings around and in Wasmuël. Due to the ehangïng economie condition»
in the sevenües (crisis in 1974/1975) only 160,000 inhabitants-equivatents wefe cönnected to the treatment
plant. Ttiis means tbat only 40 % of the design-cap&nty ia exploited.
An important problem is that several industries are also connectcd to the treatment plant. As a result not
only amounts «f COD and BOD but also considerable amoimts of nitrogen are part of the; inftuent strearn of
the plant, The exploitation epats are excessive due to the under-usage of the design-capacity and the lów
investmeüts of the industries.
Ta the period 1976^1979 all industries in the zones of Tertre anlf Ghlin-Badour obtained disetjarge permits
for the con neet ion to Ihe public sewage systemis. These pennitó have an unrestricted validity and are still in
force now,
To jllustrate the present problems of the treatment plant in Wasmuël; 7000 kg a day of total nitrogen are
treated at tbepfant (Tertre + AKZO in Chlin-Badour + urban waste water). Only 2300 feg (33%) Can be
eliniinated at the plant!
The Ministère de la Régïon WaUonne has decided that the original destination of the treatment plant of
Waswuël shoald bè protected. The plant has been developped in the first place to treat conotnunal waste
water: streatös (BOD + COD), not to elirainate nitrogen. The new policy is to "foirce" the industries to make
a chöise between discharges to asewage systern or surfaces directly to a surface water. The permits wil! be
revised, including stronger standards. ~ '
If an industrie wants to stay connected to the traetment plant in Wasmuël it wil) have to introducé a system
ófséif;trèat(nettt in order to: reducë the total amount of nitrogen in its waste VaterstreaniB (the ratio BOD/N
wLI have tó be higher than 15).
AKZO: (Ghlin), Crompton, Carcoke and New Carbochim (Tertre) have dècidéd io; stay connected to
Wasmuët. Kemira, Sedema and ReiUy Chemicals have decided to discharge directly to a surface water.
In the sixtie» an amount of 40,000 kg N/day (industrial discharges) was allowed, The 1995 objective is an
amount of 1800 kg N/day; the 2000 objective is an amount of 1000 kg N/day.
Ka direct fuwncial support will be given to industries unless new technologie^ will be introduced (subsidy
witb. a laaximu» of 25% of the

Some notes have to made at the emission monitoring programme of the VMM:

1. Oniy industries are included that are monitored by the VMM»
2, Not all mónitored industries have measuring-flumes, Therefore flow rates can

not be measured at these industries and therefore the discharged amounts can not
becaiculated. The totalized values for the AWP-IIbasins showa first inclomplete
picture of the industrial emissions,

3» In future the discharged amounts for the not monitored industries will be caiculated
by tneans of the figures provided by these industries.

4. It has to be emphasized that the industries with the highest concentrations not a
priori are the biggest polluters. The degree of pollution depends on both the flow
rates and the parameter concentrations.
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The figure 5.22 shows the discharged amounts BOD in the hydrographic subbasins
(industries and waste water treatment plants; 1991). The figure 5.23 shows the discharged
amounts COD in the hydrographic subbasins (industries and waste water treatment plants;
1991). The figure 5.24 shows the discharged amounts N-total in the hydrographic
subbasins (industries and waste water treatment plants; 1991).

Communal and industrial emissions
Flanders (BOD; 1991)
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Figure 5.22 Communal and industrial discharged amounts BOD per hydrographic
subbasin in Flanders (1991).
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One of the main objectives of the VMM is to make clear the relations between emission
sources and water quality. Heavy metals and PAH's should be the priority substances.
For Flanders there is a lack of knowledge about these relations. Especially the PAH's are
a big problem; there is little knowledge about these substances. Coincerning
denitriphication and dephosphatation the objectives of the EU-direcdves and the NAP will
be worked out for both communal and industrial emission sources.

5.3.5 The Netberlands
This survey includes industries around the Westerschelde and the Kanaal Gent-Terneuzen
that have to report discharge data to Rijkswaterstaat Directorate Zeeland. The figures of
these industries are stored in the WIER database. Rijkswaterstaat compares the provided
figures with the results of its own monitoring activities and makes an annual emission
report. The data are used as input for the SAWES model (SAWES = System Analysis
WESterschelde). Within the SAWES model the Scheldt estuary between Rupelmonde and
Vlissingen is divided in 14 area. The figure 5.25 gives an overview of these area. The
area 6 till 14 are situated in the Westerschelde.

Hansweert

Rupelmonda,

Figure 5.25 Division of the Scheldt estuary as used in the SAWES model.
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There are four discharge categories concerning the Westerschelde. The table 5.4 shows
the industries and the waste water treatment plants in these categories.

Table 5.4 Communal and industrial emission sources Westerschelde

Direct industrial discharges:
* Meyer Frozen Foods BV
* General Electrics Plastics
• SVZ Baarland
* Oostrom's conservenfabriek
* ACZC
• Broomchenue BV
* Engelhard BV
* Hydro Agri Sluiskil BV
* DOW Benelux BV
* Stortplaats Koegorspolder
• Cerestar Benelux BV
* Pechiney Nederland NV
* Atochem Vlissingen BV
*Hoechst Holland NV
* Total Raffinaderij Nederland NV
* Martens en Zn. Vlissingen
* PZEM Centrales Borssele N.V.
* Industry Moerdijk (treated)
• Industry West-Brabant (treated)

Direct communal discharges:
• RWZI Waarde
• RWZI Bath
* RWZI De Drie Ambachten
* RWZI Walcheren
* RWZI Ossendrecht
* RWZI Putte

Indirect industrial discharges:

Indirect communal discharges:
* RWZI Willem-Annapolder
* RWZI Groede
* RWZI Oostburg
* RWZI Breskens
* RWZI Retranchement
* RWZINieuwvlietbad
* RWZI Kloosterzande
* RWZI Hulst

Two industries discharge direcüy to the Kanaal Gent-Terneuzen: Zuid Chemie BV and
Glasfabriek Sas van Gent BV.
The Volkerak/Zoommeer and its catchment area are also part of the study area. Therefore
the waste water treatment plants and industries in this area are included too. The table 5.5
gives the industries and treatment plants around the Volkerak/Zoomeer. The influence of
the Volkerak/Zoommeer catchment area is monitored at the outlet of the Bathse
Spuikanaal to the Westerschelde.
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Table 5.5 Industries and waste water treatment plants Volkerak/Zoommeer.

Direct industrial discharges:

Direct communal discharges:
* RWZI Dinteloord
* RWZI Ooltgensplaat
* RWZI Oude Tonge
* RWZI Tholen

Indirect indutrial discharges:
* Industries (untreated)
• Industries (treated)

Indirect communal discharges:
* RWZI Baarle-Nassau
* RWZI Chaam
* RWZI Etten-Leur
* RWZI Halsteren
* RWZI Lepelstraat
* RWZI Nieuw-Vosmeer
* RWZI Rucphen
* RWZI St. Wfflebrord
* RWZI Zegge

The appendix 5.11 gives an overview of the industries around the Westerschelde and the
Kanaal Gent-Terneuzen.
The figure S.26 gives the discharged amounts COD and Kj-N (direct industrial and
communal discharges; 1991) to the Westerschelde.
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Figure 5.26 Communal and industrial emission sources in the Westerschelde subbasin
(COD and Kj-N; 1991).
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6. Water quality monitoring in the Scheldt basin

6.1 Introduction
This chapter gives an overview of the water quality objectives and the water quality
monitoring programmes in the Scheldt basin. The first results of the Scheldt-GIS (oxygen
concentrations and BOD contents in 1990 and 1991) are shown. The emphasis in this
report lies on the physical-chemical water quality. An ecological workgroup will
inventory and describe the ecological water quality and values in the Scheldt basin. This
workgroup starts in 1994.

6,2 Water quality objectives
In the period 1975-1979 the European Union laid down EC guidelines concerning water
quality objectives for swimming-water (76/160), drinking-water (75/440), fishing-water
(78/659) and shellfish-water. Only the guideline concerning drinking-water has been
revised once (79/689). France, Flanders and the Netherlands defined an ecological
minimum objective for surface waters, named as basis water quality. The basis water
quality objectives in Flanders and the Netherlands are, for almost all parameters, more
severe than the objectives for swimming-water, fishing-water and shellfish-water. There
are three drinking-water quality objective categories: Al, A2 and A3. Only the
objectives for some parameters in the Al category are more severe than those of the basis
water quality. In France there are four water quality objective categories, Category III
includes the basis water quality objectives. Category I is comparable with the Flemish and
Dutch basis water quality objectives. Therefore the basis water quality objectives of
Flanders and the Netherlands and the category I objectives of France are used in this
report to describe the water quality in the Scheldt basin.

The inventory includes the parameters which are part of the polluting substances list of
the North Sea Action Programme. This list is extended with parameters of the Rhine
Action Programme (RAP) and some general parameters which are monitored in the
Scheldt basin.

The figure 6.1 shows the water quality objectives for the river Scheldt and the main
tributaries. In the appendix 6.1 the parameters which are part of the North-Sea Action
Programme and the Rhine Action Programme are summarized. This appendix also gives
the parameters which are monitored in all Scheldt riparian states. In appendix 6.2 the
basis water quality objectives of Flanders and the Netherlands and the French category I
are shown. The appendix 6.3 gives an overview of the parameters that are monitored in
each Scheldt riparian state.
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<S.3 Monitoring programmes
This paragraph gives an overview of the immission monitoring programmes of France,
Wallonia, Brussels, Flanders and the Netherlands. To meet one of the main objectives of
this project a start has been made with a description of the water quality of the main
watercourses in the Scheldt catchment. The participants made a first selection of the water
quality monitoring localities in their part of the Scheldt catchment area. Localities have
been selected which are:

- part of the present monitoring programmes;
~ situated upstream or dovwistreamdischarge locations (commund and industrial

soufce$);
- situated in the mouth and just upstream and downstream the moutfc óf the main

tributaries;
- situated at the borders of the hydrographic subbasins;
* situated at the borders of the administriitive area; . :
- situated in thé neighbourhood of lock$ and sjuices;
»at the startingixünt and mouth of canals.

These criteria have been chosen in order to make clear the relations between enüssions
(discharges) and immissions (water quality). The figure 6.2 showis the ISG selected water
quality monitoring localities in the Scheldt basin. The ISG codes 1 till-87 are the French
localities; 1001 till 1026 the Wallonian localities; 2001 till 2082 «ire the Flemish localities
and 4001 till 4019 the Dutch localities.

6.3.1 North-France
In the French part of the Scheldt basin (zones El , E2 and E3) there are 87 water quality
monitoring localities. Twelve of these localities are situated in the river Scheldt, six in the
river Scarpe and nine in the river Lys. In 1990 the number of localities was 84; in 1991
85. The localities 001225 (la Marque at Tourmignies) and 076100 (TEscebrieux at Flers-
En-Escebrieux) were excluded in 1991; the localities 019000, 019100 (L'Escaut Canalisée
at Mortagne-Du-Nord and Warcoing) and 051100 (1'Espierre at Spiere) were added. The
appendix 6.4 gives an overview of the water quality monitoring localities (surface water
and bottom sediment).
In 1990 12 parameters were regulary monitored with a frequency of six or twelve times.
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These parameters are:

*PH
• conductivity (/iS/cm)
* suspönded matter (fng/1)
* BOD (mg/i)
*COÖ(mg/l)
* O3(mg/1)
* oXygfeO saturation percentage (%)
* NH4-H (mg/1)

të
'* Kjeldahl nitrogen (mg/l)
* orthb-P (rog/1)

P-total was only monitored at five localities: in the river Scheldt just downstream of
Cambrai and Valenciennes, in the Scarpe just upstream of Douai, in the Lys upstream of
Aire-sur-la-Lys and at the border between France and Wallonia. In 1991 the same
parameters were monitored regulary with a frequency of six or twelve times; P-tot was
also monitored regulary at more localities (71). Although toxic substances are part of the
tax system, heavy metals and organic micropollutants have not been included in the water
quality monitoring programme.

6.3.2 Wallonia
The Industrial Pollution Division (la Division des Pollutions industrièlles), part of the
Environmental Department (la Direction des Ressources naturelles et de 1'Environnement
de la Région wallone) manages the water quality monitoring programme in the Wallonian
Région. The physical-chemical monitoring programme has been carried out by the
Instkute of Hygiëne and Epidemiology until April 1993. One hundred localities were
included in this programme; 26 of those were situated in the Scheldt basin. The appendix
6.5 gives an overview of the water quality monitoring localities in the Wallonian part of
the Scheldt basin (1990/1991). The number of monitored parameters per locality depends
on the water quality objectives of the watercourses.
Generally the parameters are monitored five times a year. There are three stations at the
border with France: 360 (the Scheldt at Bléharies), 580 0'Espierres at Leers-North) and
670 (the Lys at Warneton). At these stations the parameters are monitored twelve times a
year.
In the Haine an automatic monitoring station will be operational in 1994 (frequency: once
per two months).
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6.3.3 Brussels
In Brussels the Administration of Natural Ressources and the Environment is responsible
for the set up of the water quality monitoring programme, the sampling and the manage-
ment of the results.

6.3.4 Flanders
The Water Service under the jurisdiction of the Flemish Environment Agency is res-
ponsible for the management of the routine water quality monitoiing programmes in the
Flemish Region. There are two complementary programmes, namely a physical-chemical
one and a biological one. The results of the physical-chemical programme give a
"snapshot impression" of the actual water quality at the monitored ïocalities.
The results of the biological programme give a "flashback" of the water quality at the
monitored Ïocalities. The used Belgian Biotic Index gives an integrated view of the
physical, chemical and biotic conditions over a certain period.

The objectives of the physical-chemical monitoring programme are:

- the regularly measurement of: the values of the parameters whicjti are part of
the surface water quality standards;

- to givèan overview of tiieSVater qualjty in Hajöder^by nieuws :^findlces arid
water quality classes;

- te make K«oóg)$^^
d a r d s ; ' ' ' •• ' ' " "•"'[•' "' • ; • ' . / > ' • ' * ƒ " ' - •• ' •

- the calculatfc>n and püblication of the annual (coir^münil and indus^rial)
discharges in each AWP-n basin, ;

In 1991 950 Ïocalities were part of the physical-chemical monitoring programme; 1100
Ïocalities of the biological monitoring programme. The criteria for the selection of the
Ïocalities are:

- upstream and downstream of important industrial discharges, effluent dischar-
ges of waste water treatment plants/collector nétworfcs and the tnöüth of important
tributaries;

- at the borders of thé hydrographic Subbasins a!nd the AWP-n bjisihs;
- the legal deterrained furictions of the watercourses;
- at the borders wiih France, Walloriia» Brussels ^ th0 töethe*lands;
- in the near vicinity of limnimeters (in order tq calculate anrnial .discharges).
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At all 950 localities a set of basic (genera!) parameters is monitored:

• * water tempemtsüfe CC);
• • 4 W v | oxygen oon<je ( g )
* chemical oxygen demantf 0Ctè> in mg/1)
* N H 3 N (

(g
• NÖ3-N (mg/1)
*o-P(tng>/i)
* chloride (aig/J)

For a selected number of localities the parameters biochemical oxygen demand (BOD in
mg/l), Kjeldahl-nitrogen (Kj-N in mg N/l), sulphates (mg/l) and suspended matter (mg/l)
are added. Heavy metals (Cd, Cr, Hg, Cu, Zn, Ni, As and Pb) are monitored only at
localities in the vicinity of industrial discharges and in the vicinity of the country borders.
The monitoring frequency is 8-10 times a year for the majority of the localities.

Strong and the weak aspects of the physical-chemical monitoring programme are:

Strottgaspeds .' _ .. ' , ' ' ' ' ' , '
- thene is om asministration bvolved iaM exploitatioh of the pt^rnmé;
- the high deosity of monitoring localities (950) in oté&t tö get a te ovetview of thé

water qjwlity of aÖ watercóurses in Flanders;
- the coupling of physical-chemical data with biotic data. _ _ ^ ^ ^
W e a f e a s p e c t s "" . . - . • . . • . : . . : ' : " • . • .
- the smalt number of monitored parameters (The basis quality of surface waters

as defuied in Flanders contains standards for 54 parameters. At the water
quality monitoring localities oniy a seleeted number of parameters is analyzed
due to thé big number of localities and the financïal aspects involved. The
emphasis lies on the oxygen economy and the presence of nutrients;

- a lack of information on discharges óf several parameters;
- a lack of flow rate measurements;
- the monitoring freqency of 840 times a year h insuffieiént.
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The monitoring programme of the VMM is a relatively new ome and therefore still in
development. The main objective of the present programme is to rnake a first inventory of
the situation of the watercourses in FJanders. In future less localities will be monitored
more freqentty, including a bigger number of parameters in order to study the situation of
the watercourses more in detail. Finally a detailed inventory of problem substances will
be made.
The number of localities that are part of the physical-chemical monitoring programme will
be diminished from 950 to 300; the monitoring frequency will inorease from eight times a
year to twelve or 24 times a year. One of the objectives is to monitor weekly at the
Dutch-Belgium border (Schaar van Ouden Doel). The monitoring of organic micropollu-
tants will be a essential part of the routine programme. The number of localities that are
part of the biological programme will increase from 1100 to 1400; the frequency will stay
at one time a year (bigger watercourses).
The setup of a big databank is prepared in which water quality and emission data will be
integrated. The setup of permanent monitoring stations in the Maas, the Schelde and the
Kanaal Gent-Temeuzen is part of the negotiations between Belgium and the Netherlands.

The Flemish Environment Agency has made a selection of 82 water quality monitoring
localities that are situated in the Scheldt catchment. The appendix 6.6 gives an overview
of these localities.

6.3.5 The Netherlands
Two specialized services of Rijkswaterstaat, namely the RIKZ and the Governmental
Institute for Inland Water Management and Waste Water Treatment (RWS-RIZA),
manage the physical-chemical water quality monitoring programmes. These programmes
include surface water, suspended matter and bottom sediment. There are also biological
monitoring programmes. Since 1993 the activities of the physical-chemical and the biolo-
gical monitoring programmes are fully integrated.

The objectives of the physical-chemical monitoring programmes are:

- the measttrement of the "öctaaT water ^ y j
* the comparison of the monitoring rcsults with the water quality atandards;
- the *ta0yto$ of changes in surfitoe water qualiïy in fcoth t|me afcd $p»ee;
- the calculation of the anmial discharges of polluting substances by means of flow

rates and #
The RIKZ carries out the water quality monitoring programmes in the Westerschelde. are
The appendix 6.7 gives an overview of the selected monitoring localities in the Wester-
schelde. Three localities in the Kanaal Gent-Terneuzen and two locaüties in the North Sea
are also included.
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The criteria for the parameter selection in the Scheldt estuary are:

- the so-called PARCOM parameters: black and grey Hst sub-stances (based on
international agreements);

- parameters from the thlrd Policy Document on Water Management in the Nether-
iartdi; ' , • > ' : , - ' • ' •

- for thé SAWES mctfel (System Analysis WÉstérri-Schëldt) the parameters with the
highest concentrations and discharge^ aftióunts; have beert se

The strong and weak aspects of the physical-chemical monitoring programme are:

Strong aspects:
-. a small mimber of localities where more than 60 parameters are monitored combined

with a number of localities where less parameters are monitored;
- for a nqmber of parameter* the concëntraöohs in bottóm sediment and/or suspended

matter are also monitored;
i a genér^l shift frörn Chemical to biological monitoring;
- thé parimëteïs' rèïated tó suspended marter are monJtoréd by sa.mpUngtand: analyzing

the guspendecj rn^ter using a centrifugation techniqoe;

Weak aspects:
- different autnorities carry out monitoring programmes;
- the water quality data are npt yet easily accessible for the water

managers: the data are available 3 till 4 months after sampling;
- due to tiie l^rge water management organisatxon the time period betweea moriitoring

and the publication of the results is too long;
- the woridng out of biologicaj samples tajkésa long time;
- at the moment it is not possible to monitor continously at the Dytch-Belgian border

(Schaar van Quden D l )

6.4 Water quality in the Scheldt basin (1990 and 1991)
In the first project year a start has been made with a description of the water quality in
the Scheldt basin in 1990 and 1991. The maps in this report show some of the possibili-
ties of the Scheldt-GIS.

6.4.1 Oxygen concentrations
The processes concerning the oxygen economy of surface waters are very well described
in the Scheldt report of the Interparliamental Benelux Counsil (October 1991). The figure
6.3 shows the the average oxygen concentrations in 1990. The figure 6.4 shows the
average oxygen concentrations in 1991. The size of a circle is proportional with the
absolute value. A pink coloured circle means that the average oxygen concentration was
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under the 5 mg/l standard. A light blue coloured circle means that the average oxygen
concentration was above the 5 mg/l standard.

As the fïgures show the average oxygen concentrations in the Lys, the Scheldt (from the
French-Wallonian border to the Flemish-Dutch border), the Zenne and the Kanaal Gent-
Temeuzen were very low (< 5 mg/l) in both 1990 and 1991. The situation in the Demer
was better in 1991: at four localities (from Lessines to just downstream of Aalst) the
oxygen concentration changed from < 5 to > 5 mg/l.
The average situation is very bad in the Belgian part of the river Scheidt. Tributaries like
the Scarpe, the Spiere, the Zwalm, the Dorpsloop, the Rupel, the Barbierbeek and the
Grote Schijn have an average concentration below 5 mg/l.

6.4.2 BOD contents
The figure 6.4 shows the average BOD contents in the Scheldt basin in 1990. The figure
6.5 shows the average BOD contents in the Scheldt basin in 1991. The size of a circle is
proportional with the absolute value. A light blue coloured circle means that the average
BOD content was between 0 and 6 mg/l (low charge with oxygen demanding substances).
A pink coloured circle means that the average BOD content was between 6 mg/l and 500
mg/l (high charge of oxygen demanding substances).
The figures show that the BOD contents in the Scheldt basin are very high. In the river
Scheldt (from source to the Flemish-Dutch border), the Lys, the major parts of the
Scarpe, the Dender, the Zenne, the Spiere, the Demer, the Dijle and the Nete localities
are found where the BOD contents are between the 6 and 500 mg/l. In the river Dender
the BOD contents in 1991 where lower at all monitoring localities.
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7. Conclusions, discussion and future activities

7.1 Introduction
The setup of the International Scheldt Group is the consequence of informal movements
of the water managers in the Scheldt riparian states onwards a closer cooperation. The
first project year has shown that France, Brussels, Wallonia, Flanders and the Nether-
lands all have the willingness to work together and to tune their activities. The joint main
objective is the improvement of the water quality in the river Scheldt basin. Although
there is still a long way to go, a first step in the right direction has been made. Especially
the workshop in Namur showed that the water management organization in all Scheldt
riparian states is changing and that large investments on waste water treatment infrastruc-
ture are made.

This report is the result of the first project year. The emphasis lied on the collection and
comparison of available data concerning water quality management organization,
industrial and communal waste water discharges and water quality. The Information is far
from complete. Therefore ISG continues its acitivities in 1994. In the next paragraphs
conclusion are drawn and recommendations are made on the continuation of the project.

7.2 Description of the study area
The authorities and water management organizations use several divisions of the Scheldt
basin. Within the division in hydrographic subbasins, as made by the Vlaamse Milieum-
aatschappij, the emphasis lies on the river Scheldt and her main tributaries. The authori-
ties and water management organizations also use divisions in administrative areas.
The division in hydrographic subbasins is useful to get a first global overview of the main
rivers in the Scheldt basin and the management problems. The divisions in administrative
area is useful to get a more detailed insight in the country or region bounded problems.
Many canals are situated in the river Scheldt basin or flow in and out the basin. Big parts
of the Scheldt and her tributaries have been canalized and are shippable. There are many
locks, sluices and artificial junctions between natural watercourses and canals.
There is hardly any information available on the hydrographic situation in the Scheldt
basin. There is no or little communication between the administrations that collect
hydrographic data of the river Scheldt and its tributaries. There are big differences
between summer and winter periods. In dry, summer periods surface water of the rivers
Lys and Scheldt is diverted to the coastal area since 1971. Consequently, the mean annual
flow rates of the Upper-Scheldt and the Lys are lower since then. Approximately 65% of
the surface water in the Scheldt basin upstream from Gent is diverted to the North Sea via
canals. Fresh water is essential for the "survival" of the Scheldt-estuary with the fresh- ,
brackish and salt intertidal area. If more fresh water will be diverted, the Scheldt-estuary
will salt.
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The high number of habitants (eleven millions), the high degree of indüstrialisation and
the agricultural use of a big part of the area mean a considerable burden to the aquatic
ecosystems in the Scheldt basin. The water management problems are comparable in the
different parts of the Scheldt basin:

* low grondwater; and a«rlace water levels

*p^lMQttQfgrflUR^ : ;^
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Generally, from source to mouth the emphasis of the problems shifts from the surface
water tot the bottom sediment. In the Scheldt estuary the main specific problems are:

The erosion of tidal flats and shores.

The reduction of the fresh water stream to the estuary.

7.3 Water quality management organization

7.3.1 France
In France nine ministries are involved with different aspects of environmental protection
and management, The Ministry of Environmental Affairs coordinates the activities of the
different ministries. This ministry has not a large decentralized apparatus. Therefore it is
partly dependant on the civil servants of the other ministries.
The regions, the departments and the municipalities play also roles in the water manage-
ment organization. Because the responsibilities on water management are divided over
many administrations, the coordination of the activities is a complex matter.
The basin approach with the Basin Committees on the one hand (water poücy) and the
Basin Water Agencies (executive tasks) on the other hand is a good step in the direction
of an integrated water management approach. The policy of the river basin contracts
could also be a good basis for an integrated management approach: all kinds of groups of
interest participate in these contracts.
The civil servants that are responsible for the environmental permitting, are also responsi-
ble for the control tasks. There are too less inspectors to control the discharge permit
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prescriptions. The administrations involved are responsible for environmental permitting
as well as for the stimulation of the industrial and agricultural development.
The tax rates for industrial water pollution are based on discharged amounts which are
calculated (production processes). It would be better to base the rates on the monitored
discharged amounts in waste water streams.
Compared with the Fifth Action Programme, the Agence de 1'Eau Artois-Picardie doubles
its budget. Approximately 230 millions ECU's will be invested in the Scheldt basin
between 1992 and 1996.

7.3.2 Brussels
The Administration des Ressources naturelles et de 1'Environnement is responsible for the
technical and administrative aspects of water management, including discharge permits
and monitoring of surface and groundwater quality. The Brussels Instituut voor Milieube-
heer develops the water policiy for the Brussels Region.
Since the lth of November a new integrated environmental permit system is in force,
based on the Flemish VLAREM-regulation,
A tax system for industrial discharges is in force since the end of 1993. Due to the big
number of small industries it is impossible for the Brussels water management administra-
tion to control these all regularly. The bigger companies have to monitor their own waste
water streams: a system of self-control.
Between 1992 and 2000, 500 millions ECU's will be invested in water quality manage-
ment. The Brussels Region planned two waste water treatment plants, with a total design-
capacity of 1,500,000 habitant-equivalents. This capacity will be sufficient for the
treatment of the waste waters from the 1,000,000 habitants in the Brussels Region. The
over-capacity will be used for the treatment of industrial waste water (500,000 habitant-
equivalents).

7.3.3 Wallonia
In Wallonia there is one large ministry in which differents apects of environmental
management, including water quality policy and management, are integrated. UntU 1996
the Direction of Natural Sources and the Environment makes an annual report about the
condition of the environment. In the 1995 report the water quality, the water quality
management organization and the industrial sectors will be described.
The "Decree concerning the protection of surface water against pollution" gives the
regimentation on environmental permitting. This regimentation is based on the EU
guidelines and includes general and sectoral waste water discharge standards. The
individual industrial discharge permits do not include technical prescriptions for pollution
prevention and waste water treatment, There is no systematic organization of permit
control activities. If a new industry wants to start, a discharge permit is required
including the strongest standards. Due to the bad social-economic circumstances, it is
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more difficult to change the discharge conditions for existing comnpanies.
The present tax system for the discharges of communal and industrial waste water is
based on BOD and COD,
In the period 1992-1996 the Wallonian Region invests 239 millions ECU's in the building
of waste water tratment plants and collector networks in the Scheldt basin.

7.3.4 Flanders
The Department of Environmental Affairs and Infrastructure, one of the six departments
of the Flemish Region, has the the administrative and technical responsibility for the
water quality management in Flanders. The Vlaamse Milieumaatschappij (VMM) is
responsible for the waste water treatment policy in Flanders. AQUAFIN exploits and
improves existing waste water treatment plants and collector networks. AQUAFIN also
build and exploit new waste water treatment infrastructure. The principle of the basin
committees is a good example of the integrated water management approach.
The environmental permitting in Flanders is mainly based on the "Law on the protection
of surface waters against pollution" and the Flemish Environmental Permitting Regimen-
tation (VLAREM). There is an insufficient organization on the environmental permitting
and control activities. Since 1991 there is publicity of environmental permits.
In Flanders a tax has to be paid for all waste water discharge categories. In the tax
system a distinguishment is made between citizens or industries that use small consumpti-
on water amounts (less than 500 m3 a year), and citizens or industries that use large con-
sumption water amounts (more than 500 m3 a year). The tax rate for the "small users" is
based on the measured water consumption. The tax rate for the "large users" is based on
the discharged pollution amounts. Therefore the waste water streams of the industries are
analysed. In 1991 at only 1000 of the 4000 industries in Flanders the waste water streams
were analysed. If analysis data are not available, the number of pollution-equivalents is
estimated, based on the production processes.
The Flemish Executive will invest 1096 millions ECU's in new waste water treatment
infrastructure in the period 1991-1999. In the period 1991-1994 the hydrographic
subbasins of the Boven-Schelde, Dender, Leie, Nete and Demer have the highest priority.

7.3.5 The Netherlands
The water management (qualitatively and quantitatively) of the national watercourses like
the Westerschelde is the task of the Rijkswaterstaat. The Third National Policies Docu-
ment on Water Management (NW3; 1989) describes the guidelines of the Dutch water
management. The Evaluation Document on Water Management (1993) shows the first
results of the NW3, and includes additional measures and financial investments until
1998.
In the Netherlands the water management is based on an integrated approach to establish
sustainable functioning water systems in a way that the interests of all the users of the
water systems can be respected: today and tomorrow. Therefore measures are taken on
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the pollution prevention and reduction, the sanitaion of contaminated sediments, the
management and development of intertidal area and banks, the general restoration of
water systems and the water distribution.
One instrument is the target group policy. This means that governmental administrations
and industries can draw up convenants and intention declarations to tackle environmental
problems by a joint, coordinated approach. Water quality and emission aspects are part of
these agreements.
An example of the integrated water system approach is the Policy Document for the
Westerschelde (1991). This document includes an integrated water management program-
me especially for the Westerschelde.
The Law on the Pollution of Surface Waters (WVO; 1970) contains the legislation
framework on the environmental permitting. The guidelines of this law are worked out
more in detail by the so-called General Governmental Measures (Algemene Maatrgelen
van Bestuur; AMvB's) or ministrial regulations. The Law Environmental Management
(Wet Milieubeheer; 1992) is the new Dutch law which will integrale all environmental
laws.
The civil servants of Rijkswaterstaat and the Inspectors of Environmental Hygiëne and the
Environmental Police control the WVO permit prescriptions. There is a WVO contact
team that carries out routine control activities and an annual control action. The contact
team inventories the number of offenders of the WVO. Between the 10 and 20% of the
industries offend the WVO.
Each person, organization or industry that discharge waste water to a surface water or a
sewage system has to pay a tax. The tax rate is based on the amounts of discharged
oxygen substances and heavy metals in a management area and the costs that the
managers have to make. The tax system includes two principles: "the polluter pays" and
the "interst-payment-influence".
In the period 1993-1996 Rijkswaterstaat Division Zeeland will invest 19,8 millions ECU
in the Westerschelde. Until 1998 the financial water management organization in the
Netherlands will be evaluated and improved. Therefore in 1990 and 1991 the Research
Committee Water Management Financement System (= Committee Zevenbergen)
analysed the major bottle-necks and did proposals for the improvement of the financial
organization.

7.4 Scheldt-GIS
In 1993 the National Institute for Coastal and Marine Management of the Dutch Rijkswa-
terstaat has setup the Scheldt-GIS. The Scheldt-GIS is used as a medium for the storage,
Unkage, analysis and presentation of data which are collected by the parlicipants. At the
plenary meetings the participants decide which kind of data should be put in the Scheldt-
GIS and which questions will be should be answered by means of the Scheldt-GIS.
The participants will have to decide about the objectives and products of the Scheldt-GIS
in 1994 and further. If one of the following options will be chosen, the financial conse-
quences will have to be discussed, Each admintstration should think about the advantages
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of a Scheldt-GIS in realation with its activities and in relation with the establishment of an
integrated water management approach in the river Scheldt basin.

The possible 1994 options are:

1 One administratioh makesonly * database.and itakes care of the updating of the
database» The I$G j*articïpants get thie datattas© W\4 wili nrtak& theire own
produpts and appiications.

The Scheldt-GIS is used as a databank. The ISG participants defme the pro-
ducts like reports, maps and tablea, One adminïstnttton managcs the system and
deliyers the products.

TJtïe Schetdt-CHS is used as a databank, Thé ISG participants p
ducts like reports, maps an tables and (pc-) applicaüons. One administraüon
manages the system and delivers the prociucts and applicatioris.

The Scheldt-(3I$ is introduced at the participatïng administraüons* Bach
administraüon can defines and makes its owa products and appiications, besides
the joint products and appiications. One administraüon fakes care of the
updating of the databases and the deliverance of joint products and appiications.

7.5 Emissions in the Scheldt basin

7.5.1 Waste water treatment plants
If the Scheldt riparian states carry out their investments programmes, in 2000 the average
available design-capacity in the whole Scheldt basin could be suffkient to treat the waste
waters of the eleven millions of habitants (biodegradable substances). This conclusion can
only be drawn if no industries will be connected to the communal waste water treatment
plants and if the total treatment infrastructure (including sewage systems and collector
networks) will be sufficient. If some industries stay connected to the communal waste
water treatment plants the required design-capacity is much higher.
Until 1991 in all riparian states the emphasis lied on the treatment of biodegradable
substances. Between 1992 and 2000 investments will also be mnade on denitriphication
and dephosphatation.
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7.5.1.1 North-France
In the French part of the Scheldt basin (area El, E2 and E3) there are 136 waste water
treatment plants available with a total design-capacity of 3,358,400 habitant-equivalents
(situation 1991). This capacity could be sufficient for treatment of 88% of the communal
waste water. Especially in area E3 (la Lys et la Deule) there is a lack of waste water
treatment plants. Due to insufficient investments in the collector networks the equipment
can not be used completely. As a result in 1990 only 46% of the communal pollution was
eliminated.
In the period 1992-1996 the total design-capacity in the French part of the Scheldt basin
will increase with plusminus 900,000 habitant-equivatents.
Until 1991 the emphasis has lied on the treatment of organic and suspended matter.
Therefore the majority of the available waste water treatment plants has not the equipment
for the elimination of nitrogen and phosphorus. One of the main problems is that some
industries are also connected to the communal waste water treatment plants. Accidental
discharges and strong fluctuations in the influent can cause damage and disfunctioning of
treatment plants.
In the period 1985-1993 the mean treatment percentages for the parameters MO, MA an
MeS (treatment plants with a design-capacity > 10,000 habitant-equivalents) were
respectively 75%, 40% and 87%.
In the periods 1972-1981 and 1987-1991 the French government made large investments
on waste water treatment infrastructure. In the period 1992-1996 the empasis lies on the
development and exploitation of sewage systems, the connection of house-holdings to
sewage systems, the expansion of the available design-capacity and denitriphication and
dephosphatation.

7.5.1.2 Brussels
At this moment there are no communal waste waater treatment plants in the Brussels
Region. Therefore the waste waste water of the householdings is not treated, although
more than 95% of the habitants have been connected to a sewage system. In 2000 two
treatment plants will be operational with a total design-capacity of 1,500,000 habitant-
equivalents. This capacity will be sufficient to treat both communal (1,000,000 habitant-
equivalents) and industrial (± 500,000 habitant-equivalents) waste water.

7.5.1,3 WaHonia
In the Wallonian part of the Scheldt basin there are 57 waste water treatment plants
available with a total design-capacity of 992,475 habitant-equivalents (situation 1991).
This capacity could be sufficient for the treatment of 91.7% of the communal waste
water.
In the period 1992-1996 the design-capacity will increase with 661,400 habitant-equiva-
lents. The available design-capcity in 1996 in the area IBW and IDEA could be sufficient
for the communal waste water
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treatment. In the IPALLE area more equipment will be required.
Until 1991 the emphasis has lied on the treatment of biodegradable substances. At none of
the operational treatment plants the technical equipment is available for denitriphication
and/or dephosphatation.
One of the main problems is the connection of industries to communal waste water
treatment plants.
In the periods 1972-1976 and 1982-1986 the Wallonian government made large invest-
ments in waste water treatment infrastructure.
In the period 1992-1996 investments will be made in the building and adaptation of
treatment plants and collector networks. A number of small plants will be replaced by
bigger ones. At four plants the technical equipment will be built for the denitriphication
and/or dephosphatation.

7.5.1.4 Flanders
In the Flemish part of the Scheldt basin 87 communal waste water treatment plants are
operational with a total design-capacity of 3,222,960 habitant-equivalents (situation 1991).
This capacity could be sufficient for 62.6% of the required capacity. At 46 plants
industrial waste water is also treated. The mean sewage percentage is 76%. Due to a lack
of collector networks only 21 % of the communal waste water is treated.
In the period 1991-1994 the design-capacity will increase with 976,635 habitant-equiva-
lents. The availble capacity in 1995 could be sufficient for 81.3% of the required design-
capacity. At 12 of the planned treatment plants denitriphication and/or dephosphatation
equipment will be installed.
In the period 1989-1991 the mean treatment efficiencies of BOD, COD, NH4+, P-total,
Cr, Cu, Pb, Ni, Ag, Zn, Hg and Cd respectively were 85%, 74%, 45%, 48%, 36%,
33%, 46%, 11%, 18%, 45%, 5% and 12%.

7.5.1.5 The Netherlands
In the Dutch part of the Scheldt basin there are 24 communal waste water treatment plants
available with a total design-capacity of 966,600 habitant-equivalents (situation 1991).
This capacity is sufficient to treat the waste water of the 598,935 habitant-equivalents.
The mean sewage percentage is 93%. The over-capacity is sufficient to treat both
communal and industrial waste water. There are no planned treatment plants in the Dutch
part of the Scheldt basin.
The mean treatment percentages of the parameters BOD, N-total and P-total (period 1990-
1992) of the treatment plants around the Westerschelde were respectively 95-98%, 26-
79% and 44-86%.
In the periods 1967-1971 and 1982-1991 large investments were made on the waste water
treatment infrastructure. Until 1998 the emphasis lies on the optimalization of the
available plants and the denitriphication and dephosphatation activiües.
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7.5,2 Industrial emission sources
Within the inventory the emphasis lies on the industries that are responsible for 90% of
the emissions in a management area. One of the objectives is to make a distinguishment
between industrial and communal discharged amounts, The available information gives
only a first, global impression. No information is available on the relations between
emissions and water quality.

7.5.2.1 North-France
In North-France the discharged amounts are calculated, based on production process
tables for the different industrial sectors.
Figures (1990) have been provided of the parameters MO (= (COD + 2BOD)/3) and
MA (= organic nitrogen + ammonia nitrogen). Respectively 166 and 108 industries
cause 90% of the average discharged
amounts of MA and MO (108,349 kg/day and 12,245 kg/day). Eighty percent of the
amounts is discharged in area E3 (la Lys et la Deule).
In this area cities like Tourcoing, Roubaix and Lille are situated.
No information is available on the discharged amounts by treatment plants.

7.5.2.2 Brussels
No information is available on the of the industrial emissions in the Brussels Region.

7.5.2.3 WaUonia
The Direction Générale des Ressources Naturelles et de 1'Environnement makes an
inventory of the main emission sources. This inventory includes the parameters of the
black and grey EU lists. Relations between discharges and water quality will also be
studied. The DGRNE asked the industries to make a survey of the historical and present
discharge situation. Prognoses until 1996 will be made. No information is available on the
discharged amounts by communal waste water treatment plants.

7.5.2.4 Flanders
In 1991 the Vlaamse Milieumaatschappij started with the emission monitoring program-
me. At 1,225 of the 4,000 industries waste water samples were taken. The monitored
parameters are: flow rate, COD, BOD, SM, N-total, P-total, Ag, As, Cd, Cr, Cu, Hg,
Ni, Pb and Zn.
The 1991 inventory gives only a fïrst global impression of the discharged amounts. Until
2000 the monitoring programme will be improved.

7.5.2.5 The Netherlands
The survey includes industries around the Westerschelde and the Kanaal Gent-Terneuzen
that have to report discharge data to Rijkswaterstaat Division Zeeland. The figures of
these industries are stored in the WIER database. Rijkswaterstaat compares the provided
figures with the results of its own monitoring activities and makes an annual emission
report. The data are used as input for the SAWES model.
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The Volkerak/Zoommeer and its catchment area are also part of the study area. The
infiuence of the Volkerak/Zoommeer catchment area is monitored at the outiet of the
Batshe Spuikanaal to the Westerschelde.

7.6 Water quality monitoring in the Scheldt basin

7.6.1 Monitroing programmes and objectives
The basis water quality objectives of Flanders and the Netherlands and the category I ob-
jectives of France are the most severe water quality standards in the Scheldt catchment.
Therefore these will be used to describe the water quality. it should be emphasized that
these objectives are refer to a minimum ecological water quality level (!).
The appendix 6.1 shows that from the parameters which are part of the North Sea Action
Programme, only phosphorus and nitrogen are monitored in all Scheldt riparian states (!).
The parameters which are monitored in all Scheldt riparian states are (see the appendix
6.3): PO4-P, P-tot, SM, dissolved oxygen, BODS, NH4-N, Kj-N, NO2-N, NO3-N and
conductivity. No information is available about the monitoring programme in the Brussels
Region.

In the French part of the Scheldt basin (area El , E2 and E3) 87 water quality monitoring
localities have been selected, Thirteen parameters were monitored regularly (6 or 12
times a year) in 1990 and 1991: pH, conductivity, SM, BOD, COD, dissolved oxygen,
oxygen saturation percentage, NH4-N, NO2-N, NO3-N, Kj-N, PO4P and P-tot. Although
toxic substances are part of the tax system, heavy metals and organic micropoUutants
have not been included in the water quality monitoring programme until this moment.

In the Wallonian part of the Scheldt basin 26 localities have been selected. The number of
monitored parameters per locality depends on the water quaüty objectives of the monito-
red watercourse.
Generally the parameters are monitored five times a year. There are three stations at the
Wallonian-French border: Haut-Escaut at
Bléharies, rEspierres at Leers-Nord and la Lys at Warneton. At these stations the
parameters are monitored twelve times a year.
In la Haine an automatic monitoring station will be operational in 1994 (frequency: once
per two months).

In the Flemish part of the basin 82 monitoring localities of the the physical-chemical
monitoring programme of the Vlaamse Milieumaatschappij have been selected. At the
majority of the localities a set of basic (gerieral) parameters is monitored with a frequency
of 8-10 times a year: temperature, dissolved oxygen concentration, COD, NH3N, NO2N,
NO3N, PO4P, chloride, conductivity, P-total and pH. For a selected number of localities
the parameters BOD, Kj-N, sulphates and SM are added. Heavy metals are monitored
only at localities in the vicinity of industrial discharges and in the vicinity of the country
borders. The monitoring programme of the VMM is a relatively new one and still in
development.
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In the Dutch part of the Scheldt basin 19 monitoring locaUties have been selected. The
Dutch routine monitoring programme includes the PARCOM parameters. The monitoring
frequency is twelve times a year at almost all locaUties. At the Dutch-Belgian border the
monitoring frequency is 24 times a year. In general there is a shift from chemical to
biological monitoring. Since January 1993 the activities of the physical-chemical and the
biological monitoring programmes are fully integrated.
It would be a good thing to monitor continuously at the Dutch-Belgian border (Schaar van
Ouden Doel). At this locality the improvement of the water quality as a result of the
investments in waste water treatment infrastructure could possibly be monitored in the
forthcoming years.

7.6.2 Water quaUty (1990 and 1991)
The average oxygen concentrations in the Lys, the Scheldt (from the French-Wallonian
border to the Flemish-Dutch border), the Zenne and the Kanaal Gent-Terneuzen were
very low (< 5 mg/l) both in 1990 and 1991. The situation in the Demer was better in
1991: at four locaUties (from Lessines to just downstream of Aalst) the oxygen concen-
tration changed from < 5 to > 5 mg/l. River Scheldt tributaries like the Scarpe, the
Spiere, the Zwalm, the Dorpsloop, the Rupel, the Barbierbeek and the Grote Schijn have
an average oxygen concentration below 5 mg/l.

In general the BOD contents in the Scheldt catchment are very high. In the rivers Scheldt
(from source to the Flemish-Dutch border), the Lys, the major parts of the Scarpe, the
Dender, the Zenne, the Spiere, the Demer, the Dij Ie and the Nete locaUties are found
where the BOD contents are between the 6 and 500 mg/l.

Except in the Scheldt estuary, almost no efforts are made on the inventory and sanitation
of contaminated water bottoms. Prof. dr. Wollast has written a notice on the relations
between contaminated sediments and surface water quaUty. The appendix 7.1 contains this
notice.
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7.7 ISG objectives and activities in 1994
During the last meeting of ISO in 1993 the paiticipants agreed on the 1994 objectives and
actions.

The ISG objectives in 1994 are:

1

%

3

4

The collection» analysis, presentation and distribution of Inlormation concerning
water management, emissions, water quality, sediment quality, water distribu-
tion, ecology and investments.

The updating and expansion of the Scheldt-GIS: au information databank and
presentation system for the Scheldt
basin.

The collection of information that is needed for the bottt L3FE project» pit the
setup qf a water management deciskm supporttof »y$t«trt.

t he advice of póïicy makers in the river Scheldt riparian siates and the Europe-
an Union. Advice: mcommenóatiöns on the setup ofzn inturnational coopemü-
on of water management administraüons based on the colleeted Information,

In 1994 ISG will give the highest priority to the following activities:

y of <^>mmunal and industrM emiséion mmfy\ is cóntiï»iied, t h e
inventory is extended with diffuse emisston souroes and esfieme events^
t h e eraphasis wïll Ue on the relations between emission sowces and water
quaiity.
Recommendations will be made on the inventory methods and the analysis of

A proposal is made on the setap of a smal! intercaübratipn progtamme and a
joint water quality monitoring programme. Similarities and differences in the
sampling and analysis methods are summarized, Monitoring localiües are
seleced and the monitored parameters and freqency are diacussed.

The effects of investments and measures in the Scheldt bastn wiil be studied
more in detail. & comparison of instrument and twt systetns wtt be made. The
environmental efficicency of investents, meaaures and insöuments will be
studied.
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4

V

7. ;:

A woricgroup of infonnaüon specialists will inventory the possibilities for the
impleinoQtation of a Scheïdt-GlS at the water management administraüotis in
the Scheldt riparian states. t h e advantages and disadvantages of the possible
future objectives and activities (likt the dxslribution of Information) will be

t h é (tescripüon of the water qualüy will be extended with maps of the pararae-

A inventory will be made oftbe quaüty, policy, management and sanitation
efforts of contaminated sediments. A list is made of involved administrations
a n d i r e s e a i < t o t ó t ö t e s * " • ' •" . ." • . • • ' •'.'•.•

A ^pedal worJ^gïoup witt mk&. a ï>escription! of the Bedlöf y of the Scheldt
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Hydrographic subbasins in the Scheldt basin ISG 1993
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Waste water treatment plants in the Scheldt basin ISG 1993
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Water quality monitoring localities in the Scheldt basin ISG 1993
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02-concentrations 1990 in the Scheldt basin ISG 1993
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Populadon densitfes of admuustrative areas
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Appendix 2 J
Populatton densities of administrative areas
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Kanaal Bossuit-Kortrijk

Ie Rhieu de 1'Haie

laRhosnes

Rijtgracbt

Oude Schelde (Kerkhove)

Nederbeek/Zijpte

Molenbeek (Oudenaarde)

Markebeek

Riedekensbeek

Spouwwaterbeek

Zwalm

Stampkotbeek

Oude Schelde (Meilegem)

Wallebeek

Oude Schelde (Kriephoek)

Molenbeek (Merelbeke)

Moerbeek/Coupure

Oude Schelde /Doornhammeke
(De Pinte)

Zwartekobensbeek

Oude Schelde-Zonneput (Oent)

14
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E3

2,794

2,634,183

La Laquette

La Melde-Du-Pas-De-
Calais

La Rivière de Busnes

Le Canal de la Bourre

La Clarence/La Nave

LaLawe

La Becque de
Steenwerck

IPALLE

44

Le Canal de la Deule •)

Douwebeek *)

Kortekeerbeek *)

La Haute Planche *)

AWP-H 10
AWP-H 16
AWP-n 17

1,467

577,000

Oeluwse Beek

La Becque de NeuviUe/
Gaverbeek

Lauwsebeek

Neerbeek

Markebeek

Canal Bossuk-Kortrijk

Heulebeek

Gaverbeek

Vaaraewijkbeek

Plaatse Beek

Mandel

Zouwbeek

Oottem

Tichelbeek/Oaverbeek

Kattebeek

Astene

Petegemse Beek

Kalebeek

Rosdambeek

Lieve

) These tributanes debouche in the Lys at the French-Wallonian border.

15
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•...' . .iK§;;Siïfi:3
rPAIXE

677

106,966

La Sille

Le Rieu de Trimpotit

La Rtviere d'Ancre

La Mam)

AWP-H 18
AWP-II 19

709

337,000

Molenbeek (Geraardsbergen)

Molenbeek (3x in Ninove)

Bellebeek

WUdebeek

Molenbeek (2x in Aalst)

Molenbeek (Brpe-Mere)

Molenbeek (Dendermonde)

Steenbeek

Voodelbeek

'•'•':•'''!'. J - ^ Ï " 1 . ! •• ï ' . ' •' ''H-!' >,

< f^lfllffIffv TÏW rif||Irll|H|lfrrh ' "

row
574

185,402

LaBrainette

LaSenette

435

1,000,000

La Wolluwe

ISïSBIiïllS
AWP-IÏ 30

162

327,000

Molenbeek-Aabeek
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) This watercourse ends up

BW

615

165,435

L'Ome

UThyte

Le Train

Nethen •)

AWP-H 31
AWP-H 32

650

337,000

LaLasnes

Vaalbeek

Ijsse

Leigracht

Molenbeek

Voer

Blauwputbeek

Vunt

Leibeek (Leuven)

Denier

Laakbeek/Laak

Leibeek (Boortmeerbeek)

Molenbeek/Weesbeek

Barebeek

Platte Beek

Vrouwvliet

Zenne

Canal Leuven-Mechelen

in the Dijle at the Wallonian/Flemish border.

17
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A^Uwtftiilirtintiffvtt fmrttKi

||§^8ÏS?SS^S
mw

395

106,255

AWP-H26
AWP-H 27
AWP-H 28
AWP-D 29

1,793

606,400

Munsterbeek/Molenbeek

Kaatabeek

Roosterbeek

Mangelbeek

Herk

Gete

Zwarte Beek

Begijnenbeek

Zwart Water

Laarbeek

Grote Motte

Winge

18
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Cwntry/Mgioii

^ ' f ' , ; • • • • ' ,
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1 , 5 6 0

5 3 4 , 0 0 0

Grote I^etc.

Kleine Hoofdgracht/Balengracht

Asbeek

Heiloop

Zeeploop/Rosselaarloop

Molse Neet

Hezemeerloop

Grote Laak

Varendonkse Loop

Steenkensbeek

Kalsterloop/Moleobeek/
Herseltae Loop

Bruggeneindse Laak

Bergebeek

Goorloop

Wimp

Gestelsebeek

Berlaarse Laak

Achterste Nete

Voorste Nete

Desaelae Nete/Weerbeekse
Nete/Zwarte Nete

Klein Neetje

Wamp

Bankloop

Kneutersloop

AA

19
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AWP-H 20
AWP-H 21
AWP-H 33
AWP-H 34
AWP-H 35
AWP-H 36
AWP-H 41

1,007

475,000

Lys (Gent)

Ledebeek (Destelbergen)

Damsloot/Moetbeek (Destelbergen)

^WKS^^it^P^^ Molenbeek (Melle)

Molenbeek (Wetteren)

Maanbeek (Laarne)

Oude Schelde (Wichelen)

Molenbeek (Wichelen)

Donkmeer (Beilaie)

^SP^BlI^^f Nieuwe Dender (Dendermonde)
v.^VlVï.''1"!'?:,.":1;1 ''•;••':;"v:!r:'irv::|Iv:".:v:,:.:1':.i\h i '•:'.'•''!""'% !!

Dender (Dendennonde)

N J ^ i j ^ . U . . ' i ! • ! W , v I • ' . , ' A ; ' • • |•.: ' ; ;• '.,'}'•;• | . ; : ' | -j•, x ' • ( • : • , •'.',:• Dorpiiloop (Sint-Amanda)

Beek Mariekerke (Bortwm)

: : ' • ' • ' • : • • : ' : • : ' . • > : > • • x , - - : - ' - 1 . . ^ . ' : , : ; . W ' . I . 1 H ' . - . . / - , ^ - ' . • • : • : • . : . : , - • ' ' . • : : : •

SyXy f f ' .Ss i:i'?;''':-.':':?:ï; ;Vf•ïV>:' "•":: ï i1; j ' " - j ^ " '.'•••l. ••••••.•
Dunne (Hamme)

Oude Schelde (Bornem)
' • . : • • * ' • I ' ' : * y : :

1
 f

h
: ' " : ï

:
 • , ' . ' • • • " : : : j : ; ^ '

;
'

Kragewiel (Bomem)

Rupel
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AWP-H9
AWP-H 37
AWP-Ü 38
AWP-n 39
AWP-H40
AWP-H 45

1,854

964,300

Orote Struiabeek (Hemikeem)

Barbierbeek (Kmibeke)

Orote Leigracht (Antwerpen)

Holle Beek (Antwerpen)

Schijn (Antwerpen)

Melselebeek (Nfechelen)

Adbttnfetritfve Imsfau

Nnmb*rofb*l>üaató

tViboturkt/^AAal»

ïiwwkirjs <

AWP-n 8
AWP-n 12

474

297,300

Ringvaart (GenO

Nieuwe Moervaart (Oent)

Molenvaardeken (Evergem)

Avrijevaart (Evergem)

t h » ÜkAMHtiwmiM-

WS23

194

54,535
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Nwttbt» fttfcabiiantf

J*IVit(iKrtHM'^HI)f|iÉWtfy

WS2O, WS21, WS22, WS24, WS25

2,515

580,275

Bathse Spuilauuul

Kanaal door Zuid-Beveland

Kanaal Gent-Teraeuzen

Kanaal door Walcheren
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Appendix 2,4
CaaabintheScheWtbasfai

Camd

Canal de St. Quentin

Casal du Nord

Canal de la Sensée

Canal de la Deule

Canal de Roubaix

Canal d'Aire

Canal de Neuffossé

La Nouvelle Haine ( = Canal de la Haine)

Canal Mons-Condé

Canal du Centre

Canal Blaton-Ath

Canal Charleroi-Bruxelles

Kanaal Bossoit-Koitrijk

• : • - : = . o = ; • • . " : • - • • : " • - = • • " • : " , „ • • : • • • • •

DescripiifHt • • . . , - - • . : . . - .

Connection between Haut-Escaut and die Meuse.

Connection between Haut-Escaut and the river basins of die Sbirane and Seine,

Connection between basins of Haut-Escaut and Saape. Connected to Canal de la Deule,
river Scarpe, Canal du Nord and river Haut-Escant.

Connection between the basins of Scarpe and Deule.

Coanection between Haut-Escaut and Qeule.

Connection between Canal de U Deule, the Deule aaAtfteLys.

Connection between Contd d'Aire, ft» river Aa and die coastal zone {Caltds, Dunkerquè)

Connection between die river Haine and the Haut-Escaut La Nouvelle Haine debonches
in the Haut-Escaut via die Canal Mons-Condé.

Connection between Haut-Escaut and la Nouvelle Hmne/la Haine.

Connection between ü» Sambre, the Canal ChaHeim-Bruxettes and die Canal Pinmnes.

Connection between Canal Tirannes and Ia Dendre.

Connection between die Rupel and die Sambre via the Canal du Centre. Downstream of
Bruxelles die name of tnis canal is Kanaal van WUlebroek.

Connection between die Boven-Schelde en the Leie.

Üiew ^recjübn ^ ooi
•rfesiêe ihe Scheldt
baste)

out

out

inside

tnside

inside

out

inside

inside

in

inside

inside

inside
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Appendix 2.4
Canab ia the Scheldt baan

Canal

Kanaal Gent naar Oostende

Afleidingskanaal van de Leie

Ringvaart Gent

Kanaal Gent-Terneuzen

Moervaart

Albertkanaal

Netekanaal

Schelde-Rijn verbinding

Batshe SpuikanaaJ

Kanaal door Zuid-Beveland

Kanaal door Walcheren

ïiitömatioiiaSdiddtÖro^fl^Ö)

Description :

Connection between Boven-Schelde and the North Sea (at Oostende).

Connection between BovenSdtelde and the North Sea (at Zeebragge).

Connection between Boven-Schelde, Leie, Kanaal Gent-Terneuzen and Kanaal Gent-
Oost ende.

Connection between BovenSdtelde, Leie and Westerschelde.

Connection between Dunne and Kanaal Gent-Terneuzen.

Connection between Meuse and Beneden Zeeschelde (Antwerpen) via Grote and Kleine
Nete and Denver.

Connection between Beneden Hete and Albertkanaal.

Connection between Rhine and Scheldt.

Connection between Zoommeer and Westerschelde.

Connection between Oosterschelde and Westerschelde.

Connection between Veerse Meer and Westerschelde.

flow <fit«ctioB <mt oat
fifjnsftëtte Scheldt
basSn)

out

out

inside

inside

inside

in :

inside

in

in

in
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Appendix 2.5
nowratesmonitoringiocalitiesiatfaeSchddtbasïii.

HAUT-
ESCAFT/BOVEN-
SCHELDE

La Selle at Noyelle sur
Escaut (F)

L'Ecaiüon at Thiant (F)

La Rhonelle at Aulttcy

Condé (F)

La Haine at St. Aybert

(F)

L'Hogneau at Thivencelle
(F)

Bléharies (W)

Kain(W)

Avelgem (Fla)

L'Espierre at la
Passerelle dufacteur (F)

Spiere at Estaimoias (Ft)

1950-1959

* i.

X

1960-1969 ;

ft! 3 1 * S 4 3. t >

X

mwm

X X

X X

X

X

X

XX

XX

« ï

XX

XX

X

X

X

«7

X X

X X

X X

X X

X X

X X

X X

X

1990-1999

*s 41



A p p e n d i x 2 . 5
F l o w r a t e s m o n i t o r i n g l o c a l i t i e s i n t h e S c b d d t b a s i n . --. . . . i

Zwalm at

ZEESCHELDE

Merelbeke (Fla)

Metle (Fla)

Gent (Fla)

Dender at Denderbelle
(Fla)

Durme at (Fla)

Zeeschelde upstream of
Rupelmonde (Fla)

Zenne at Eppegem (Fla)

Dijle at Haackt (Fla)

Grote Nete at Ittegem
(Fla)

Kleine Nete.at
Grobbendonk (Fla)

Rupel at Rupelmonde
(Fla)

1950-1959

0 1 2 3 4 5 * 7 « 9

X

X

X

X

1960-1969

0 1

X X

2 3 4 5 « i

1570rl979

ei • « i * 9

1980-W89

X X

X

X

X I

XX

X X

X X

X

X

X X

%9

X X

X

X

X

X

X

ISG-1993

- s i

X

X

• - 3 3 - j

X

4 5 « • » 8 9

-
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Appendix 2.5
Flow rates monitoring locaBties in the Scheldt baan.

Sdielle (Fla)

Boei 87 (NI)

Vlissingen (NI)

RIVERLYS

Deleties (F)

Armentières (F)

Wervik (F)

St. Eloo'ts

la Marque at Bouvines
(F)

KANAAL GENT-
TERNEUZEN

Tolhuisstuw

Terneuzen

1950-1959

0 1 2 3

X

1960-1969

X X

..- v
* 9

1970-157?

2 3 4 S

X X X X

* 9

X X

X X

1980-1989

X X

X X

. 3.3

X X

X X

X X

X X

X X

67 ;

X X

X X

XX

X X

X X

ISG-1993

1990-1999

ei ;

X X

2 3 .

X

4i
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3. Water qualüy management organization



^j^aÊjMi^^

••" - • - > - • " ' : • " - ' . " : - - > •

É»i!l

§S2^5^ü§ msam . : . • : . : : : - . :

eot (RWS)

Provincc (PWS)

(T»

Municiptlity

FLANDERS

WATïSQKAïOITY WATER QÜAUTY

StraL

Adnüttftntie voor Muien,
NiSniriijke Hulpbronnen en
Leefinilwu (AMINAL)

VU«mi Milieu MttUdKppij (VMM))

Regkm (AQUAFIN BV)

Province

28



W A U J O N Ï A ;

Minister» de la Région wallone

Region (Miniitère wtllon de
I'Equipment et du Tnmport)

Iut&CQjmnun&Le

Province

Watering

Mumcipality

NÖRÏH-FRANCE

Ministère de FEnvïionneinenl

Ministère de» Travaux Publici

Miuion Intenróniilirielle de 1'Eau

Comité National de 1'Eau

Regiem (Conieil Régional)

Deputement (Conteil Général)

Monicipalitiei

Comité de Bwin

Agcnce de 1'Eau de Bamn

WATER QÜANHTY

Strot,

•

ÓperaL

•

WATER QUAUTY

StnL

*

üpmt.

NATIONAL WATERCOÜRSES

WATER QUWTÏTY ]

Stro.

*

*

•

*

*

•

*

Qpma,

*

*

•

#

WATER <J15A^ÏT¥

Str*.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

•

S^N-NAVIGABLIWATERCCraRSES

WATER QÏIANT1TY

Strot.

1

*

2

*

3

•

CptmL

l

*

2

*

•

3

#

*

WATEHQÜAI4TY

1 2 3

Opoot.

1

*

2 3

*

REGIOJfAtWATERCOÜRSES :

WATJE» Q^AKTTTY

•

*

•

*

•

#

Opavt,

*

*

•

*

WATER QÜALITY

Sint.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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B K S S g L S •• •" "•

• . •

AHmïni^ntinn dei fteunwcea
Naturelles et de PEavironoeinent

Bnuiel» Imütmit voor Milieubeheer

NAVKÏABLEWATERCOÜBSES .- _ - .

WATERQUAN1TÏY • • • . : : : - !

*

*

WATEKQCAIJTÏ -, ;

•

•

«OS

WA1

Srrat

i

*

2

•

3

•

EWA1

l

*

2

*

3

*

ï

WATER QUALITY

JSwt

l

•

2

•

3

•

Oma

1

•

2

*

3

*

{*) = only concerning waste water treatanent.
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4. Scheldt-GIS



DATAMODEL ISG/DWS

ARC/INFO GEQGRAPHIC DATA

POLYGON-DATA

(SUB) BASIN

BASINCODE

LINE-DATA

RIVERS/CANALS

WATERCODE
BASINCODE

POINT-DATA

IMMISSION LOCATIONS

ISGCODE
WATERCODE

EMISSION LOCATIONS

ISGCODE
WATERCODE

PURIFICATION PLANTS I

ISGCODE 1
BASINCODE



REQGRAPHIC DATA THEMATIC DATA

(SUB) BASIN

BASINCODE

TOPOGRAPHIC TABLE

BASINCODE
AREA
BASIN NAME

RIVERS/CANALS

WATERCODE
BASINCODE

TOPOGRAPHIC TABLE

WATERCODE
WATERNAME
CANALCODE
(case sensitlve)
FUNCTIONCODE (EC)

IMMISSION LOCATIONS

ISGCODE

TOPOGRAPHIC TABLE

ISGCODE
LANDCODE
COMMUNE
WATERCODE
DISTANCE
X-COORD
Y-COORD

DATA TABLE

ISGCODE
DATUM
T
PH
02
SM
B0D5



GEOGRAPHIC DATA THEMATIC DATA

EMISSION LOCATIONS

ISGCODE
WATERCODE

TOPOGRAPHIC TABLE

ISGCODE
OWNER CODE
COMMUNE
WATERCODE
DISTANCE
X-COORD
Y-COORD

DATA TABLE

ISGCODE
DATUM
PARI
PAR2
PARn

PURIFICATION PLANTS

ISGCODE
BASINCODE

TOPOGRAPHIC TABLE

ISGCODE
NAME
YEAR (AGE)
CAPACITY (DESIGN)
OWNER
HABITANTS
PURIFIED AREA (NAME
PURIFIED AREA (HA)
SEWAGE PERC.
COSTS
TECHNOLOGY
AIM

DATA TABLE

ISGCODE
DATUM
BZV
BZV REND. %

czv
CZV REND, X
P-TOT
P-TOT REND. %
N-TOT
N-TOT REND. %



5. Emissions in the Scheldt basin



Viste irater ttoatWÊttt plants in xon«s BI, E2> K3,

BI

BI

BI

BI

m
m
BI

BI

BI

BI

BI

BI

BI

Hl

BI

BI

BI

BI

BI

BI

BI

BI

BI

BI

BI

BI

61

BI

BI

BI

BI

BI

BI

BI

BI

BI

BI

'•'•'béêtmüm'•''•''•' •
w?W^^^*^- * ': ,

H
'.; , . . '

WW.SÏ."?.'." i' *"v

•a
»

»

»
1

»

»

5»

»

M

»

M

«

»

»

»

»

a

a

»
»

»
»

»
«i

AcmurmanAMD

AUHOIV AUBAC

AULHOV LBZ VALBNCIBNHBS

MHTOUZBU£

UPA1IMB

1AVAY

IBAUWVOm

•BAUVOIS BN CAMBRBSIS

IBUVIWIBS

lOHAIN BN VRRMAHDOS

UUAV «IK L BSCAUT

CAMMAI

CAUDKY

CMJUBKf

c a o » «m L BSCAUT

CKBM1N

atHVECOBUK S U R L B S C A U T

DHKAIN

DOUCHV LES MINBS

BOOUIT Ut QUEHTIN

BUNOOUItT

FBCHA1N

FLBSQUIBRES

FONTAINB N O T U B D A M E

OOUZBAUCOUHT

OKAINCOURT U B IIAVR1NCOUKT

HERMIBS

n w

SBHIMN

tBCATEAU

LBQUBMOV

MAitCOWO

MAMKHBS

MAIQUBTTE BNOmHBVBHT

MASH1BREÜ

MONCHY LEPIIBUX

OMNAINO

^ ^ I ^ I J T I U / , : ,

19»

I97Ï

im

I9H

mi

19»

I9M

I9U

IW

I9M

IMI

im

1971

IN4

]»7<

mi

ttn

ift»

I4W

mi

I9R

im

19U

mi

19M

mi

IM6

lw^

im

mi

mi

197J

1 M

1*73

] « 7

• V s J M ^ Ï i • _•_ _ ' ' v - '

1000

3000

14000

ISOO

™»
SMO

1500

7SM

2)090

KH0

1M0O

7000D

11000

m»
300»

13000

9M0

HM

1SM0

3000

asco

«00

m

2500

3000

IOOO

50DD

3000

15000

«HO

«oo

2H0

«00

500

10000

USw<timtf>

TontM «BnH

1-BnlU

rBHMtk^lW

C E w t C W M

"" • -Yrr-*

I'BBÜ.

I ' B H U I I M I M

VBMMrivAf»

"**-**m - : - - ° - j

itMb

kSmfeiMta

CHÈI i, ft-QHMill

O M I A I N I H

I-BRIW

l'AMrik

fcMatfU

fBHMiMkn

k Hfcnil.

C U H I * » Q M I »

rBniat CUIW



Zo»

BI

BI

BI

BI

BI

BI

El

BI

BI

BI

BI

BI

BI

BI

BI

«2

59

59

»

59

59

59

J9

Kt

S9

2

»

«2

2

59

TM»* ffai*

(«WW»*)»

PGLVBS

POK DÜNORÖ

PREUX AU BCHS

MBUX BN CAMBRBSIS

SAIOTAIN

SOLESMES

ST AU1BRT

TORTBQU6SHB

TKTH ST LBOBR

VAUX ANDIONY

V1LLER!) OUTRBAUX

VTTRY BN ARTCHS

WASaONY

WAVRBCHA1N SOUS DBNAIN

IW6

1971

1976

I<W>

1979

I97t

1»W

1915

IM4

I9M

1973

I9R

1979

19M

2J00

IMO

1500

l««0

1(000

«WO

1MC0

HOM

1000

15000

1000

!KXM

•«oo

1300

ff/000

MWtliHiiÉiino.)

kSolpe

L'Baübn

1,'Baülai

)•&*>

1'EmutCuilM

kRImdlc

kSdh

1'Brdi.

k S w * liviln

|-BMU« O » W

kSclk

l ' B n l imèn

kSW|K

h M >

1'fiwutOuüM

Toéd afuty I«K BI 1 4dSM0 r...

Italw rf iwwt i w i n f i

E2

B2

ra

B3

E2

ra

B2

E2

E2

B2

K2

El

ba

B2

B2

B2

B2

m
m

E2

• ' • " * • ' • • f '. :•, , ' :

5»

61

«2

59

«1

«2

<a

62

«t

ia

59

«1

a

»

59

»

»

59

59

J9

':>'. y " : > ' . ; . - ; i . . - ' . . > . . . ' . ' , • • . . .

ARLEUX

AMAS

ATHIBS

AURERCHICOURT

AUBIONY BN ARTOIS

AVGiMBfl LSCOMTG

BBAUMBIZ LBSLOOBS

BEUVRY LAFORET

B1ACHB S r VAAOT

BRBUBRBS

CANT1N

C O U S U I M HO«D

COMGHEM SUD

DOUAI

ESTRBBS

OOBULZIN

HORNAINO

LALLAINO

LEWARDB

MARCHIBNNBS

•v^rf';:' . •

I9M

I9H

1971

IMI

19M

1991

mi

1979

1971

1973

WTJ

19(7

1992

I9T9

1979

1990

IWI

1979

400

loiooo

301»

30000

1300

30W

12KI

I2H0

«00»

«001)

IMI)

11»

2501)

90003

LOOD

JOOD

1509

300 Cl

3»0

'.«Hu'

ks»i>

<kSaupr»

RUHHII * 1'Ufir

kCrueim

Cawt <b 1'HifW

kikq>

Oi«lckkSe«4e

kSl»!»

Cu>l (fa k 3«>4(.

CWdekSwfe

kümfc Tnitan

»&«?»)

k Mcnn



'lm

ORCHIBS 1971 TNO C M M

PBCQUBHCWRT 10000 (kam».)

SN Lfl NOBLE

KOM

5TAMAND LBSEAUX I9H 23000

B2 WAUJBR3 15000

» WATT1EL0S 450001

Tart « fa -T WW BI I «S700

l 27

m

B3

B3

Et

ES

0

BI

E)

ra

BJ

HJ

E)

E3

B)

El

E)

El

E3

EJ

B3

EJ

B)

ra

B3

E]

BJ

ra

BS

E)

a

a

»

54

»

«2

»

«2

5»

a

5»

»

»

»

«Z

«2

C2

5»

«1

59

«a

«3

5»

«1

APHEVnXE

AUUB SUlt U LYS

ANNOeULUN

AXLEUX HNOOHOXB

ATT1CMB»

AUÏSM

AUIV

AUOY-HAISHBS

BAllXEUL « R BERTHOULT

MUVIN

1BTHUNB

IBUVRY

CAMniTN BH CAREMlAUtT

OOMtNES

COURCEIXES LES LENS

«XIWUERBS

CVSOINO

DIHVAI.

DOUVRIN

POUqUIERBS LES LENS

FRU06S

OOKOBCOURT

OOSNAY

HAZBÏROUCK

HELPAUT

HBN1N IBAUMONT

HOUHJN ANCOCSNB

IISBItOUBS

I9W

1975

WW

im

I9W

I4M

] « 0

1075

iMi

1976

1975

I«M

im

1990

I9W

1954

IW9

IW

im

I9M

1971

1M4

im

1 *

\m
\m

300

12400

19000

M »

2000

10000

9500

4O000

13»

«DOt

iiaoco

21000

55»

looooo

30000

«ooo

9O0D

TOD

14000

70000

7500

<B00

JOOOO

wooo

1000

IOOOOO

IHO00

loooo

PSIÏflW!.:'..!:::1.i/:,.1 \ ' /.. ' '.

hLyt

(Cbal *> h DMi)

kChWb

l i i |> 4tHii»i.»tt

Owl*kDHl>

kLn*

k i n

(Oal * k D*M

h 1̂ .

CMldikMi

kttavt

k U M

OadiTAin

(CuilifeLw)

kt«>

(CMd * k Dank)

k i m

Cwl 4> k l o m

k KUU> * • h« * Okii

( M * k D H l >

OHd*kD»Jt

C M L W A J T P



tam

Ë3

E3

m

m

EJ

EJ

ES

BS

BS

BI

EJ

13

E3

B3

m

m

E3

E3

B3

BI

B3

B3

El

ra

BJ

ra

»

«2

«1

62

«2

«2

59

«2

59

M

»

a

y>

en

Si

a

»

«1

«1

«2

59

M

62

V)

62

62

&

Ta*»* pk*
(••"!%)

LAOOROUE

LABEUVR1EHB

UtfUONOY

ULLERS

LOfSON SOUS LENS

MAMBTZ

MAKQUETTD L m ULLE

MAZINOARÏE

MERVILLB

MWÏBCQUB

NEUF BEKQUIN

NBUVIRGUIL

NIDWB

NCMBVX LBS MINUS

OSTIUCOURT

PURNBS

PONT A.MASCQ

lUCQUINOHEM

KEMBUVE RANCHICOURT

RICHBIOUKO

SCRVINS

STBHNWERCK

THUMKWHS

VALHUON

VJLLENEUVB D JWCQ

VIMY

VIOLAINES

WINOLES

1977

I98J

1974

ivn

19»

HTS

\m

\w

l « 7

1M2

1M6

19W

1»»

19H

19»

I9K

I97t

17»

l»7»

1 « 4

I97J

1*»

IWt

1915

l«J

1977

19M

24600

1300

35000

10000

iiwoo

1300

7J0O00

soooo

noo

«00

3000

« 0

9500

35000

nxw

3000

5000

4»

1600

1200

no

3000

«oo

900

130000

J500

3000

15000

M u m la

(«mmmi

liLji

hCiumn

l>Clu«H>

IiNm

l.SnudM

liLyi

OatldckPwh

ULy>

«ïMidoNicn*

(Cul i. In lam)

klip

lal U w »

(Ctwl ilg k D«d>)

kCkm»

kMui|u>

b Mtl* du Hu A Cdu

kLnw

1.1 U w

k&HI»

llHfK d» SHIWWfk

(h W

(^al d. In P»4t

ToM Ofuly i n B3 i 20*0» L«.

Humt*» of ««kM ia» B3 i 17

2 : ALine

59 : Hord

62 : F»a de Calala



5.2 K«att tr««t«»nt •£fici«nci«s **3 «t»nd*rd d.viatioa* in 'tb*

X'B«u Artoi«-Pio«rdi«. '• • . , •;.;.,,•... ,j... :'

Siii
85/86

86/87

87/88

88/89

89/90

90/91

91/92

lï
20

20

20

20

25

20

25

Üf
77,7

78.5

71.5

73.8

77.4

73.2

TIJ

'SÜll
14.7

16,9

17.7

16.1

20.3

24.4

17.1

| ï
20

20

20

20

25

20

25

üü
43.1

41.7

35.1

45.6

46.5

39.1

48.2

WËÈ
26.9

27.3

27.4

26.5

33.8

29.9

28.3

il

25

25

86.7

89.2

12.4

8.3

38



Sourca: Ministère <18 laftégfon Walloftn*
- - ' • - , - • " . -

- ; ' • : • ï-'ïyï'-Vi''--'
- . . fjï : . .-:•,-.-

*nter-
cominunate

Trertment plant Cinunfcïpalityï

Hannut

Parwez

Watsrioo {commune)

Institut techniqua de l'Etat/Argentauil

Step ds Rosières (5.E. de !e Lasno)

Basse-Wavre

Chaumont-Gistoux

Genappe (Baisy-Thy)

G«nappe (Glabaisl

Gonappe (Cité S.N.T.)

Y«8T0f

sppncatwn

1954

1950

1970

1979

1984

1985

1975

1987

1982

1978

De*ign-
capadty
I IUJ

5.500

2,000

15.000

200

125,000

165,000

700

750

500

200

Subbasin

la Getto

ia Gotta

ia Rupel

ia Rupel

la Rupel

la Rupel

ia Rupel

la Rupel

la Rupel

la Rupel

Effluent to

la Petito Gette

la Grande Gotta

la Lasne :

la Lasne

la Lasne

laDyle

laDyie

faDyte

laDyio

laDyie

Rnancamant

public

public

public

public

public

fonds brunfaut

public

private

bactariolog'ical filter

bacteriolojpcal bsds
and cfigestors

biodiscs

activatsd sludge

activatad
sludge/burninfl
procass

activatod
sludge/prolongated
aoration

lagune with plants

activated
slud ge/prol ongated
aeration

Additionai
inforrnatton

Replaeemem
proposed

80000 ie
com./45000 ia
ind.

com./ind.

Stoppage
proposed

Stoppage
proposed

Collector out of
service



iraatmcnt fHani tinuntcipaiity}

ViHers-la-Ville/Marbais (cite CJ.B.)

Villars-ta-Ville/Marbais («té des Pres
St-Piorre)

Chastre (Lot. "Boia Champs")

Cortil-Noirmont (Lot. "Clair Logis")

Braine/L'Alleud (Ophain-Torrain
footbaH)

Braina/L'AUeud {Lot. "La Justice-)

Braine-le-chateau (Lot. "Bois du
Foyeu")

Wauthiar-Sraine (Bois d'Haumontf

Seint-Gery (Lot. "Clair Logis")

Mont-St-Guibert (Ctté "la Blocquïère")

Yaarof
appücation

1976

1930

1979

1976

1975

1971

197S

1978

1980

capacity

260

310

2,000

170

700

700

800

1,000

500

225

SubbMin

laRupel

laRupe!

laRupel

laRupel

la Rupef

laRupel

faOyla

laDyie

leHain

IsHain

Ie Hain

leHain

private

fonds brunfaut

fonds brunfaut

private

private

private

private

fonds brunfaut

fonds brunfaut

Treatment
tschnotofly

activated
sludge/prolongated
asration

activated sludge

activated
•Judga/prolongated
aeration

activated
sludge/prolongatsd
aeration

activated
•ludge/prolongated
aeration

activated
sludge/prolongated
aeration

activated
sludge/prolongated
aeration

sludge/prolongated
aeration

activated
sludge/prolongated
aeration

activated
sludge/prolongated
aeration

AddHionaf
information

Stoppage
proposed

Stoppege
proposed

Stoppage
proposed

-r

Stoppage
proposed

Stoppage
proposed

Collector out of
service



ewprnunaJe
Traatmeftt plant (rnanicipalïty)

Mont-St-Guibert (Cité 'Résidence du
Cantra")

Otrjgnias (Centre W. Lannos)

Ottignias (Clinique $t~Pierra)

Tubiza/Saintas (Quartiar de l'Espinatta)

Tubize/Saïntes (Résidence Trullemans)

Tubiza (Lot. Öescbuyffeleer et Musch.)

Tubiza (Cité H.B.M. Rua Nauva Cour)

Tubiza (Rua da la Marauda)

Tubiza (Lot. Hvfibat du Bois de
Oisquarcq)

Tubiza (Avenue Mirande-Quartier da la
Bruyire)

Tubiza (Cité S.N.T. Avenue Salvatore
Allanda)

Bierges (Rast. Autoroute)

Rixerwart/Rosieres (S.E. da la Lasne)

ÏMfOf

1973

1973

1973

1981

1974

1980

1970

1981

1981

1979

1979

1984

capacity

300

1,400

890

200

130

160

1,100

250

180

3,600

1,100

330

125,000

Subbastn

la Rupal

la Rupel

laRupel

la Rupal

ta Rupal

la Rupel

la Rupel

la Rupel

Et&wotto

la Senna

la Senna

la Sanne

la Sanna

la Sanne

la Senne

la Sanna

la Senne

n M n c - M a *

fonds brunfaut

private

private

private

private

fonds brunfaut

fonds brunfaut

private

private

fonds brunfaut

fonds brunfaut

private

public

Tr^atment
tachnotegy

activatad
sludge/prolongated
aaration

activatad «ludge

activated
sludge/prolongated
aaration

activated sludge

activatad
sludga/prolongated
aaration

activatad
sludge/prolongated
aeration

activated
sludge/prolongated
aaration

biodiscs

contact stabilis

activatad sludge

divers

activated sludge

Additional \
mformstion :

Collector out of
service

Stoppage
proposad

Stoppaga
proposed

Stoppaga
proposad

Stoppaga
proposad

Stoppaga
proposad

Stoppage
proposed

Stoppaga
proposad

Stoppage
proposed



communale

fDEA

PALLE

Treatmerrt ptant (oumidpaiityï j

SubtotalffiW :

Brmno-\a-ComU> «te.

Chapelle-lez-Herlaimont

Hansie* (S.E. de Hensies-Pommeroeul)

Jurbise-Erbitoeul (Oté S.N.T.-Qusrtier
du bon air)

Morlanwelz

Quaregnon-Wasmuel

Quevy-Genly {Lot Ie Coquelet)

Grand-Rang

Sanefftt/Soudremont

SubtotalïDEA

Ath (Arbre)

Ath (Ath)

Ath {Maffia)

Beloail

Chiavres (Cit* de* Sablieres)

Enghian (Patit Enghian)

1977

P

1984

1975

P

1972

1981

1987

1987

1971

1991

1988

1991

1978

1974

-: -

456.155

250

12.000

3,500

200

20,000

400,000

1,600

85.000

502,550

100

9.000

3,200

4,000

160

1.000

JaRupel

ta Dendra

laHaine

laHairte

loRupol

. .DT^ra

Effluent to

JsSenne

la Dendre
oriëntale

laHaine
moyanneet
supérieure

la Trouïlte

la Samme/C.
Brux.-Char.

:

la Dendre
Oriëntale

:

public

public

public

public

public

fonds brunfaut

public

public

public

fonds brunfaut

fonds brunfaut

activatad sludge

lagoon

aeration lagoon

activatad sludge

lagoon

octivated sludge

aeration/decantation
«te.

aarated lagoon

activated
«Judge/dentrification

Addïtïonai
ittfomuitlon

-

com./ind'

. .

prolongated aaration

activated sludge

aeration layoon

aaration lagoon

prolongated aeration

prolongated aaration

42.



cormnanalat -

- ~'. t . • " . "

Estaimputs-Estaimbourg

Lauza

Paruwalz-Callanaile (Lot. du Logi«
Tournaisien)

Sttly-HaUobacq

Silty-Hoves

Rob«cq

Tournai-Barry (Cité Jardtn la Cavee)

Mont-Saint-Aubart

Toumaj (Clinique mut. Soc.)

Vaulx (Rus da Toumai)

Vaulx (Rus da la Dondaina)

Gaurain (Route d'Antoing)

: JIPPIKBIlOli::;

1978

1992

1979

1981

1979

1991

1973

1984

1975

1973

200

11,000

180

360

2,000

420

600

800

450

300

ïmÊiÈÈ

K..:;-;:;" r:-:>;;: . :...:.
,; l ; • :• ̂ : ' ; : ; .:| :>-:. ̂  _:; J

< l'Escaut

la Dandra

l'Escaut

la Dandra

la Dandra

l'Escaut

l'Escaut

l'Escaut

la Dandra
Occidentale

l'Escaut

la Dendre
canaJisaa

la Dendre
Occidentale

l'Escaut

l'Escaut

fonds brunfaut

public

fonds brunfaut

fonds brunfaut

fonds brunfaut

public

private

fonds brunfaut

fonds brunfaut

' - - 'V--:\ Ph'ïi

- -•: :i< - =: . . ; - - . . - . ..}:.:•:••

. - - : ' . " . . ' . - V -•:;:<•-•: • - • • , : •

prolongatad aaration

activatad sludge

prolongatad aaration

activated sludge

protongstad aeration

aaration lagoon

oxydatiort (total)

aaration lagoon

activatad sludge

prolongatad aaration

prolongatad aeration

AddhkXtaï

«oforïTiatfon



Ptemed waste water ttaafmarteqüE^^

tntereommtmaf Tttatmant plant {municïpafltyj

la Step d'Avarnas Ie Beudoin

Perwez

Jodoigrw/Glimw/Jaucheletta/St. Jean-Geest

Rosières

Waterloo

Basta-Wavra

Gastuche

Nethen-Hamma Milla Baauvechain

Chatimont-Gistoux

Ganappo/Vieux Genappe

MaJIory/Tilly Marbais

Chastre/Cortil-Norimont

Arcnannes/Grey-Dotceau/Bossot-Gottechain

copacfty

3.000

5,000

7,500

7,000

7,000

5,500

6,500

5,500

4.5O0

9.500

Subbasirt

la Gatte

laGatta

la Getto

leRupel

laRupel

te Rupal

Ie Rupel

leRupet

leRupa)

la Rupal

la Rupet

Ie Rupal

leRupel

Effltwrtto

la Petita Gatta

la Grande Gatte

la Grande Gette

laLasne

la Lasne

laDyle

laDyle

laDyle

laDyle

laDyle

laDyle

laDyle

laOyte

Buiding

m
48

75

152

150

60

198

117

147

133

182

92

85

210

Type

c + p

t

t

t

e + p

c + p

c + p

c + p

c + p

c + p

c + p

DescriptTon

Replacement Hannut

Adaptation (tortiair)

Adaptation (tertiair)

Adaptation (tertiair)



•- - :

UOÉA

Fatuy

Nivello»

Braine l'Allaud

Braine la Chateau/Wauthiar Braina

Brains la Comts

Tubiza

Rebecq

Soigraas

Naast

Ctabacq

Frameries/la Bouveriö/Sars-la-Bruyère

Wasmuel

Morianwelz

Binche/Leval-Trazegmos/Epïnois-Rassaix-BattiBniea/
Paronnes

2,300

25,000

75,000

12,000

28,000

20,000

10,000

17,000

2.500

6.OO0

258,800

20,000

18,000

25.0O0

Ie Rupel

laRupa!

ieRupot

loRupol

leRupd

la Rups]

ta Rupel

Ie Rupel

la Rupel

leRupol

la Sonotte
(Sammo/c.
Charl.-Brux.)

la Sanatta (la
Thinea)

ia Ssnatta (l« Hatn)

la Sanatte (la Hain)

la Sonotte {la
S«nna)

la Senetta (ia
Senne)

la Senetta (la
Senne)

la Senetta (la
Sanna)

la Sanette (la
Senna)

la Sonatte (la
Sanna)

laHairw

laHaim

laHaina

laHains

la Trouille

la Haina inférieure
+ canal
Nimy-Blaton

la Haine moyenna at
supérieure

la Haine moyenne et
supérieure

27

560

1000

232

450

299

167

320

45

107

4,856 ^

200

400

155

390

c + p

e + p

c + p

c + p

o + p

e + p

c + p

c + p

c + p

P

P

c + p

Adaptations

H5"



Saint Vaast/Haine St. Paul/Haine St. Piarra

Boussoit/Roeuix/Houdang-Strepy/Thiau

Quiévrain

Frasnas-faz-Buissenal

fSutèfcfc:: S "ï::. • •• ÏÏS: f - 'SS WSfS
Comines

Wameton

Ploegsteart

Barry

Castaau

Biaton

Chievres

Ath

Enghien

Lessinas

Deux-Acren

EliazaDas

Toumai/Froyannes

Antoing

Estaimbourg

Templeuve

25,000

45,000

6,700

3,600

JÜÜHB
10,000

4,000

5,000

1,000

3,600

6,000

4,000

9,000

12.000

10,000

4,000

42,000

71,000

4,200

4,000

5.000

laHaine

la Hsine

laHaine

la Rnosnes

la Hwne moyenne et
supérieure

la Haine moyenne at
supérieure

la Grande Honelle

la Rhosnes

laLys

laLys

lalys

la Dendre

la Dendre

ta Dendre

la Dendra

la Dendre

la Dandra

la Dendre

la Dendre

la Dandra

t'Escaut

i'Escaut

I'Escaut

I'Escaut

laLys

laLys

laLys

la Dendre
Occidentale

la Dendre Oriëntale

la Dendre Oriëntale

ta Dendre Oriëntale

la Dendra caneliséa

la Dandra canalisee

la Dendre canaUaée

la Dendra canalisee

la Dandra caratisée

I'Escaut

I'Escaut

i'Escaut

I'Escaut

440

670

104

100

250

100

47

10

97

158

106

264

103

112

1130

130

134

110

c + p

c + p

c + p

e + p

c + p

c + p

c

c + p

c + p

c + p

ex

t

c + p

o + p

c + p

c + p

c + p

e + p

c + p

- •

Extensïon

Tertiair (denitrification)

L



PeruwaJz

Mouscron

Subtotat-*

Total IBW + IDEA + IPALLE-

10,000

29,800

233,600

635,700

l'Escaut

1'Escaut

l'Escaut

l'Escaut

350

290

3.391

c + p

e + p

:xplanation: c = coliector(s); p = treatment plant; t = tertiair; ex = extension.



Appendix 5.5 Wast» water treatment plants fn the Fiemish part of the Schefdt basin.
Source: Vlaamse Milieu Maatschappij (VMM}

AWP-ll
Basin

12

12

12

12

Subtota)

16

Subtotat

17

17

17

• Sübtotfll

18

IS

18

IS

Treatment p&Wt ":<

(munlcïpality)

RWZf Gent

RWZI Zelzote

RWZ1 Lokeren

RWZISinaaï

RWZI Haratb«ke

RWZI St-Denijs-Westrem

RWZI Oaurie

RWZI St.-Martans-Latem

RWZI St.-Niktaas

RWZI Aalst

RWZILodo

RWZI Ninova

applicatïon

1988

1982

1956

1988

1986

19SS

1989

1989

1964

1987

1977

1986

175,000

20,000

1S.OOO

2,500

150.000

150,000

9,000

1,000

800

80,000

80,000

1,500

25,000

Benaden-
Zeeschalde

Speeuwsbook

r \ ' . ; : ' ;•' " •'-•-

Lys

Rosdambaak

Schaidboek

Maersbaek

Molenboek

Motsnbsek

Dander

Activatad sludga/daratrification

activatod sludge

Oxydation bad

Activated sludge

Aerated activatod sludge

Prefab purification (system
Evans)

Readfilter

Raadfiltar

Bacteriofogical bad

Aarated activatad sludge

Biologicat

Aerated activated sludge

< ;^o^%: r: •• ; : i

watefcoörse ;:

Basis quality

Basis quality

Basis quality

Baas quality

Basis quality

Basis qudïty

Basis quality

Basis quality

Basis quality

Fishing water

Basis quality

fïshing water

Type waste water

communal/i ndustriai

communal

communal/i ndustrial

communal

communal/i ndustrial

surface water

surfacs
water/communal

surface watar ;

communal/industrial \

communal/i ndustrial

communal

communal/industrial



B«in .

18

- Stibtotat

20

20

20

Suixrtal

23

24

24

24

24

24

24

24

24

24

24

TfêatnMöt pfant

RWZl Gereardsbergen

Yearof
applicatie**

1958

• " " E . - ' ' : . "

RWZIZele

RWZILaame

RWZl Beriare

1983

1981

1982

RWZl Zwalm 1992

RWZl HorontaU

RWZtZoarsel

RWZl Grobbendonk

RWZl Malle

RWZl Vossalaaf

RWZl Turnhout

RWZf Retia

RWZIRavals

RWZl Pukiarbo*
(Zand hoven)

RWZl Nfjlen

1986

1386

1982

1977

1974

1957

1975

1983

1982

1978

eapacity

6,500

1S3r0OO

50,000

28,000

20,000

25,000

. a&oeo

36,000

160

7,500

12.500

7,000

30,000

15,500

15,000

12,500

18,000

«ft»*,*

Oender

"\ \

Bacterial bed

Guatity

fsevnnng

Fishing water

Type waste water

communal

SchaMe

Maanbeek

Schalde

Activated sludge

Activated studge

Activated studge

Basis quality

Basis quality

Baai» quality

communal/industrial

communal/industrial

communal/industrial

ZwaJmbeek Activated sludge Drinking water communsl/industria!

• . ' •

Kleine
Neta/Lopkan

Monikkenloop

Kleine Neta

Lopende Beek

Riaüoop

AA/Natten! oop

Zwarte Nest

Wouwerloop

Molenbeek/
Bollaak

Krekelbeek/
Kattebeek

Aerated activated sludge

biologisch

Activated sludge/oxydation ditch

Aerated octivated sludge

Oxydation ditch

Bacterial bed

Activated studga

Activated sludge

Acitvated sludge/oxydation ditoh

Oxydation bed

Ftshing water

Basis quality

Ftshing water

Basis qudity

Basis quality

Basis quality

Fishing water

Basis quality

Basis quality

Basis quality

communal

communal

communal/industrial

communat/industrial

communal

communal/industrial

communal/industriai

communal/industrial

communal/industrial

communal



AWP-fl

24

24

24

24

24

Stibtotei

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

RWZl Lichtaart
(-Kastariee)

RWZIDessel

RWZl Viersftl

RWZl Zwijndrecht

RWZIBeerae

1981

1977

1989

1976

1978

RWZl Duffel

RWZl Itegem

RWZl Westerio

RWZIWolem

RWZl Geel

RWZl Waarloos

RWZl Balen

RWZl Hulshout

RWZl Mol

RWZiHove
(Bautersembeek)

RWZl Wiekavortt

1969

1973

1979

1972

1976

1981

1986

1988

1964

1983

1981

sspwcity :

55,000

20,000

500

22,000

18,000

269,660

25,000

5,000

46,000

2,000

40,000

61,400

4,000

800

16,000

41,500

51,500

öfltMHÏt tOtf - -

Grota Kafiabeek

Kleine Nete

Molenbeek

Laarbeek

Grota Beek

Tiyateawtt tMtuiotpgy

Activatad sludge/oxydation bed

Activatad sludge

Aaratad lagoon

Oxydation ditch

Activatad sludge/oxydation bad

öüé%

Rshing water

Rshing water

Basis quality

Basis quality

Typt wa*t£ water

communal/industrial

communal yindustria)

communal

communal

communal/industrial

Nete/Beneden
Nete

Grota Neet

Grota Neet

Nate/Benedsn
Nete

Grote Neet

MolseNeet

Bruggenainde
Laak

MolseNeet

Loehenebeek

Wimp

Beeterialbad

Oxydation bed

Oxydation bed/activatad «ludge

Bactsrialbed

Activatad atudge

Activeted studge

Oxydation bad

Aerated activatsd «ludge

Oxydation bed

Activated «ludge

Oxydation bed/activated «tudga

Basis quality

Reding water

Rshing water

Rshing water

Rshing water

Basis quality

Basis quality

Basis quality

Basis quality

Rshing water

communal/industriat

communal

commu nat/i ndustri ai

communal

communal/industrial

communal

communal

communal/industritri

communal

communal/industrial



AWP-Ü
Bastn

Subtots*

26

26

26

26

- Subctafr»

27

Stttnotat ;

28

28

29

29

29

30

30

30

Tfeatrmwit fümt
{nwmteipality)

YftWOf
ap^ication

RWZI Borgloon-Tivoli

RWZI Heusden-Zolder

RWZI Gei*

RWZI Borgloon-Nerem

1358

t957

1975

1986

RWZI Tienen 1939

RWZI Zonhoven

RWZI Hasselt

197S

1988

RWZIBokrijk

RW21 Bermgan-KoersM

RWZI Teasenderio

1986

1979

1985

RWZI Vlazenbeak

RWZI St.-Piatars-Leeuw

RWZI
Holle-Windmolelokan

1977

1974

1984

capadty

i93>200

3,500

fl.000

60,000

1,000

33,000

15,000

60.000

75.00$

550

19,000

22,500

450

700

500

Effluent to: T n s l m n l l*cnnöM>öy Qualrtv

wartwcoun» .

Type «vaste water }

Kleine Herk

Stianvltbaek

Motbeek

Bacteriol bad

Bacterial bad

Bacteriat bed

Bacterial bed

Basis quality

Basis quality

Basis quality

Basis quality

communa!

eommunal

communal/industrial

eommunal

Grote Gete Activatod studga fiahing water cornnunal

Roosterbeek

Oamor

Activatod «ludge

Activated sludge

Basis quality

Basis quality

communal/industrial

communal/industrial

Grote Baak

Parcolation raadfirtar

biologisch

«ctivated »tudge

Basis quality

Basis quality

Basis quality

eommunal

eommunal

communal/industrial

Voyoltanckbeek

biologisch

Activated atudge

Activated sludga

Basis quality

Basis quality

Basis quality

eommunal

eommunal

eommunal



AWP-B
B«in

30

30

• SnbotaK ;

31

« g b o t * *

32

32

; ' • ; _ • < . ; ' " . : :

34

34

34

34

34

SufettrtaJ :

37

Subtotai 1

38

38

Imunicipalrtvï

RWZI Halle-Lot

RWZI Halla-Lambeek

RWZI Leuven

RWZI Mecheian-Noorrf

RWZI Zemst-Hofstade

RWZI Beringen-Baverlo

RWZI Bornem-Weert

RWZI Dendarmonde

RWZI Bornam

RWZI Sint-Amands

" . • ! " ' - • ' - ' - " ' : ' " • - - : - ; -

RWZI AntwerpeivZuid
("Kielsbroek")

RWZI Deuma
(Schtjnpoort)

RWZI Brasschaat

Yearof
«ppTtcstiori

1953

1973

1983

1983

1973

1972

1976

1985

1967

1976

1990

1977

1978

Design-

6,000

2O0

7raso

50,000

50,000

60,000

S.500

8,000

400

90.000

18,000

8,000

ï 20,400

100,000

325,000

25,000

Zanne

Canal
Brussel-Charieroi

Oijle

Dijle

Bwabaak

:^::;:l;flg:::J

Schalde

Schelde

Schalde

Canal
Albert/Lobroekdok

Groot Schijn

Titatmerrt t^ftotooy

Bacterial bed

Mnutac

Activated sludge

Activated sludge

Activatod sludge

biologisch

System Evans

Activated slud ga

Bacterial bed

Bacterial bed

Aaratod lagoons

Activated sludge

Bacterial bed

«vatsrcourM

Basis quality

Rahing water

Basis quaQty

Basis quafity

Basis quality

Basis quality

Basis quality

Basis quality

Basis quality

Basis quafity

; ; - ; v

? : ; , . . . •

Drinking water

Drinking water

Type waste water -,

communal/tndustrial

commune!

cotnmunal/industrial

communal/industrial

communal

communal ;ï

communal ;

communal/industrial

communal/indu8trial :;-

communal

communal

communat/industrial

communal/industrial

sz



Basin

38

38

38

38

38

-SÓNotrf;:

40

40

40

Subiotst

41

. SubtotaT

• 4 5 ".

AS

45

ï 45

~ 4 5

Treatmetfrt ptarrt

RWZI Boechout (Koude
Beek)

RWZI Schoten

RWZI Antwerpan-Noord

RWZI Schilde
{Zwansbeek)

RWZI Merksem
*ljsk«lder"

Yearof

1981

1970

1980

1989

1978

RWZI Wtlrijk-S ruisbeek

RWZI Witrijk-Blaasveld

RWZI Edegem

1982

1976

1982

- [ •'•'-. " _ • ' ' ' , : " " . . - .

RWZI Hamme

R WZI Baaöo-hartog

RWZÏZondeaiöer»

. rhöti*

«WZiMeer

ftWZfKafentbwit

1968

1 « 2

1382

1382

1988

1987

CopACny

48,000

35,000

481,000

18,000

125,000

1057.000

150,000

500

48,500

39*000:;:

15,000

15,000

7^0S

50O

45,000

4;OQO

50,000

Êfflusntto:

Koude Baak

Canal Albert

Groot Schijn

Canal Albert

T*«atti»r»t t«chnotogy

Activated sludge

Bacterial bed

Activated sludga

Aersted activated sludge

Activated sludge

objoctïve

wstercounMt
Basis quality

Drinking water

Basis quality

Fishing water

Drinking water

Type wast* water

communal/industrial ;

communal/industrial

communal yindustria)

communal

communalyïndustrial

Boven-Vliet

Edagenrwe Beek

Activated studge

System Putox-Passavant

Activated sludge

Basta qualitv

Basis quaiity i

basis quality

communal/waste
water

communal

communal

" " • " - - - - - - " • • - - ' - , - - . : - . - . . . " . . - - " . • . . . . . • - - • ' - -

Ourme

***

Bacterial bed

Bwrotofc;

B«ct*rtiïl»e<ï «n4 «etfvètsd

Activfltod sitittoa

SHctarWiXMI «Act «tiwrtexJ

Basis quality

FisMng^atftr

F*tfiinö*Mt4r

BatttquaBty

communaiyindustrial

commoAat

communofftndustrisl

. oomrtwnatiSncliMtriat

conWnurial/tnduBtriat



AWP-IÏ
Basta

45

45

45

45

Subtotaf

Totri

{municipatttyl.

RWBimêna

RWZtBreoht

RWZtL«nhput

RWZSM«**pt» .

" " . •

•i«i : ."

.«71

t » 3

cagMMsity

: ^

' 5,500 -

• .4JQQ0 .

S.000

132,500.

Effluent tó: :

Activa .Juda»

Gurffty

: .

• • •

findu.tnrf

Industrie



Appandi* $.e Wast* water t*«at«»*tit «baractatiatic» o* th* scheidt baaia
in Flandara.
sourcarviaaa»* Kiiiau Maatschappij (VHM)

Boven-Schelde

Ltit

Dender

Zenne

Dijlc

Denier

Nete

Boven-Zeetchelde

Beneden-Zeetchelde

Kanaal Gent-
Terneuzen

; 'liabitant*'

189,500

577,000

337,000

327,000

337,000

606,400

534,000

475,000

964,300

297,300

NWBbetr o f

1

4

5

5

3

10

26

9

20

4

\-cmpMttiXf;

25,000

160,800

193,000

7,850

115,500

225,550

562,860

233,400

1,486,500

212,500

73

75.3

72.3

87

86.5

74

64.5

78.8

87.8

80

n

Haan , '

14

5.5

7.5

1

2t

15.8

31.5

15.5

47.4

25

a i ...->•... : A



Appendix 5.7 Pianned waste water traatment plant» in the Ffómfsh part 0* the Scheldt basin.

AWP-UbasJo

19

10

16

31

8

22

Subtotat 1fi»t

35

12

27

31

12

10

31

19

9

24

26

Tfc&tnMtnt plant {(nttiïicipaöty}

Galmaardart

Navala (Lerndagam)

Tialt

Oud-Havarlae (Vaalbaak)

Da KUnge (Sint-GiHi.-Waasl

Oudenaarde

Haasvald (WiUsbroak)

Stakana (St. Niklaas)

Landan-Rumsdoip

Tarvuran-Voer

Moerbeke (Eksaarda)

Evergam

Nearijse (Huldofibarg)

Bevsr-Baverbaak

Kietdracht (Bevaran-Waas)

Oud-Turnhout

Houthalan-cantrum

Prosromme

1991

1991

1991

1991

1991

1991

1992

1992

1992

1992

1992

1992

1992

1992

1992

1992

1992

Design-capadty (h.«.)

10,000

10,000

33,000

1,800

5,000

60.000

: If**»

6,000

8,000

13,000

15,000

20.000

25,000

35.000

535

8,000

10,000

30,000

Tèchnotógy

tertiair

tartiwr

tertiair

tertiair

tertiair

tertiair

tertiair

tertiair

tertiair

tertiair



AWP-Ubasin

31

16

16

• «ubtotAiaaz

23

10

21

24

26

38

35

26

30

41

*tibttrf«t 1993 i

22

22

22

18

18

18

22

Treatment ptetit ftiuinïeï|wBi¥)

Kortonbarg

Waragam

Roasalara

Brakal

Ertvelda (Evorgem)

Lade (Wichelen)

Arendonk

Zoidar

Wommolgom (Dan Tip)

Niai (Boom)

Halen-Lummen

Lot

Lokaran

Adbeke

Hsikijn

Outrijvs

Zandbargan

Üords

St.-Antelinka

Ronsa

1992

1992

1992

1993

1993

1993

1993

1993

1993

1993

1993

1993

1993

1994

1994

1994

1994

1994

1994

1994

24.000

65,000

80.000

: . . . 33^,535. .:. : ."'-'.

7,000

11,000

7,500

14,000

13,500

10.000

34,000

26,000

40,000

54,000

:ƒ;;:;;;.' .?;::i^^ï:.;. ':':\^;%
500

2,500

12,000

8,000

5,000

2,000

65.000

Technology

tertiair

tertiair



22

25

26

26

26

26

18

17

27

29

23

IS

SubtotatiSM

Tot»)

Nukerka

U«r

Beverst

Kermt

Wimmartingan

Houthalen-Oost

Liedekerica

Hoogaardsn

Zoutlaauw

Oiest

Aarschot

Garaardsb«rgan

1994

1994

1994

1994

1994

1994

1994

1994

1994

1994

1994

1994

1.200

30,000

23,000

9,300

14,000

7,500

50,000

7,300

10,000

27,000

25,000

1,000

• ' ' - 300*100 -

S?0t«35



App*ndi* 5,8 '
t ^ t t •f£ici«taci«* watt» watar treatMant piants ia Planden

COD

BOD

SM

Kj-N

COD/BOD

NH4+

NO3-

NO2-

Tot-P

At

Cr

Cu

Pb

Ni

A*

Zn

Hg

Cd

4

4

4

2

4

2

1

74.96

88.80

77.03

46.20

-145.59

43.84

46.55

13.03

8.22

13.18

42.20

44.56

51.60

-

n - number of waste water trea

19

19

18

19

19

18

14

12

19

11

12

15

15

14

8

13

8

9

:ment

77.46

86.88

9.52

58.40

•160.31

50.99

-3734.79

-17.67

52.05

32.83

27.46

26.85

37.96

7.65

0.00

41,75

0.00

12.12

plants.

15.48

15.98

131.50

26.93

131.50

41.97

6163,92

106.83

19.28

43.71

36.32

66.74

43.08

44.52

0.00

26.30

0.00

33.09

58

58

58

58

58

50

28

19

58

35

42

52

45

40

26

56

13

27

70.27

79,70

71.90

50.32

-122.17

41.46

-2336.77

-186.76

46.79

-113.76

44.64

39.48

54.11

10.41

35.47

48.79

9.62

11.76

17.62

22.56

23.53

32.02

126.46

48.17

4506.52

320.89

25.26

804.89

3J.5O

109.93

43.33

78.72

49.12

34.59

45.11

21.46



5.9 wa»t« v»t«r tr»at»»at pl«nt« la th* Dutcft part o* **• flcïwiat baain
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turn

WS20
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Appendix 5.10 Treatment effldencïes of the treatment plant* arounö the Westeracfcslde.
Soufc«: th« DutcJi wat«ntd«ppê«.
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6. Water quality monitoring in the Scheldt basin
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Appendix 6.2 Strongest water quafity objectives In tha Scheldt basin.
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' - . . " - : - .
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- : : : ' . ' : - - : • - - - - - - - - " : • " ' - - ,

:'.- < " - . : : . " • " - ; : : " - • : : . . - " . - - ' ' V:
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' "^',.. FLAN0€RS • •' ' }
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A a S
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- • : . • - ' '
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PARAMETSft*
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Trichlorophenote (/tgA)

TctracMoiphenols (pgfl)

Pentachloroph«nol (pg/l)

DicMorobanzeiM8 (ra/l)

TricMorobsnzaiw* 0̂ 1/1)

T«tracMorob«nz«nas Uqfll

VOX (ra/l)

EOX(ra»)

AOX (ra/i)

1,3-dichlorpropeiM (ra/l)

Trïchloro-othsne (figA)

H«xachJoro-ath«ne lfigl\)

Tributyftin Vfl")

Trifonvltin (ra/U

IMnoMb(ra/l)

DNOC (ra/l)

Aldicwb (ra/l)

Oxsmtl Oflj")

Carbandazim (raA)

Maiwb (ra/»

TWram (ra/l)

ï.;.:=sïÖéSïJKB:::::J i^Wii

$5(M)

J Ï 5 ( M )

S4O(M)

2.5 m

1 W

0.05 (t)

2

0.4

0.2

1

2

1

o.oi m

o-oi m

0.02 (t)

0.3 ft)

O.S ft»

0.5 W

0.03 ft)

1.0 ft)

0.02 ft)

0.025 (t)

0.01 (t)

0.02 (t>

S(M)

s

40 <M)
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PARAMETERS

Zinobti/gyi)

Mfttham-natrium (//fl/T)

Anilino fc/g/0

NTA(po/l)

2,4-dichlorophenoxycarbonacid (f/g/l)

mep* (w/l}

Mecoprop (//g/0

FRANCC BELGJUM.
»»93Ï

fuwoew TÏ««ETt«ïLANOa

0.6 Ct)

o.oi m

2(t)

200 (t)

n w
O.2 ft)

0.1 (t)

TWNETWRIANDS
|2«Mt

PARAMErew

Chl-F (mg/l)

CN-tot (mg/l)

Simazine U/g/l)

Atrozino (ngA)

TCÊo y/gjïi

C6H6OH (ra/l)

Fanot-tot (m/l)

tndica biotique

ABS (détergonts; mg/1)

For (mg/l)

FRANCË
tClM»l>

* t

£ 3

iO.2

< 1

BEUtfUNT

0,05 (M)

RANDEP»

< 0,004 (A)

< 0,05 (A)

£ 5(M)

<4O(A)

THËttCTHSÓANDS
(19»)

0.4

100

TtteNEHSaANOS
(2000Ï

7.5

2 (t. G)
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PARAMETERS . :

SEC {mol»

CN-(mgj1!

Trifloorofin (pgl\)

P^ntachloronitrobonzsn* (pg/H

PropacMoro ifi^li)

LJnuron iuijA)

3,3-dichlorobenzidine lmt\)

Captapho) ifjQfl)

Captan (̂ rp/t)

- FRAHCE .
: *Cfa*»8 :

<0.5

iO.05

.tam . .'•: .vamï . . : •

0.2

0.4

0.1

0.1

0.2

0.2

0.3

' THE«ETHEKUU«>$

M

A

z

t

: median value
: absolute value
: mean summer value
: total concentration in water (•• dissoived + suspended matter)
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Appendix 6 3

i m i i t f k i i t & f o ••••' " . • ' • - ' " " " "'.'• ' O
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Temperoture ft)

PH

Saiinity

Oissolved organie caibon (ofter ftttration; DOC)

Particulatod organie carbon (POC)

Total organie carbon
(TOC)

Chlorophyl-<7

Orthophosphates
(o-P)

Total phosporus

(P-tot)

Suspanded matter
(SM)

Diasolvsd oxygen (O2)

Diasolved oxygen oftar 120 hours (0 2 120)

Oxygen saturation

Biochemical Oxygan Domand (BODj)

Chamicsl Oxyo«n Dwnand (COD)

-

-

*

-

-

-

-

mg/l

mg/t

mg/l

mg/l

-

mg/l

mg/l

m

•c
*

-

mg C/l

-

-

-

mg P/1

mgP/l

mg/l

mg/1

mg/l

% 0 2

mg/l

mg/1

-

°c

•

-

mg P/l

mflP/I

mg/l

mg/l

-

-

mg/l

mg/l

dm

°C

•

•

mg/l

mg/l

mg/1

//g/t

mg/1

mg/l

mg/l

mg/l

-

% 0 ,

mg/1

-



Daily flow rata

Ammonium ratrogan (NH4-N)

Kjatdahl-nitroaan (Kj-N)

Nitrita-nitrogen (NO2-N)

Nïtratö-nitrogon (NO3-N)

Ntttito + nitrate (NO2NO3-N)

E (-N/P)

Conductivity

Chloridas (CI-)

Sulphata* (S04J)

Fluoride* (F-)

Arsana (A«)

Total Araana (A«-t)

Arsana sftar filtration <A»-f)

Cadmium (Cd)

Total cadmium
(Cd-t)

Cadmium aftar firtration (Cd-fl

Chromium (Crt

Total chromium
<Cr-t)

Chromium aftar filtration (Cr-f)

Coppar <Cu)

mg/)

mg/t

mg/l

mg/l

-

-

//S/cm

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

WSÊÊ8ÈBM
nV*

mg/l and mg N/1

mg M/l

mg/l

mg/l

mg M/l

*

KS/cm

mg/l

mg/l

mg/1

«l/l

«l/l

mfi

w/i

« A

«j/i

«I/I

mg NA

mg N/l

mg N/l

mg NA

-

//S/cm

mg/l

mg/l

-

-

-

-

•

-

-

-

mg/l

mgjl

mg/)

mg/l

mg/f

-

mS/cm

mg/l

mg/l

mg/l

«1 / ,

-

« ^

«)/l

-

«l/l

«l/l

-

«>/l



;j>ér*a»^:/ ; - .... .. , .

Total copper (Cu-t)

Copper aftar filtration (Cu-f)

Morcury (Hgl

Total nwrcury (Hg-t)

Mercury aftor filtration (Hg-f)

Nickei (Ni)

Total nickol (Ni-t)

Ntckd ofter filtration (Ni-f)

Laad (Pb)

Total laad IPb-t)

Load aftar filtration (Pb-f)

Zinc (Zn)

Totat zinc (Zn-t)

Zinc aftar filtration (Zn-f)

VOX

EOX

AOX

Benzene

Toiuerta

Monocyclic Aromatic Carbonhydrogans (MAK)

PentacMorophenol (PCP)

Tatrachloroethane (TCEo)

Franc*
-

-

-

-

WaBonïa

A»gfl .

mn

M/I

j/gfl

pgll

« f l

/vA

pan

m/i

f/gfl

jrg/l

-

«ja/!

,i«Ct/l

/M/t

-

-

nffiiaert

-

-

-

_

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

ThsNetheriand»

pg/l

_

_

A»g/I

_

pgfl

«j/1

mn
fiqH

PQ!\

pg/l

/igA

pau

MQfl

«I/l



Tatrachloromathana (T4CM)

Trichloro-athana (TCEa)

Tiichloro-mathsna (cMorophoim; TCM)

Atdrin

Dialdrin

DDT

X posticidos

Tharmotolarant Coli bacterie* (TColi)

Faocal Straptococc (FStrep)

Faacal Coltbactarias (FCoTO

SalrnoneHaa

AXpha-httXBChlorocyetotMXans (HCH-<r)

Beta-h«xachlorocyclohaxsna JHCH-6)

Gamma-haxachlorocyclohoxsna (HCH-rt

Alpha-andoaulphan (a-Endo)

Cholin«-astaras0 draggw* (CHOLREM)

Total alpha acthrity
(Aipha>

Total bata «ctivity fBata)

Ramairang bata ectivity <Bo«t-B)

Bata activity of tritium (H3 lmBq/1)

-

-

-

-

-

-

iïiiiiïil

-

ng/I

ng/l

-

-

-

-

-

ng/I

ng/l

ng/l

ng/l

mpft

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

pg/l

«j/l

pan

MQÜ

n/ml

n/ml

n/ml

n/1

Pö/l

pgrt

mBq/l

mBq/I

mBq/l

mBq/I



International Study Group/Descriptlon of the Water quality of the Scheldt Basin (ISG/DWS)

Subject: Jmmissior» moniioring program (surface water and sediment) in the French part of the Scheldt Basin (1990/1991).
Code: lSG/DWS/22
Date: 27 November 1992

Table l a . ISG-seleeted Immlssion tnonitorlng localiiies In ttie French part of the S c h e l * Basin.

Code*

000431

000437

000535

001148

001225

010000

011000

0120O0

013000

014000

015000

Ot 6000

017000

018000

019000

019100

019300

021000

022000

023000

024000

035000

026000

027000

E&codeJ

ISQ1

ISG2

ISG3

ISG4

ISG5

ISQ6

ISQ7

JSGS

ISG9

1SS10

(SOM

IS812

1SO13

ISG14

ISG15

ISQ16

(SG17

ISQ1I

1SG19

ISG20

1SQ21

ESG22

ISG23

ISQ24

« U a m n e J

Le Jard

Le Jaid

La Petite Marqirt

Courant de Bemlssart

La Marque

L'Escaut RWlere

L'Escaot Rlviere

L'Escairt Canall&e

Canal de L"Ëseaut

Canal de L'Escaut

CnuldeL'Eseaut

Canal de LTscaut

Canal da L'Esciot

CannldeL'Escaut

L'Bseaut Canalisee

Canal de LTscaut

CanatdsL'Escaut

CanaldeSLOuentin

Torrent a'E»n«

L'Erclin

LaScnsee

LaSelle

LaSell*

LaSelle

UunkdfÊll

Cond«-Sur-E«taul

Vleuï-Conde

Hem

Bamlssart

Tourmisnie*

Crevecoeur-Sur-Escaut

Calntaing-Provitle

Eswan

NeuvlHe-Sur-Escnut

Rouvlgnlu

TmbSt Leger

Fmnaa-Sur-Escaut

Vieux-Conde

Mortagnc-OiMiiaid

Moitagne-Du-Nord

Warcotng

Keüdjfi

Cantalng-Sur-Eteaut

Crevccseor-Sur-Escaut

Imiy

Bouehaln

Momay

Salnt-Python

Noyelles-Sur-Selle

Codel

«atooe

03*000

O3O5OO

O32000

033000

034000

035000

O3SO00

037000

039000

039100

040000

041000

043000

043000

044000

otsxw

04*000

047M0

Q4U00

0490M

050000

051000

051100

052000

JSfrcodsy

ISO25

ISQ2S

13027

ISQ2S

ISQZB

ISQ30

ISQ31

ISG32

ISG33

1SG34

ISG35

ISOM

1SQ37

ISG3S

ISQ3»

1SG40

18G4f

ISG41

ISQ43

13044

tSQ45

]SG4«

ISG47

ISO48

ISQ4»

LTealllon

La Btionell*

Can»ld«Mon*

L*Hogne«a

dtnatdu Jard

La V«gne Naln

La Scat|M Rhrl*re

Canal de la Scarpe

La Scarpe Canalteee

La Scarpe Canatlne

Courant de Bernicourt

Cmal de la Scarpe

Canal da la Scarpe

C S M I Du Hord

La Semee fflvkre

LaSentee

LaSenaee

Canal de la Semee

La Grande Traltoira

Courant da rHopHal

LeDecour*

Canal de Roubalx

L'£tpl«[T*

L'Eaplerre

LaLy*

Thlant

Famara

Saint-Aybert

Ttaiveneetlea

Hergnle*

FIlnes-ües-Mortasne

SL Catturine-Les-Airas

Fampoux

Brebtem

RacheB

Rooat-Warendin

Marchlenncs

Nivelles

OlayleVerger

Arieux

PallueJ

Tortwjutsne

Ferin

St-Arnand

MHIonfoaae

TTiun-SI-Amand

Leen

Wattreloa

Spiere

Lagy

1



Table 1b. ISO-selected immlMlon monftoring kxalMJe» In Die Franch pait (rt the Scheldt Baain.

Codol

053000

05*000

054100

055000

055500

056000

057000

058000

059000

OSOOOO

oeiooo

OC20OO

O«30OO

0S3900

064000

0*6000

067000

06SOOQ

OB9000

070000

071000

072000

073000

074000

JSG-eod»;

I5Q»

ISO51

ISG52

1SG53

I3G54

ISG55

1SQ5E

ISQ57

ISG5S

ISGSS

ISGSO

ISCK1

I3OSÏ

IS0S3

ISG64

1SQ65

ISO»

ISO 87

tSÖM

ISOB»

IS670

1SO71

1SO72

ISO73

LaLy»

La Lya Canallaee

La Ly* Canalisec

La Lya Canallsee

UU*

La Lys c a i u l i s n

La Lya Canadue

La Lys CanaNsee

La Lya Canalltee

LaLaquette

La Melde Du Pa*-D*-Calaii

Canal d'Alia A U Baacee

Canal cTAIre A La Basaee

Ccnal d-Ain A La Bas»»

La Suigeon

Quaitweque

Rlvlere de Bmnea

LaClannce

LaClarane*

LaNave

LaLMre

La L a m

LaLoiana

Ctnal de la Boum

Mt*ifc$>aM

Alre-Sur-La-Ly»

Menrille

MeMIfe

Eataina

Lestrem

Erqulnghem

Deutemont

Wanwton

Wervlüj

WHtemcatt

Atre-Sur-La-Lya

Cuinchy

Beuvry L*a Bettiune

A)n-Sur-La-Ly>

Cambrin

Salnt-Venant

Saim-Venant

CalonneRletmart

CAoque*

B u i n a

Braay-En-Artote

Essat»

Couture

Menrille

CotfeV

075000

07«000

07eioo

077000

07WO0

079000

ouooo

on ooo

082000

0(3000

ouooo

oteooo

0*7000

OS1000

I3O74

13075

8876

ISG77

(SQ7S

ISG7»

I3QI0

I3QS1

KÖ*2

isoas

ISQH

ISGSS

ISGM

ISQS7

ntnamJ

Ben|iM « • StoenwMvlc

Canal d * Ia Daule

L-Eacmtileux

Canal de la Deule

Canal d * Ia Deule

Canal d e l * Deule

Canal de la Deule

Canal de la Deule

Deule Canal

Canal de Lens

LaMarque

LaMaique

Canal de Roubatx

Becque da Neuvflle

Mntajoar/

Steeraverek

BetfrCn-EecFebleux

Flen-En-Eecnsbfeux

Comrletea

Counlen»

Don

Haubourdln

Wambrachlee

Oeuletnont

Kamea

Forect-Sur-Marqu*

Waaqaehat

Maniiiette L M Ule

Halluln

Ja

O

$2
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Appendix 6. Water quality monitoring localities in the Wallonian part of the
Scheidt basin. . ' • . ' .

360

380

400

551

560

580

S30

660

670

690

1270

1390

1395

1530

1532

1541

1552

1650

1780

2230

2261

2280

2300

2340

2361

2390

1 3 Ü W # ' : ; ; i : ••.'•'':'•,

Ipalle

Ipalle

Ipalla

Ipalle

Ipalle

Ipalle

Ipalle

Ipalle

Ipalla

Ipalle

Ipalle

Idea

Ibw

Idea

Waa

Idea

Idea

Ibw

Ibw

tdaa

Idea

Idea

tdaa

Idaa

; w « t » r < * > ü * » ,,..'• . ,;:,". . '..

l'Esoaut

l'Escaut

l'Escaut

Canal de l'Esplerras

Canal de TEspierres

l'E«pierree

la Rhoanes

laLys

laLys

laLys

la Dendra

la Senne

la Senne

Canal Cnarleroi-Bnixellee

Ie Tintia

Pieton

Conat Charterot-Bruxeltaa

LaDyle

te Train

la Haine

laHalne

la Haine

l'Houneau

Canal Pommeroel-Antoing

la Grand Courant

Canal du Centre

Bléharles

Kaïn

Pottea

S sint-Lager

Leors-Nord

Leers-Nord

Orroir

Ploegsteert

Warnatan

Cominea

Ath

Soignies

Qusna«t

Couroatlea

VinviUa

Gouy-Lez-Pieton

Faluv

Umal

Arotiennos

Saint-Vaaet

Jwnappes

Heneles

Qulevraln

Peronnee

BerntBsart

Nlmy



Appendix 6.6 Selected water quality monitoring localities tn the Flemish part
of the Scheldt basin.

L««*tk»rt <WHJ* VMM

60

110

\2Q

300

340

380

1540

1620

1640

1650

1680

1690

1720

1730

1740

1760

1790

1800

1980

2100

2120

2150

2160

2200

2500

2520

2S80

tsö-
•-•0*M».. ,

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

201S

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

2022

2023

2024

2025

2026

2027

AWP-tt

7

7

7

12

12

12

37

37

36

21

21

20

20

22

22

22

22

38

39

36

32

32

31

31

25

25

25

W«t»f«0Urt*

Leopoldkanaal

LeopoldKanaal

Leopoldkanaal/
laabellakenaat

Kanaal Gent-Tarneuzen

Kanaal Gent-Tarnauzan

Nieuwe Moervaart

Sohelde

Sohelde

Sohelde

Sohelde

Schalde

Schelde

Schelde

Sohelde

Sohelde

Sohelde

Schalde

Groot Schijn

Barbierbeek

Rupel

Dljle

Dijle

Dijle

Dijle

Beneden Nete

Grote Nete

Grote Nete

Brugge

Assenede

Sas von Ghent (Nether-
landsl

Zelzata

Gent

Gent

Antwerpen

H«mJkeem

Dand»rmonde

Zel«

Wetteren

Destalbergan

Gent

Zwaflm

Oudenaarde

Avelijem

Pecq

Antwerpen

Kruibeke

Nial

Maohelen

Rotsalaar

Rotaelaar

Leuven

Meciheten

Geel

Geol

toc«tlon tiod* VMM

2600

IBOHMd*

2028

AWP41
hmin

25

WattroflurM

Grote Nete

Mwnkipéttty

Geul
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Ubatlpn «kto VMM

2700

3250

3290

3410

3420

3460

3460

3470

3600

3700

3900

3930

3970

3980

3990

4020

4190

4230

4260

4270

4280

4420

4990

4996

6000

6040

2023

2030

2031

2032

2033

2034

2035

2036

2037

2038

2039

2040

2041

2042

2043

2044

2046

2048

2047

2048

2049

2050

2051

2062

2053

2054

5070

6080

5110

6710

5780

5800

2055

2056

2057

2058

2069

2060

AWP4
bwin

24

25

25

30

30

30

30

30

30

32

29

29

26

26

26

26

29

28

28

27

27

27

34

18

18

18

Watarcourta

Klaina Nata

Grota Uaak

Molae Naat

Zanna

Zanna

Zanna

Zanna

Zanna

Zanna

VrauwvNat

Damar

Danwr

Damar

Damar

Damar

Damar

Zwartabaak

V«lpt

V«Hpa

Q«W

Gata

Grot» Nata

Dorp «loop

Nieuwa Dander

Dandar

Dander

MgnjctpaUty

Lier

Laakdal

Gaal

Machalan

Bruaaal

Zamat

Bruaaal

Brussal

Halla

Maohelan

Rotsalaar

Diaat

Lomman

Haaaalt

Maeaelt

BUian

Lumman

Halan

Kortanaken

Halan

Halan

Hoagaarden

St. Amanda

Dandarmonda

Aalat

Dandariaatiw

. • • • • * • v . , ; " 1 '•; >•<•

18

18

18

20

16

16

Dandar
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7. Conclusions, discussion and future activities



Mr. Leo Santbergen
Ministry of Transport, Public Works and
Water Management
Direction Zeeland
P.O.Box 5014
NL - 4330 KA Middelburg

RW/0/93/572 Brussels, May 19th 1993

Dear Mr, Santbergen:

Re: Workshop 2/3 Juni - Namur

Please find enclosed the documents of ICES concerning the use of sediments as monitor ing
tooi tbr studies of contaminants.

Dr. G.T.M, van Eek of the Rijkswaterstaat has collected data concerning the composition
of sediments in the Scheldt estuary (heavy metais, pcb's, pak's, etc.,.). I strongly suggest to include
a summary of these data in the report.

I '11 unfortunately not be able to attend the meeting in Namur because of the exams at the
University.

Yours faithfully,

Professor R. WOLLAST

Encls,



MAST DAYS AND EURQMAR (Brussels. 17-19 March 1993)

Workshop Report
on

Shelf Edge Exchange Processes: Mediterranean versus North Atlantic

Lei CHOU
Laboratoire D'Océanogrpahie Chimique

Université Libre de Bruxelles

The discussion of the workshop session was concentrated on the identification of key
questions and of gaps related to studies on shelf edge exchange processes. Recommendations
were suggested by the key speakers and other workshop participants for future research.

1. Btogeochetnical Cycles

Coastal zones are areas of high productivity and thus are important for the
quantification of the global carbon cycle. However, air/sea exchange measurements of
CO2 carried out in previous studies rarely include the coastal oceans. It is recommended
that in the future global carbon budget for CO2 fluxes take into account processes
occurring in this region.

Until present the amount of organic carbon being transferred from the coast zone
to the open ocean across the ocean margins is unknown. This is certainly one of the key
questions to be addressed in future studies.

It was also pointed out that the understanding of the hydrodynamics in the
shelf/slope regions is essential for the quantification of global biogeochemical cycle of
carbon and the associated elements.

2. Physical Processes

The foUowing recommendations are proposed concerning the physics on the shelf
edge exchange:
- To clarify the mechanisms that generate and maintain the eddies of filaments in the

shelf/slope regions because they are important for the mass transfer of elements
across the ocean margins.

- To quantify important exchange associated with transport and energy at mesoscale.
- To conduct processes-oriented studies in order to quantify relative importance of

physical processes.
- To conduct substantial field and theoretical studies.



3. Sediment Transport

It is important to link the hydrodynamic system with the transport of sediments.
This requires interdisciplinary studies.

One should also investigate how the sediment transport system changes when the
climate changes. It was suggested to monitor the sediment transport at the seafloor at
a key location. For instance, the Norwegian Sea - Greenland area can be a key area for
this type of study because they are likely subject to climatic change.

The assistance from the modellers is highly desirable.

4. Biology

One needs to know the energy flow via the pelagic-benthic coupling system,
Processes controlling the transfer of organic carbon in shelf/slope regions is poorly
understood, which involves chemistry, physics and biogeochemical cycling. There are
gaps in all branches of bioiogical studies concerning this subject. Collection of basic
data of high quality is strongly needed. Again, interdisciplinary research is strongly
recommended.

5. Coordination of Multi-Disciplinary Studies

The necessity for a multi-disciplinary research on shelf edge exchange processes
has been pointed out throughout the discussion. There are lots of information existing
in this field. However, there are no links to provide data exchange. It was then
suggested that a single study area be chosen for this type of interdisciplinary project.

One of the workshop participants pointed out that multi-disciplinary studies should
become easier now. Because there are several large scale integrated projects in the
framework of the MAST II programme, which covers various disciplines.
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15 GUIDELINES FOR THE USE OF SEDIMENTS AS ft, MONITORING TOOL FOR
5TUDIES OF CONTAMINANTS IN THE MARINE ENVIRONMENT

15.1 Introduction

The following is an amplification of earlier advice provided by
the ACMP on the use of sediments as a monitoring tooi for studies
of contammants in the marine environment. This amplification was
requested by the Oslo and Paris Commissions to meet needs speci-
fied by the Joint Monitoring Group.

15.2 Samplinq Methods

Different problems dictate different approaches and levels of
sophistication in monitoring sediments. The ACMP suggests three
levels of sampling and analysis appropriate to differing require-
ments.

15.2.1 First level

The first level is limited to the measurement of total contami-
nant concentrations in surface sediments. Analysis of botton) grab
samples can provide an immediate assessment of the present levels
of contamination in an area in relation to the textural and geo-
chemical characteristics of the sediment.

Tightly closing grab samplers are usually adequate for studies of
the most recently deposited layer, provided that they are well
designed and handled. Normally, only the uppermost layer is used
for the studies. Such grab samples do not, however, provide much
information on the accumulation of contaminants in the past. In
the case of strong biological perturbation of the sediments, the
contamination signal of the surficial layer may also be signifi-
cantly damped. A visual inspection of the sample is often suffi-
cient to indicate the absence of animal disturbance, especially
in the case of unambiguously laminated sediments.

Sampling of sediments should be exclusively performed in accumu-
lating areas. since many contaminants are enriched in the fine
particulate fraction of sediments, zones in which muds accumulate
are to be preferred. Background information can be provided from
topographic maps and current charts. Areas of interest are asso-
ciated with zones of low hydraulic energy related to weak tidal
currents and wave actions. They are normally found at the deepest
parts of an area. This background information can be usefully
supplemented by topographic mapping using echo-sounding and seis-
mic profiling.

The diversity and varying intensity of physica.1, chemical and
biological conditions in marine areas imposes a need to assess
variability in a given area through appropriate sampling. The
number of samples required for this purpose can be evaluated by
appropriate statistical analysis of the variance within and
between samples.
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15.2.2 $econd level

The second level involves the sampling of cores at selected sites
with a box-corer or a Large diameter gravity corer. With these
samplers, assuming that they are properly deployed, recovered and
sub-sampled, the surface is more reliably sampled and it is poss-
ible to examine the vertical structure and composition of the
sediments.

The depth and intensity of biological mixing can often be quali-
tatively assessed by visual inspection or by X-radiography of
cores. in unmixed sediments, the vertical distribution of the
concentrations reveals the evolution of the depositional flux of
contaminants in the most recent past and allows one to define a
reference level of concentrations in the deepest part of the
core, which may represent the natural level in the area in ques-
tion.

In most areas, 1 cm slices are a reasonable compromise between
the desired vertical (historical) resolufcion, the number of
samples to be processed and the amount of material necessary for
a. variety of different analyses. Smaller slices, down to about 2
mm, are still practicablc in ai'üus of law deposition, depending
on the intens Ifcy of biological mixing.

15.2.3 Third level

The sampling methods at this level are the same as those at the
second level, but with the addition of radiochemical (e.g., Pb-
210, Th-234, Cs~137, and Pu-239/Pu-24O) or other measurements to
determine the rate of deposition and the nature and consequences
of biological mixing. It is the objective of this work to under-
stand the rate and mechanism of contaminant build-up in the
sediment reservoir and eventually to determine contaminant
budgets and temporal trends.

15.3 $$,mpling freguencv

The sampling frequency (and vertical resolution) is essentially
determined by the rate of deposition, the intensity of biological
mixing and the thickness of the layer one can sample. It also
depends on the anticipated changes of contaminant fluxes to the
sediment with time and on the reproducibility of the analytical
methods applied for contaminant determinations. since high depo-
sitional rates in coastal environments are of the order of a few
centimeters per decade, the required time interval for repeated
sampling of marine sediments in a monitoring programme is usually
several years,
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15.4 Sample description

A log book should be used during sampling where a visual descrip-
tion of the sample is made. The description should contain the
following inforraation:

- textural description,

- homogeneity and indication of bioturbation or stratif ication,

- colour (Munsell colour chart).

If possible, the sediment cores should be X-rayed before slicing
to confirm the information on textural changes and biological
raixing.

15.5 Sub-samplinq and sample storaae

The sub-sampling of sediments should preferably be performed
immediately after sampling. Care should be taken to avoid smear-
ing of the sides of extruded cores, Sub-satnples for physical and
chemical analysis should be stored frozen or freeze-dried.

15.6 Sedimentological and Geochemical Information

For any study of marine sediments in relation to contamination, a
basic amount of information is necessary about the deposit and
its composition. This information requires the determination of:

- water content

- grain size characteristics

- organic and inorganic carbon content

- Al (or Sc) and Fe (or Mn) content

- the contaminants of concern.

The redox potential should be evaluated at least qualitatively
(i.e.( whether the surficial sediments are oxic or anoxic and, if
oxic, whether there exists a redoxcline within the core).

15.6.1 Grain size distribufcion

As contaminant levels are usually much higher in finer grained
sediments, it is appropriate to determine the fine-grained size
fraction and to apply the chemical analysis to that fraction. It
is convenient to separate particles at the sand/silt size classi-
fication boundary (63 pm). The grain size separation may be per-
formed by dry-sieving or wet-sieving using uncontaminated deion-
ized water. In cases where contamination of the coarse fraction
is suspected, both fractions should be analysed.
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15,7 Chemical analvs;ts

For the analysis of inorganic constituents, the sample should
preferably be Jreeze-dried, Alternatively, the sediments may be
dried at 105 C, except for subsequent analysis of volatile
substances (e.g., dimethyl mercury). Sub-sampling should be
performed on a dry sample previously homogenized in a raortar.

For organic constituents, sub-sampling of wet sediments is recom-
mended. The water content may be deterntined on a parallel sample.
Alternatively, freeze-dried sediments may be used following care-
ful checks on loss of volatile substances and of contamination
(e.g,, by vacuüm pump oil),

For most types of analyses of organic and inorganic constituents,
well-documented methods are available, However, for coordinated
studies only satisfactorily intercompared methods should be used.
Some guidance in relation to the expected reproducibility of
those methods is given in reports of recent intercalibration
exercises .

V
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16 SEDIMENT OUAT.T-v "PTTF^XXJ_JJQRMALIZATTON TECHNIOUF-S POR METALS

16.1 Introduction

This section of the report presents A tentative normalization
technique for ev^luating -he concentrations of metallic con-
taminants in sediaer.ts with respect to background or natural
levels expected for sirailar non-contaminated deposits. lts
purpose is to determine where anomalous concentrations occur
relative to those normally expected in marine sediments under
natural conditions.

A wide variety of substances entering the marine system are sub-
jected to various biogeoche^ical processes and become associated
with fine-grained particula~e matter in such a way that the
behaviour and fate of these substances are determined by partic-
ulate dynamics. Thus, Prerexential accumulation of particle-
associative contaminants occuts in zones of fine sediment deposi-
tion and a comparison of sediments from various areas must,
therefore, take into account the granulometric distribution. Two
approaches to normalization have been selected here. The first is
purely physical and consists of characterizing the sediment by
measuring its content of fir.e material The second approach is of
a chemical nature and is b-ised on the fact that the small size
fraction is usually rich ir. clay minerals, iron and manganese
oxx-hydroxides and organic aatter, Chemical parameters represen-
tative of these components -ay thus be used to characterize the
small size fraction.

It is strongly suggested -hat several parameters be used in the
evaluation of quality criteria of sediments. The types of infor-
mation gained by utili—r.g these various parameters are often
complementary and extremely useful, considering the complexity
and diversity of situaticna encountered in the sedimentary
environment. Furthermore, the measurements of the parameters
selected here are relativeiy simple and inexpensive.

The interpretation of the data generally requires a comparison
between the chemical conposition of the sediments from a selected
area and background or natural values found in uncontaminated
sediments. In this content, the relationships between the concen-
trations of contaminants and various sedimentary characteristics,
such as grain-size distribution and mineralogical composition,
are very useful. A step-by-step desctiption of the selected pro-
cedure and a short ^ustit'ication of the methodology are given
below,

16.2 SamPlinq

Ideally, a sampling strategy should be based on a knowledge of
the source of contaminants, the trar.sport pathways of suspended
matter and the rates of accumvilation of sediments in the region
of interest. However, existing da-.a are often too limited to
defme the ideal samplincr schema.
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14 STUDIES OF CONTAMINANTS IN SEDIMENTS

The ACMP considered the "Guidelines for differentiating anthro-
pogenic from natural tracé metal concentrations in marine sedi-
ments", prepared by the WGMS. The ACMP noted that these revised
guidelines were based on a debatable definition of the normaliz-
ation concept which, furthermore, does not apply to substances
such as chlorinated hydrocarbons that do not have bo.th a natural
and an anthropogenic source. The ACMP noted that the submitted
guidelines document was limited to the case of tracé metals in
sediments. The ACMP decided to amend the document in order to
respond better to the urgent request of the Oslo and paris Com-
missions for advice on normalization of the concentrations of a
wide variety of contaminants in marine sediments.

14.1 Normalization Techniaues for Sediment Oualifcv Asseasment

14.1.1 Infrroduction

Normalization in this discussion is defined as a procedure to
compensate for the influence of natural processes on the measured
variability of the concen-tration of contaminants in sediments.
Most contaminants (metals, pesticides, hydrocarbons) show high
affinity to particulate matter and are, consequently, enriched in
the bottom sediwents of estuaries and coastal areas. In practice,
natural and anthropogenic substances entering the marine system
are subjected to a variety of biogeochemical processes. As a re-
sult, they become associated with fine-grained suspended solids
and colloidal organic and inorganic particles. The ultimate fate
of these substances is determined, to a large extent, by particu-
late dynaroics. They-therefore tend to accumulate in areas of low
hydrodynamic energy, where fine material is preferentially de-
poslted. in areas of higher energy, these substances are "di-
luted" by coarser sediments of natural origin and low contaminant
content.

It is obvious that the grain size is one of the most important
factors controlling the distribution of natural and anthropogenic
components in the sediments. It is, therefore, essential to nor-
malize for the effects of grain size in order to provide a basis
for meaningful comparisons of the occurrence of substances in
3ediments of various granulometry and texture within individual
areas or among areas. Excess levels, above normalized background
values, could then be used to establish sediment quality.

For any study of sediments, a basic amount of information on
their physical and chemical characteristics is required before an
assessment can be made on the presence or absence of anomalous
contaminant concentrations. The concentration at which contami-
nation can be detected depends on the sampling strategy and the
number of physical and chemical variables that are determined in
individual samples.

The various granuloraetric and geochemical approaches used for the
normalization of tracé eleraents data as well as the identifi-
cation of contaminated sediments in estuarine and coastal sedi-
raents has been extensively reviewed by Loring (1988). Two normal-
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ization approaches widely used in oceanography and in atmospheric
sciences have been selected here. The first is purely physical
and consists of characterizing the sediment by measuring its con-
tent of fine material. The second approach is chemical in nature
and is based on the fact that the small size fraction is usually
rich in clay minerals, iron and manganese oxi-hydroxides and
organic matter. Furtherraore, these components of ten exhibit a
high affinity for organic and inorganic contaminants and are re-
sponsible for their enrichment in the fine fraction. Chemical
parameters (e.g,, Al, Sc, Li) representative of these components
raay thus be used to characterize the smali size fraction under
natural conditions.

It is strongly suggested that several parameters be used in the
evaluation of the quality of sediments. The types of information
that can be gained by the utilization of these various parameters
are often complementary and extremely useful considering the com-
plexity and diversity of situations encountered in the sedimen-
tary environment. Furtherraore, measurements of the normalizing
parameters selected here are rather simple and inexpensive.

This report presents general guidelines for sample preparation,
analytical procedures, and interpretation of physical and chem-
ical parameters used for the normalization of geochemical data.
lts purpose is to demonstrate how to collect sufficient data to
normalize for the grain-size effect and to allow detection, at
various levels, of anomalous concentrations of contaminants
within estuarine and coastal sediments.

14.1.2 Samplina

Ideally, a sampling" strategy should be based on a knowledge of
the source of contaminants, the transport pathways of suspended
matter and the rates of accumulation of sediments in the region
of interest. However, existing data are often too limited to de-
fine the ideal sampling scheme. since contaminants concentrate
mainly in the fine fraction, sampling priority should be given to
areas containing fine material that usually correspond to zones
of deposition.

The high variability in the physical, chemical and biological
properties of sediments implies that an evaluation of sediment
quality in a given area must be based on a sufficient number of
samples. This number can be evaluated by an appropriate statis-
tical analysis of the variance within and between samples. To
test the representativity of a single sediment specimen at a
given locality, several samples at one or two stations should be
taken.

The methodology of sampling and analysis should follow the recom-
mendations outlined in the "Guidelines for the Use of Sediments
as a Monitoring Tool for Contaminants in the Marine Environment"
(ICES, 1987). In most cases, the uppermost layer of sediments,
collected with a tightly closing grab sampler (level 1 in the
Guidelines), is sufficient to provide the information concerning
the contamination of the sediments of a given area compared to
sediments of uncontarainated locations or other reference ma-
terial .
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Another significant advantage of using sediments as monitoring
devices is that they have recorded the historical evolution of
the composition of the suspended matter deposited in the area of
interest. Under favourable conditions, the degree of contami-
nation may be estimated by comparison of surface sediments with
deeper samples, taken below the biological mixing zone. The con-
centrations of tracé elements in the deeper sediment may rep-
resent the natural background level in the area in question and
can be defined as baseline values. This approach requires sam-
pling with a box-corer or a gravity corer (levels 2 and 3 in the
Guidelines).

14,1.3 jynalvfrjj.cal, Procedures

Typical analytical procedures to be followed are outlined in
Table 6. The number of steps that are selected will depend on the
nature and extent of the investigation.

14.1.3.1 Grain size fract;4.onafcion

It is recommended that at least the amount of material less than
63 Mm, corresponding to the sand/silt classxfication limit, be
determined. The sieving of the sample at 63 pm is, however, often
not sufficient, especially when sediments are predoitvinantly fine
grained. In such cases, it is better to normalize with lower size
thresholds since the contaminants are mainly concentrated in the
fraction less than 20 \sta, and even more specifically in the clay
fraction {< 2 ym). It is thus proposed that a determination be
made, on a sub-sample, of the weight fraction less than 20 urn and
that less than 2 pm with the aid of a sedimentation pipette or by
elutriation. Several laboratories are already reporting their re-
sults relative to the content of fine fractions of various sizes
and these results may be useful for comparison among areas,

14.1.3.2 Analysis oi; coq1;a.minan.t3

It is essential to analyse the total content of contaminants in
sediments if quality assessment is the goal of the study, and it
is thus recommended that the unfractionated sample be analyzed in
its entirety. The total content of elements can be determined
either by non-destructive methods, such ag X-ray fluorescence or
neutron activation, or by a complete digestion of the sediments
(involving the use of hydrofluoric acid (HF)) followed by methods
such as atomic absorption spectrophotometry or emission spectro-
scopy. In the same way, organic contaminants should be extracted
with the appropriate organic solvent from the total sediment.

An individual size fraction of the total sediment may be used for
subsequent analysis, if required, to determine the absolute con-
centrations of contaminants in that fraction, providing that its
contribution to the total is kept in perspective when interpret-
ing the data. Such size fraction information might be useful in
tracing the regional dispersal of metals associated with specific
grain-size fractions, when the provenance of the material remains
the same. However, sample fractionation is a tedious procedure
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that introduces considerable risk of contamination and potential
losses of contaminants due to leaching. The applicability of this
approach is thus limited.

14.1.4 Iformali,z.a.tiQn Procedures

14.1.4.1 Granulonietric normaljzation

Since contaminants tend to concentrate in the fine fraction of
sediments, correlations between total concentrations of contami-
nants and the weight percent of the fine fraction, determined
separately on a sub-sample of the sediment by sieving or gravity
settling, constitute a simple but powerful method of normaliz-
ation. Linear relationships between the concentration and the
weight percentage of the fine fraction are often found and it is
then possible to extrapolate the relationships to 100% of the
fraction studied, or to characterize the sizes dependence by the
slope of the regression line.

14.1.4.2 Geocheroical normalization

Granulometric normalization alone is inadequate to explain all
the natural tracé variability in the sediraents. In order to
interpret better the compositional variability of sediments, it
is also necessary to attempt to distinguish the sedimentary cora-
ponents with which the contaminants are associated throughout the
grain-size spectrum. Since effective separation and analysis of
individual components of sediments is extremely difficult, such
associations must rest on indirect evidence of these relation-
ships.

Since contaminants are mainly associated with the clay minerals,
iron and manganese oxi-hydroxides and organic matter abundant in
the fine fraction of the sediments, more information can be ob-
tained by measuring the concentrations of elements representative
of these components in the samples.

An inert element such as aluminium, a major constituent of clay
minerals, may be selected as an indicator of that fraction. Nor-
malized concentrations of tracé elements with respect to alumi-
nium are coramonly used to characterize various sediraentary par-
ticulate materials (see below). It may be considered as a conser-
vative major element, that is not affected significantly by, for
instance, early diagenetic processes and strong redox effects ob-
served in sediments.

In the case of sediments derived from the glacial erosion of ig-
neous rocks, it has been found that contaminant/Al ratios are not
suitable for normalizing for granular variability (Loring, 1988).
Lithium, however, appears to be an ideal element to normalize for
the grain size effect in this case and has the additional advan-
tage of being equally applicable to non-glacial sediments.
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In addition to the clay minerals, *Mn and Fe compounds are often
present in the fine fraction, where they exhibit adsorption pro-
perties strongly favouring the incorporation of various contami-
nants, Mn and Fe are easily analysed by flame atomic. absorption
spectrometry and their measurement may provide insight into the
behaviour of contaminants.

Organic matter also plays an important role as scavenger of con-
taminants and controls, to a major degree, the redox character-
istics of the sedimentary environment.

Finally, the carbonate content of sediments is easy to determine
and provides additional information on the origin and the geo-
chemical characteristics of the sediments. Carbonates usually
contain insignificant amounts of tracé metals and act mainly as a
diluent. Under certain circumstances, however, carbonates can fix
contaminants such as cadmium and copper. A summary of the normal-
ization factors is given in Table 7.

14.1.4.3 Interprefration oi; the data

The simplest approach in the geocheroical normalization of sub-
stances in sediments is to express the ratio of the concentration
of a given substance to that of the normalizing factor.

Normalization of the concentration of tracé elements with respect
to aluminium (or scandium) has been used widely and reference
values on a global scale have been established for tracé elements
in various compartments: crustal rocks, soils, atmospheric par-
ticles, river-borne material, marine clays and marine suspended
matter (cf., e.g., Martin and Whitfield, 1983; Buat-Menard and
Chesselet, 1979).

This normalization also allows the definition of an enrichment
factor for a given element with respect to a given compartment.
The most commonly used reference level of composition Ï3 the mean
global normalized abundance of the element in crustal rock
(Clarke valuej. The enrichment factor EF is given by:

EFcrust - (X'A1>sed/<X/A1>crust

where X/Al refers to the ratio of the concentration of element X
to that of Al in the given compartment.

However, estimates of the degree of contamination and time trends
of contamination at each sampling location can be improved upon
by making a comparison with metal levels in sediments equivalent
in origin and texture.

These values can be compared to the normalized values obtained
for the sediments of a given area- Large departures from these
mean values indicate either contamination of the sediment or
local mineralization anomalies.
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When other variables (Fe, Mn, organic matter and carbonates) are
used to characterize the sediment, regression analysis of the
contaminant concentrations with these parameters often yields
useful information on the source of contamination and on the
mineralogical phase associated with the contaminant,

A linear relationship between the concentration of tracé consti-
tuents and that of the normalization factor has often been ob-
served (Windom si SX., 1989). In this case and if the natural
geochemical population of a given element in relation to the nor-
malizing factor can be defined, samples with anomalous normalized
concentrations are easily detected and may indicate anthropogenic
inputs.

According to this method, the slope of the linear regression
equation can be used to distinguish the degree of contamination
of the sediments in a given area. This method can also be used to
show the change of contaminant load in an area if the method is
used on samples taken over intervals of some years (Cato, 1986).

A multi-element/component study, in which the major and tracé
metals, along with grain size and organic carbon contents, have
been measured, allows the interrelationships between the vari-
ables to be established in the form of a correlation matrix. From
such a matrix, the most significant ratio between tracé metal and
relevant parameter(s) can be determined and used for identifi-
cation of metal carriers, normalization and detection of anomal-
ous tracé metal values. Factor analyses can sort all the vari-
ables into groups (factors) that are associations of highly cor-
related variables, so that specific and/or non-specifie textural,
mineralogical, and chemical factors controlling the tracé metal
variability may be inferred from the data set.

Natural background levels can also be evaluated on a local scale
by examining the vertical distribution of the components of
interest in the sedimentary column. This approach requiresf how-
ever, that several favourable conditions are met: steady compo-
sition of the natural uncontaminated sediments; knowledge of the
physical and biological mixing processes within the sediments;
absence of diagenetic processes affecting the vertical distribu-
tion of the component of interest. In such cases, grain-size and
geochemical normalization permits compensation for the local and
temporal variability of the sedimentation processes.

14.1.5 Conclusjons

The use of the granulometric measurements and of component/ref-
erence element ratios are useful approaches towards complete nor-
malization of granular and mineralogical variations, and identi-
fication of anomalous concentrations of contaminants in sedi-
ments. Their use requires that a large araount of good analytical
data be collected and specific geochemical conditions be met be-
fore all the natural variability is accounted for, and the anom-
alous contaminant levels can be detected. Anomalous metal levels,
however, may not always be attributed to contamination, taut
rather could easily be a reflection of differences in sediment
provenance.

10:
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Geochemical studies that involve the determination of the major
and tracé metals, organic contaminants, grain size parameters,
organic matter, carbonate, and mineralogical composition in the
sediments are more suitable for determining the factors that con-
trol the contaminant distribution than the measurement of absol-
ute concentrations in specific size fractions or the üse of po-
tential contaminant/reference metal ratios alone. They are thus
more suitable for distinguishing between uncontaminated and con-
taminated sediments. This is because such studies can identify
the factors that control the variability of the concentrations of
contaminants in the sediments.
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TABLE 6

A TYPICAL APPROACH FOR DETERMINATIONS OF PHÏSICAL AND CHEMICAL
PARAMETERS IN MARINE SEDIMENTS

OBTAIN SUB-SAMPLE
from Grab or Core

i

SUB-SAMPLE

Store
Frozen or at 4 C

DRY

REMOVE
Material >2 mm

HOMOGENIZE SAMPLE

1

SUB-SAMPLEAMI

ïxt:

SUB-SAMPLE SÜB-SAMPLEAMI SÜB-SAMPLEAMI

total tjigestion total ejftraction Determination other analyses Grain size
of organic if required analysis

and inorganic
Determination Detertnination carbon

of tracé metals of ozganic
and reference contaminants

elements

!üM
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TABLE 7

SUMMARY OF NORMALIZATION FACTORS

Normalization Size
factor Indicator Role

Textural

Sand

Mud

Clay

Chemical

si

Al

Li, Sc

2000-63 Coarse-grained metal-poor
minerals/compounds

<63 Silt and clay size metal-
bearing minerals/compounds

<2 Metal-rich clay minerals

Amount and distribution of
metal-poor quartz

Al siücates, but used to
account for granular vari-
ations of metal-rich fine
silt + clay size Al-sili-
cates

structurally combined in
clay minerals and micas

Organic carbon

Fe, Mn

Carbonates

Fine-grained organic matter

Metal-rich silt + clay size
Fe-bearing clay minerals,
Fe-rich heavy minerals and
hydrous Fe and Mn oxides

Biogenic marine sediments

Determines physical sorting
and depositional pattern of
metals

üsually diluent of tracé
metal concentrations

Usually overall concentrator
of tracé metals

üsually fine-grained accumu-
lator of tracé metals

Coarse-grained diluter of
contaminants

Chemical tracer of Al-sili-
cates, particularly the clay
minerals

Tracer of clay minerals, par-
ticularly in sediments con-
taining Al-silicates in all
size fractions

Tracer of organic contami-
nants. Soroetimes accumulator
of tracé metals like Hg and
Cd

Chemical tracer for Fe-rich
clay fraction. High adsorp-
tion capacity of organic and
inorganic contaminants

Diluter of contaminants.
Sometimes accumulate tracé
metals like Cd and Cu


